First Session
Wednesday, January 25, 2012 at 10:00 AM
Lots 1-864
United States and Possessions
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

U.S. Postal History
Postal History by State

1

)
Alabama antebellum cover collection, 20+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes ms town cancel
Carlosville(S/R 4) with sheet margin #11 on cover,
stampless with red Pickensville cds(S/R 4), ms town cancel
Sal Soda(S/R 7) on U9, and red Spring Hill cds(S/R 6) on
stampless embossed ladies cover each cover on its own
page with identification, years of post office operation, and
history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2

)
[Alaska] 1897 American Souvenir Card Co.,
multicolored views of Alaska, five different, two are used
(but from NY), includes card 1 Skagway/Sitka, card 2
Sitka/Gold Mining, card 3 Chilcoot Pass/Sitka Bay, card 4
Juneau Church/Juneau, card 9 Kling Kwan Village/Taku
bayalso includes SS Spokan picture post card and Pacific
Coast Steamship co card with Alaska Excursions Steamship Spokane from 1905 with train going over White Pass &
Yukon Railway, excellent group of desireable and seldom
encountered items, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

3

)
[Arkansas] Bentonville, ms town cancel
"Bentonville Ark/June 1st" with ms "10" rate on outer folded
letter sheet addressed to Stand Watie Esq, Washington
City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com

Stand Watie was the highest ranking Indian in the CSA
army, he assisted in bringing the Cherokee Nation into the
CSA camp, was the last southern general to surrender his
command.
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4

)
[Arkansas] Gaster's Landing, red "Gaster's
Landing Ark/Nov/16" cds(S/R 9) on pen cancelled U10 to
Washington City DC, ink docketing at left, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

6

According to owner this is only the second cover known
with this town's cds.

)
[California] Benecia, manuscript town cancel
"Benecia Cal/29 Oct" with manuscript "40" rate on 1849
folded letter sheet to Norwalk CT, manuscript "per steamer
& across the isthmus", with two strikes "Advertised", detailed letter describing voyage and cost to California, price
of staples, probably carried on the third trip of the "California" which sailed from San Francisco on Nov 2, 1849,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
This is probably the earliest known postal marking from
Benecia. The official P.M. appointment was not until Nov
8, 1849.

7

5

2

)
[California] Bidwell's Bar, three 3¢(26) and
1¢(24) tied by New York Ocean Mail Oct 20 cds's to
Bidwells Bar, with cds used as receiver, ms "For 3 c" and rerouted to Oroville, reduced at left, Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Arkansas antebellum cover collection, 45+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes ms town cancel
Rondo(S/R 7) on U9, Rockport cds(S/R 5) on U10, ms town
cancel Pekin(S/R 6) on mourning cover with #26, and red
Columbia cds(S/R 5) on pen cancelled U10, each cover on
its own page with identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up
for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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9

)
[California] Steinbergers, Cal (San Francisco County) May 19 (1855), manuscript postmark on
cover with pen cancel on4 margin 10c green imperf. to
Rockport, OH, very rare 3 year town, less than 6 known,
small tear at top, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

10

)
[California] Weld Correspondence to & from
California, nine covers, includes seven type V and two type
II including pair, either to or from Auburn CA, 1859-1861,
nice group for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

H)
[California] "Peruvian" Clipper Card,
Glidden & Williams Line, Multicolored card To Sail ON or
Before Thursday July 10, Lewis Wharf, The magnificent
first class clipper ship, James M. Roberts, Commander…
This shipis well known to the trade, is in fine condition for
the voyage, and will sail as above. Shippers will oblige by
forwarding their engagements promptly. For freight or passage apply at The California Packet Office, No 114…State
Street. Watsons Press, 45 Water St.- Over commercial
agency., one slight foxing speck, light edge wear otherwise
fresh and Extremely Fine rarely encountered this fresh.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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)
[District of Columbia] Alexandria, "ALEX Nov
29" SL with ms "15" rate on 1793 folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, addressed to Citizen Genet, Genet was the French
Government's representative in Philadelphia and a vocal
opponent of George Washington's administration, letter
concerns the capture of Captain Barclay's ship by a corsair
and the taking of goods valued at $250,000, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

12

)
[Florida
Territory]
Apalachicola,
"Apalachicola F.Ty/Apr/8" cds with ms "25" rate on 1838
folded letter sheet to Providence RI, cotton business, vertical filefold, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

13

)
[Florida Territory] Key West, well struck red
"Key-West Florida/Jan 1" oval, 36x26mm, with ms "25" rate
on 1837 folded letter sheet to Bristol RI, letter tells of passage to Key West and a sailor jumping overboard due to
rum, vertical filefold, beautiful cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

4

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

14

)
[Florida] Oakvilla, 2¢(213) cancelled by cork
cancel with "Oakvilla Fla/Oct/24" cds on disinfected cover
to Atlanta GA, two rows of punctures through cover and letter, personal letter, opened at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

15

)
[Florida] St Augustine E. Flo, "St Augustine E.
Flo/Feb/2" oval, 28x24mm, with ms "25" rate on 1838
folded letter sheet to Providence RI, personal letter, mentions arrival of Grand Caravan of Animals, vertical filefold,
Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

16

)
[Florida Territory] Tallahassee, "Tallahassee
Flora/Dec/28 1836" oval, 37x25mm, with ms "25" rate on
outer folded letter sheet to Salem NC, ink docketing center,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

info@kelleherauctions.com
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18

)
[Indiana] Indianapolis Manuscript Cancel,
ms town cancel "Indianapolis In/Aug 30th" on 1827 FLS,
with ms "½ oz. 25" rate, to Vincennes IN, three page legal
document, vertical filefold, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

19

)
[Indiana] Indianapolis Manuscript Cancel,
ms town cancel "Indianapolis In/Feb 5th 1828" on FLS, with
ms "25" rate to Peacham VT, personal letter, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Georgia antebellum cover collection, 40+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers, better includes Buena Vista on U10 with
"Forwarded 3" sl, Darien oval with ornaments oval,
Stampless red Lumkin with matching "Paid/3" sl, and two
stampless covers from Rome GA addressed to Howell
Cobb, he organized "Cobb's Legion" during the Civil War
and was a CSA congressman, each cover on its own page
with identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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6

21

)
[Louisiana] False River, six 3¢(26) cancelled
with ms town "False River LA/Feb 16 1859"(S/R 8) on U10,
with red "New York Paid/Feb/23/12" cds to Vosges France,
with French transit, three different French transits in reverse, light toning, on exhibition page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

22

)
[Massachusetts] Boston, 1899, involute 14
star flag on UX14- New England Genealogical Society
meeting notice, virtually complete strike, insignificant corner bend, rare type.
Estimate $200 - 300

23

)
[Massachusetts] Lowell, clear cds's tie three
1¢ blues on a small Valentine cover, F.-V.F. Scott 7.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Kentucky antebellum cover collection, 30+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes stampless embossed ladies cover with Glascow cds and embossed lettersheet,
Harlan C.H. on U10 with Pension Office receiver, Lexington
sl on poor cover(ASCC cat 400.00), and stampless blue
Louisville with 1¢ drop rate, each cover on its own page with
identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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24

)
[Massachusetts]
Worcester
Worcester
County Straight Line, "Worcefter May 1" SL, 28x5mm on
1796 FLS, with ms "17" rate to New York, two vertical
filefolds, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

25

)
[Massachusetts]
Worcester
Wocester
County Straight Line, "Worcester June 18" SL, 27x4mm,
on 1802 FLS, with matching "FREE" SL to Marblehead,
personal letter, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

26

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
Missouri antebellum cover collection, 17
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes #26 on cover with ms
town cancel Hermitage, 1804 stampless with St Louis cds,
possibly bootlegged from Germany, and 1¢ drop rate St
Louis with gilt embossed ladies cover, each cover on its
own page with identification, years of post office operation,
and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Sale 628 - Jan. 25, 2012
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27

28

8

)
New York stampless lot, 55 covers,
1818-1867, a few manuscript but mostly handstamped,
nice range of rates and auxiliary markings, better includes
red 1823 Johnstown with full color hand drawn illustration
inside, 1846 blue Utica oval with "1" rate, and small group of
Phelps from the 1830's & 40's, please inspect, sure to
please, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

29

)
North Carolina antebellum cover collection,
20 covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes stampless ms Ayresville,
stampless ms Lenoir, and red Lincolnton with matching
"Free" sl, each cover on its own page with identification,
years of post office operation, and history, excellent group
to build upon or break up for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

30

)
[South Carolina] Black River, 3¢(11A) pen
cancelled with ms town cancel "Blk River/Aug 7th"(S/R 8)
on cover to Statesburg SC, creased at right affecting
stamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
New York cover collection, 1850's onwards,
over 200 covers, 1853-1953, nice range of frankings, better
includes 1928 Lindbergh Flies Again souvenir card, 1898
Spanish American War allover flag patriotic, 1882 West
Macedon Wayne County cancel, #11 on embossed ladies'
cover, and group of 17 covers with #114, excellent group for
the New York specialist or postal historian, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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31

32

)
Tennessee antebellum cover collection, 35+
covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes stampless red Athens,
stampless red Brownsville, 1863 Chattannga sl on #65,
Dancyville on U10, ms town cancel Georges Store on U10,
and ms town cancel Union Depot on U9,each cover on its
own page with identification, years of post office operation,
and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

33

)
[Texas] Brazos St Jago, "Brazos St Jago
Texas/Feb/6" double circle cds with matching "10" rate
crossed out and rerated "40" on 1848 cover to California,
addressed to Dr Edwards Surgeon 2nd Dragoons, rerouted
to War Dept, ms "40" rate adjustment for total of "80", letter
asking for discharge from Mexican War, light vertical
filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
South Carolina antebellum cover collection,
45+ covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and
1851-1861 covers,better includes ms town cancel Ashapoo
Ferry(S/R 5), ms town cancel Cedar Shoal(S/R 5), ms town
cancel Danner Cross Roads on U10(S/R 7), stampless
double line cds "Erwinton So Ca, ms town cancel Holly
Springs on U10(S/R 6) and red Sumterville on U9(S/R 6),
each cover on its own page with identification, years of post
office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon
or break up for retail, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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34

)
[Texas] Jasper, "Jasper Texas/Jul/22" cds with
matching "5" in circle rate to New York, on page with info on
cover, two vertical filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

35

)
[Texas] Fairfield, manuscript town cancel
"Fairfield Tex/March 14th 1853" with ms "15" rate to Camden AL, paper wrinkles, F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
According To ASCC this is the only example available to
collectors.

36

10

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
Texas antebellum cover collection, 60+ covers pre Civil War, many better stampless and 1851-1861
covers,better includes stampless Marshall, ms town cancel
San Anders(S/R 7) on U10, 1854 stampless red San Augustine, ms town cancel Young's Settlement on U10, 1847
stampless Austin, unlisted stampless Ben Franklin, and
stampless Corsicana, each cover on its own page with identification, years of post office operation, and history, excellent group to build upon or break up for retail, generally
F.-V.F.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

info@kelleherauctions.com
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37

)
[Virginia] Martinsburg, red "Martinsburg VA"
double line oval with ms "Mar 13" date with ms "Free" to
Washington DC, small wax stain at center, addressed to
Robert Hunter US Congressman and later senator and
Secretary of State for the CSA, with short biography, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

38

)
[Virginia] Moss Neck forwarded to
Brookbys, 3¢(11A) pencancelled with "Florence AL/Nov
21" cds on 1858 folded letter sheet to Moss Neck VA, blue
"Bowling Green VA/Dec/6" cds used as receiver with ms
"Paid 5" and handstamp "5" forwarded rate to Brookbys(?),
business letter, vertical filefold, Very Fine.Estimate $150 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

39

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
[Virginia] Petersburg, 3¢ covers, 1851-1857,
58 covers, includes 3¢ postal entires, 1851 and 1857 3¢
franked covers, a few different styles of cds, needs inspection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Sale 628 - Jan. 25, 2012
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40

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Nov 29" sl,
Type S-03, with ms "3.8" rate and "1/5" exchange on 1787
outer folded letter sheet to Baltimore, two vertical filefolds,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

41

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, May 5" sl
brtween two lines with ms "2" rate on outer folded letter
sheet to Baltimore, two vertical filefolds, F.-V.F. Estimate
$200 - 300

42

12

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, May 26" sl
between two lines, Type S-04, 34x4mm, ms "2.16" rate with
"1/4" on 1790 folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, vertical
filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

43

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, June 7" sl
between two lines, Type S-04, 34x4mm, ms "2.16" rate with
"1/4" on 1790 folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, two vertical filefolds, business letter, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

44

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Sep 30" sl
between two lines, Type S-04, 34x4mm, ms "3" rate on
1791 outer folded letter sheet to New York, horizontal
filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

45

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm'd, Sep 25 1795"
sl between two lines, Type S-08, 20x3mm, ms "75" rate on
1795 outer folded letter sheet to Boston, vertical filefold,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 199

info@kelleherauctions.com
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46

47

48

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm' D Nov 27, 1795"
sl, Type S-09, 20x3mm, with ms "20" rate on folded letter
sheet to Fredericksburg, business letter, light toning, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm'd, May 27 1796"
sl between two lines, Type S-09, 20x3mm, ms "20" rate on
folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, business letter, vertical
filefold, Very Fine, ex Jarrett.
Estimate $150 - 200

49

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm'd, Jan 26 1796"
sl between two lines, Type S-09, 20x3mm, ms "15" rate on
outer folded letter sheet to Edenton NC, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

50

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm' D May 4, 1796"
sl, Type S-09, 20x3mm, with ms "1 ¼ oz 100" rate on folded
letter sheet to Philadelphia, business letter, two vertical
filefolds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

51

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Nov 18
1797" sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, ms
"25" rate on folded letter sheet to Boston, business letter,
two vertical filefolds, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richm'd, July 22 1796"
sl between two lines, Type S-09, 20x3mm, ms "12½" rate
on folded letter sheet to Alexandria, business letter, vertical
filefold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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53

54

14

55

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Mar 1, 1798"
sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, ms "20"
rate on outer folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

56

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Feb 7 1798"
sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, with
"PAID" sl, ms "20" rate on folded letter sheet to Fincastle,
business letter, two vertical filefolds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

57

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "R'D Mar 3 '99" sl, Type
S-15, 17x7mm, with ms "25" rate on folded letter sheet to
Hanover NH, personal letter, horizontal filefold, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

58

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "R'D Oct 28" sl, Type
S-16, 13x5mm, with ms "10" rate on outer folded letter
sheet to Fredricksburg, two vertical filefolds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Oct 11
1797" sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, ms
"22" rate on folded letter sheet to New York, business letter,
vertical filefold, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Aug 18
1797" sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, ms
"20" rate on folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, letter in
French, Very Fine, ex Jarrett.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond, Jan 21
1798" sl between two double lines, Type S-13, 26x3mm, ms
"15" rate on outer folded letter sheet to Baltimore, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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59

60

61

)
Abraham Bell Merchant Correspondence, 12
covers on stockpages, includes blue Mobile AL, red octagon Phila, and unlisted manuscript town cancel "Ganby
Bridge VA", interesting contents, worth close inspection,
generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

62

)
Stampless Cover Collection, 82 covers in a
binder, with excellent range of rates and auxiliary markings,
includes 1 "Steam", 5 "Steamboat", 4 "Ship" and 1 "Steamship" markings, better includes Van Buren ARK "10", green
Pattonsburgh NY, Savan Ga, Peru ILL and Lancaster OH
oval, almost all have contents, business and personal letters, mixed condition, clean fresh group which has not been
offered before, prepare to spend several hours inspecting
this lot, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

63

)
Stampless Cover Collection, 51 covers in a
binder, nice range of rates, colors and auxiliary markings,
better includes Natchez MS "Paid 10", City Of Wqashington
DC from Comptroller of Treasury, Xenia OH oval, ms Chesterfield Factory NH and red Abington Mass double line oval,
most with contents, business and pesonal letters includes a
letter about the construction of a canal, mixed condition,
should prove profitable at our lower estimate, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

64

)
Stampless Cover Collection, 35 covers on
stockpages, nice range of colors, rates and auxiliary markings, better includes Westchester PA "Paid/3", red Savannah GA with stars, several Trenton NJ and Lancaster PA
covers, and Tuscumbia AL, all with contents, nice fresh lot
which has never been offered before, generally F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

65

)
Stampless Cover Collection, 23 covers, better
includes "Steamship 10" with red "Paid To/Panama", cover
addressed to Frederick Douglass, 1857 cover from Alexandria VA to Hong Kong, and a great letter concerning Andrew
Jackson and his "…wife may be a low vulgar profane
whore…", excellent group for internet trader, generally
F.-V.F. (photo on our web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

66

)
Stampless Cover Collection, six covers, includes 1858 cover with corner ad, Boston circular with red
no outer rim Paid, Boston 2¢ drop letter rate, 2½¢ printed
matter rate and a forwarded cover Portland to Eastport ME,
generally F.-V.F. (photo on our web site)
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Virginia] Richmond, "Richmond July 25" sl
between two lines, Type S-04, 34x4mm, with ms "2.16" rate
on outer folded letter sheet to Southampton PA, two vertical
filefolds, one splitting, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Virginia] Richmond stampless collection,
30 covers, excellent range of cds's and auxiliary markings,
includes cds with fleurons, attached rates, large red "2"
rate, many with contents, mostly business letters, should
prove profitable with inspection, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Western Express Covers

67

)
Langton Pioneer Express, Forest City, Cal,
light red oval cancel on Langdon's/Paid/Pioneer Express/fFrest City franked 3c Nesbitt entire with additional
Wells Fargo blue double oval Marysville (Leutizinger 11-5)
to Sacramento, CA, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Foreign Mail

70

)
1828-66, stampless covers to foreign destinations, eleven covers, includes two to Scotland, five to
England and four to France, nice range of rates and auxiliary markings, many on exhibition pages, please inspect,
generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

71

)
1851, letter to England (London) from Massachusetts (Harvard), red "Harvard ME/26/Aug" cds with
matching "PAID" sl and ms "24" to London, red tombstone
Paid and red "3 Paid" credit, forwarded to Edinburgh, with
#3 tied by number grid paying forwarding charge, on exhibition page, small stain at bottom, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

72

)
1855, cover to England (London, forwarded
to Arundel) from New York, "21/Aug/New York Am Pkt"
handstamp on 1855 cover to Turns Castle, ms "per
Steamer via Liverpool", forwarded to Arundel with cds used
as receiver, forwarded to London, red boxed "Postage Not
Paid/to London", "1/-" postage added, crossed out and
rerated to "1/1", "Commissioners of Emigration of New
York" ad on backflap, torn from opening, various transits on
reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Forwarders Covers

68

69

16

)
Puerto Cabello Boulton & Co, green "Boulton
& Co/Puerto Cabello"(Venezuela) oval on 1859 folded letter ship to New York, ms "Per Patterson", with "New York
Ship Letter 4/Jan/1" handstamp, business letter, two vertical filefolds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Richard Thackray, "N. York Am Pkt/21/Nov/3"
handstamp on outer folded letter sheet to London, red
"Richard Thackray/New York" oval, probably precursor to
Thackray & Co, ms "per Steamer" and red London receiver
on reverse, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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73

)
1856, letter to Cuba (Ciencuegos) from Philadelphia, red "Philadelphia PA/Paid/Sep 26" cds, red "New
York/Sep/17/1856" cds on folded letter sheet to
Cienfuegos, with red "Paid/10" arc, ms "per Empire City",
blue "Saml & Wm Welsh/Philadelphia" oval, blue "NA" and
"1", receiver on reverse, business letter, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

74

)
1857, cover to Italy, pair 12¢(17) with 1¢(9) and
10¢(14) which was added to replace missing stamp, tied by
faint cds's to cover with red boxed France transit, ms "Via
Prussian Closed Mail", cover has staining, on exhibition
page, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

75

76

)
1858, letter to Singapore from New York, ms
"27" rate with red "Paid/30" and boxed "P.D." with ms "per
overland/Mail via Galle/Ceylon" on cover to US Consul Singapore East Indies, faint red transit, partial red New York
packet on reverse, backflap and upper left corner repaired,
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

77

)
1859, letter to Hong Kong from Boston, red
"Boston Paid/Nov/8" cds on 1859 folded letter sheet to
Hong Kong, with ms "39" rate, ms red "34" credit to England, red London transit, "1" d credit to Hong Kong, Hong
Kong receiver on reverse, vertical filefold, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

78

)
1860, cover to Peru, dainty ladies cover addressed to Calao/Ship Fair Wind/Care of American Consul,
with Mar 31 NY cds with matching "PAID" straight line with
manuscript "22" rate, red "12" credit to England, missing
backflap, scarce usage, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1858, cover to England (London) from
Boston, 24 cent rate paid by vertical pair 12¢ black; Boston
Br. Pkt backstamp, Very Fine, unusually nice. Scott 36;
$950.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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79

)
1830, letter from Cuba to Castine ME, ms
"20¾" rate with red "Newport Rhode Island/Dec/4" NOR
oval with matching "Ship" sl 27x8mm, on 1850 folded letter
sheet to Castine ME, edge flaws and toning, on exhibition
page, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

80

)
1838-75, incoming stampless from Europe,
34 covers, includes NY Steamship 10 from Mexico, boxed
Glasgow Paid to San Francisco, Switzerland, German
States, depreciated currency markings, Austria, and Holland, also includes two franked covers, one forwarded with
6¢ Banknote and GB #33, needs close inspection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

81

18

)
1844, prices current from England (London)
to New York, ms "1" and "Queen of the West" on 1844 London prices current list to New York, rerated "6" on entry at
New York, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

82

)
1847-75, franked covers to US, collection of
eighteen covers, includes two Spain #67 on cover to ILL,
Great Britain #5 cut to shape on cover to New York, Great
Britain #5 pair cut to shape on cover to New York, Great
Britain #28 from Jersey Island to Philadelphia, France #28
on cover to New York, & France #18 on cover to New York,
wonderful lot to build upon or break up or resale, most on
exhibition pages, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $400 - 600

83

)
1848, Retaliatory Rate prices current from
England (London) to Rhode Island, red London Maltese
cross on 1848 current prices to Providence RI, red "Boston
MS/Ship/Jul/27" cds with "29" retaliatory rate, 24¢ plus 5¢
for Boston To Providence postage, light vertical filefold,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

84

)
1852, letter from India (Calcutta) to
Philadephia, datelined Calcutta, "New York/Ship/Nov/28"
cds with matching "65" rate, ms "2/-" debit on 1852 folded
letter sheet to Philadelphia, red "INDIA" in oval, on reverse
red British transit and GPO handstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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85

)
1855, cover from Russia (St. Petersburg) to
New York, red Aachen Paid 25 cts with red "Boston Br
Pkt/Paid/30/Feb/15" cds on cover to Hallowell ME, small
tears top corners and light toning, on exhibition page,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

86

)
1856, letter from Philippines (Manila) to New
York via Marseille, datelined Manila, manuscript "32" rate
with "53" debit, manuscript "Via Marseilles" with "New York
Am Packet/Aug/11" cds on 1856 folded letter sheet to New
York, red London transit and manuscript "Fwd Hubbell &
Co/Manila/June 2/56" on reverse, business letter, two vertical filefolds, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

87

)
1857, letter from Philippines (Manila) to New
York via Marseille, datelined Manila, "New York Br
Pkt/May/15" cds with matching "39" rate on 1857 folded letter sheet to New York, red London transit on reverse, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

88

)
1858, cover from Russia (St. Petersburg) to
New York, red "Aachen Paid 25 cts/21/3" and "Boston Br
Pkt/Paid/30/Mar/12" cds on cover to Washington DC, on
exhibition page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

89

)
1861, cover from Hong Kong to East
Hampton, CT, C/JA 14 CDS with London transit on back of
yellow cover, New-York/Am. Pkt./Mar/14, 45 rate stamp
and 24 cents, and 1 pence British transit in manuscript, all
on face, scarce Hong Kong rate., slightly trimmed at right
Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

90

)
1865, registered cover from England (Bradford) to Ohio, 1s(48) with 4p(43) tied by number barred
cancels on 1867 cover to Harlem Springs OH, with red registered oval and "N York Br Pkt/May/28" cds, red crayon "9"
credit, on exhibition page, Very Fine. Scott 48. SG 101.
Estimate $300 - 400

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Canada-U.S. Mail

91

92

)
1867, letter from Russia (St. Petersburg) to
New York, ms "Per Prussian Closed Mail" with "Aachen
cts/27/12" and blue "Max Fielder/St Petersburgh" oval, on
1867 folded letter sheet to New York, with depreciated
moneys "N.Y. Br Pkt/or US Notes/30/Jan/10/39"
handstamp, with transits and "Porto" sl on reverse, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1938, cover from Australia to Ohio, with boomerang, hand carved boomerang attached by string to a
piece of cardboard and franked by Australian 3½p in
stamps, postmarked Rosehill NSW Australia November 23,
1938 addressed Cleveland, Ohio, 10¢ postage due affixed
for the customs clearnce fee for a foreign letter package, a
most unusual and interesting piece of postal history, Very
Fine cardboard with transmission bends and creases.
Estimate $100 - 150

93

)
1844, express letter via Canada from Detroit
to New York City, with manuscript “Paid 1/- Thro” (one shilling trans-Canada fee), the 5 cent U.S. rate paid by
Pomeroy's Letter Express, 1844, 5¢ black on yellow,
large margins all around, pen cancelled; light file fold
through the stamp, otherwise Fine. Scott 117L1. Estimate
$500 - 750

94

)
1851, letter from Quebec, Lower Canada to
Leominster, Massachusetts, forwarded, “10” cents and
“6” pence rates crossed out and “5” added, nice
“STEAMBOAT LETTER / QUEBEC” postmark, Montreal
backstamp, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Featured in Linn's "Cover of the Week" on April 27, 1998.
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U.S.-Canada Mail

Advertising/Illustrated Covers

95

)
1855, cover from New York City to Hamilton,
Canada West, 10 cent rate paid by 1855 10¢ green, type II;
Hamilton backstamp, F.-V.F. Scott 14.
Estimate $200 300

96

)
1858, letter from Philadelphia to Halifax,
Nova Scotia, “per Canada via Boston”, 5 cents rate paid by
1857 5¢ red brown, type I (Canadian postage was not prepaid); Boston and Halifax backstamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

97

)
1869, cover from Boston to Economy, Nova
Scotia, “per Steamer via St. John's, N.B.”; 6 cent rate (of
1868) paid by 1869 6¢ ultramarine; St. John's, N.B,
Londonderry, N.S. and Economy, N.S. backstamps,
F.-V.F. Scott 115; $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

98

)
[Agricultural] St Paul Prussian Remedy Co,
2¢ postage due(J39) on multicolor illustrated ad cover with
illustrated allover ad on reverse to Spencerville OH, with
"Due 2" sl, "Held For/Postage" in ribbon and purple "Unclaimed.", on reverse"Dead Letter Office/Sept 4/1900" triangle, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

99

)
[Commission Merchants] New York L
Hoopes & Co, 2¢(113) tied by fancy circle of arrow heads
on illustrated ad cover to Luthersburg PA, with matching illustrated price list dated Dec 10 1869, four printed pages,
comprehensive price list including produce, furs, tobacco
and liquors, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

100

)
[Music] Philadelphia Sanford's Opera
House, 1¢(63) tied by "U.S. P.O. Dispatch Phila" octagon
on allover illustrated ad cover to City, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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101

102

22

)
[Printing & Publishing] Beadle's Home
Monthly, 3¢(26) tied by "New York/Dec/5" cds on allover illustrated ad cover to North Java NY, wonderful illustration
of family in front of fireplace with father reading, children
playing and couple in front of harmonium, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

103

)
[Sports] Philadelphia Flexible Flyer With Enclosure, 2¢(406) tied by 1914 Philadelphia PA machine
cancel in full color illustrated ad cover with allover illustrated
ad on reverse to Manchester OH, includes full color illustrated ad booklet, cover has a few edge flaws, booklet is excellent, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. Estimate $400 - 600

104

)
[Sports] Winter Sports Caricature Illustrated
Cover, allover illustrated cover with 3¢(11A) uncancelled
and addressed to Richmond VA, with caricatures of people
sledding and ice skating, published by Les Furneurs,
scarce used, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
[Sports] Philadelphia Flexible Flyer, 2¢(455)
tied by 1917 Philadelphia machine cancel on full color illustrated cover with allover illustrated ad on reverse to Rumney NH, light staining at left, F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Exposition Covers

105

)
[Tobacco] Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co,
2¢(231) tied by 1894 duplex on gorgeous full color allover
ad cover to Ft Wayne IN, Ft Wayne machine cancel on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

106

)
[Tobacco] Smoking Caricature Illustrated
Cover, allover illustrated cover with red "Washington
DC/Dec/13" cds and matching "5" rate on cover with caricatures of pickpocket,child smoking, published by Les
Furneurs, scarce used, missing backflap and piece from
upper left, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

107

)
Advertising cover balance, 1861-1916, eighteen covers, fourteen illustrated, almost all 19th century,
better includes Barrett & Co Boston with fancy "C" cancel,
Pabst Malt Extract, Carlisle & Co Boston doors, The Wilson;s Ship Bread Philadelphia, and A Cutler & Son Buffalo
desks, mixed condition, alluring lot for the specialist, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

108

)
Advertising covers with 3¢ 1869, 25 covers,
one illustrated for the American base burner, two allover for
Winslow Glass Works and American Entomological Society, a pair tied by blue fancys for Briggs & Scanlan Law &
Collection Offices, clean fresh and attractive lot, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

109

110

)
1899 National Export Exposition, 73 cards or
covers and 23 fronts only, all with 1899 Natl Export Expo
cancels, includes several styles of cancellations and some
better covers, 1899 full color allover Expo cover mended at
bottom right, illustrated Expo lettersheet, a few covers with
official poster stamp, several better ad covers, inspection is
imperative, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

111

)
1903 Ohio Centennial Celebration, 2¢(267)
tied by Toledo OH duplex on multicolor illustrated cover
with allover ad on reverse to Springfield OH, with corner ad
for Wolf Hardware, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Advertising cover collection, 1879-1949, 185
covers, 36 illustrated, better includes Capitol Stock Foods
with horse, James Rees Foundry Pittsburgh illustrated,
Bridgeport Barnum Festival, and J.F. Gregory Sporting
Goods with enclosures, in two albums, condition mixed,
generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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113

)
Balance of Fair & Exposition covers,
1883-1946, 80 items, covers, postcards, trade cards and
tickets, better includes 1901 Portland Carnival cover, 1883
Kansas City Inter-State Fair allover view of races(damaged), 1910 Appalachian Exposition card from Knoxville
TN, mint cover of Exposition Building Minnesota State Fair,
1893 Minneapolis & Lake Minnetonka Summer Carnival
with views of various sports(Reduced at left), 1887 cover
with allover illustrated ad of the Main Building at the
Piedmont Exposition Atlanta GA(missing backflap), please
inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Fancy Cancels

112

24

)
1926 Sesqui Centennial International Exposition, 75+ items, includes 39 covers with four first flights,
36 picture postcards with light duplication, and block of
eight poster stamps, official guide map and block of six from
#630 sheet with expo cancel, excellent opportunity to obtain
such a large group of this expo, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

114

)
New York Foreign Mail fancy cancel, 6¢(159)
tied by bold strike of fancy cancel (Weiss-ST-8P10) with red
"New York/Sep/6" cds on 1873 folded letter sheet to London, red London Paid receiver, horizontal filefold, light overall toning, on exhibition page, F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200
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115

)
New York Foreign Mail fancy cancel, 6¢(159)
tied by complete strike of fancy cancel (Weiss-ST-8P10)
with red "New York/Jul/12" cds on 1873 folded letter sheet
to London, red London Paid receiver, on exhibition page,
Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

118

)
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on 3¢
War Dept. entire, addressed to Washington, D.C., Very
Fine; with 1990 P.F. certificate. Scott UO54.
Estimate
$400 - 600

119
116

117

m
Neah Bay, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on 2¢ red
brown, nice partial strike with clear town cancel, Very Fine,
one of the rarest of the Kicking Mule cancels - only a handful
known from Neah Bay. Scott O84. Estimate $250 - 350

121

119

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on 6¢
War Dept., gorgeous bold full strike on an especially “fat”
stamp, Extremely Fine; signed 3 times. Scott O86.
Estimate $200 - 300

120

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
10¢ War Dept., beautiful well centered strike, Very Fine,
scarce on the 10¢ value. Scott O88. Estimate $200 - 300

121

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
12¢ War Dept., beautiful full bold strike, Very Fine. Scott
O89.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Orland, IN, “Seeing Eye” (Skinner-Eno LS-O
2), 3¢(94) cancelled by fancy cancel with "Orland
IND/JUL/20" cds on petite ladies cover to Jarvis IN, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine strike and cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

120

122

123

122

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
12¢ War Dept., clear full strike and partial second strike,
Very Fine, unusual. Scott O89.
Estimate $200 - 300

123

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
15¢ War Dept., clear almost full strike, F.-V.F., very scarce
on the 15¢ value. Scott O90.
Estimate $200 - 300
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124

125

124

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
24¢ War Dept., lovely full strike, Very Fine, very scarce on
the 24¢ high value. Scott O91.
Estimate $200 - 300

125

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” on
30¢ War Dept., beautiful full strike, Very Fine, quite scarce
on the 30¢ high value. Scott O92.
Estimate $300 - 400

126

m
Port Townsend, Wash. “Kicking Mule” reference collection, including one genuine (stamp with small
faults) and 22 forgeries (cerefully identified), plus an extensive write-up with very useful background details. A great lot
for the specialist (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

127

)
Waterbury, Ct. “Leaf”, complete bold strike
Waterbury leaf(Cole GL-25) on 3¢(158) with Waterbury CT
cds on cover to Princeton NJ, mended tear on reverse, part
of the Charles Stevens correspondence, F.-V.F. Estimate
$250 - 350

128

m
Spectacular fancy cancel accumulation, outstanding accumulation of better cancels on selected
stamps from #9 to 213; with lots of stars, fancy corks, colored, and NYFM cancels; highlights include a premium selection of 1c 1851's issues #9 (33), some better 1857's
including 24 (17) and 26(36); impressive 1861's including
63 (17), hundreds of choice 65's, 68 (55), 71 (13), 73 (60),
76 (9), 77 (6), and 78 (7); there is a nice group of 94's (120),
1869 Pictorials 114's (72), and some gorgeous
1870's-1880's Banknote issues including multiple examples of 145-53 and 156-162; an eye catching accumulation
that would please any fancy cancel enthusiast (no photo).
Estimate $10,000 - 12,000
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Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

129

m
Fancy cancel selection, nice group of fancy
cancels on 1861's & Banknotes, includes stars, "US", "US
Mail", geometrics, letters and numerals, fresh clean lot,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

130

)
New York domestic fancy cancels on 3¢
1869 (114), 22 covers, generally full strikes, includes pair
on cover, and six ad covers including National Steamship
Co, Smith Morse & Co and Lodi Manufacturing, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

131

)
Pointing hands on cover, 1894-1944, 10 covers: nine from 19th century with various frankings and auxiliary markings including "Return To Writer Unclaimed",
"Unclaimed", "Do not post again in this envelope", "Cannot
be found", "Deceased", excellent lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Military/War-Related Covers
132

)
1935-1937, Yangtze Patrol, 3 covers: 1935
from USS Monocacy with striking cachet + 1937 from sailor
aboard the same ship, both franked with Chinese stamps;
1937 cover from USS Luzon to US by China Clipper [small
piece missing top edge], Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

133

)
1935-1941, South China Patrol, 2 covers:
1935 to CPO aboard USS Canopus & 1941 from CMM
aboard USS Tulsa, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

134

)
1939-1941, Johnston Island covers, 2 covers:
1919 from the USS Wright & 1942 to the CO of the Naval
Station, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

135

)
1919, US Postal Agency Siberia, 1¢(424) tied
by 1919 "US Postal Agency Siberia/Sep 11/10 AM" duplex
to picture postcard of steamer on Lake Baikal Siberia, with
oval Am.W.F.Siberia/Base Censor to San Francisco CA,
YMCA post card, creases at right, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

136

)
1935-41, Midway & Wake Island covers, sixteen covers, includes four gooney bird cachets one which
predates the catalog by 76 days, 1940 cachet on Pacific Triangle maneuvers, Crosby cachet of USS New Orleans,
1941 Midway Island patriotic,and 1935 48 Airships Mass
Flight To Midway, excellent and scarce lot, a rare opportunity, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

137

)
1937-1941, U.S. Fourth Marines in China, 3
covers: one registered from the 4th Marine HQ; two to
members of the 4th Marines, one from Wake, the other from
Manila to Lt. on USS John D. Edwards, rare group, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

138

)
Asiatic Fleet covers, pre-WWII, 37 covers
from the Asicatic Fleet in China, the Philippines and Hawaii
diuring the days leading up to the Pearl Harbor attack, a difficult group to assemble, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
WWII Service Suspended covers, 6 covers: 3
to Germany, 2 to France & 1 to the Phillipines, dated December 4, 1941, all with various "Return to Sender" markings, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

139

Misc. Documents, Correspondence and
Ephemera

140

A & P Tea Diecut Tradecard, large 6½" by 9¾"
die cut tradecard of man on bicycle with women rider and
addresses of all the A&P markets, excellent condition, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

141

Collection of maps of Germany & Europe,
over two dozens maps, most of them on linen, most of Germany and German States, a couple of Europe, a few colored, dates run from 1780 to 1928 with most in th 1800's,
wonderful opportunity to acquire this many in one group (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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142

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), vertical pair tied by
grids, pair with large 4 four margins on cover to
Winnsborough SC, ad for The American Hotel on backflap,
tear through ad, with 2008 PF certificate, Very Fine, Scott
$1,350.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

143

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), horizontal pair tied by
pen cancels, ample margins to in at left, small nick on left
stamp top left, with blue Philadelphia cds on outer folded
letter sheet to Bedford IN, Fine, Scott $1,350.
Estimate
$400 - 600

144

28

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), handsome example
neatly tied on 1851 folded letter to Middleberg, Vermont by
red grid cancellation, with matching adjacent "New York/
Apr 20" cds, adheasive with large margins and brilliant fresh
color, Very Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

145

)
1847, 5¢ red brown (1), red cancel ties stamp
with large top and left margins, in at bottom and right, red
New York cds with matching "PAID" sl, to 1849 folded letter
sheet to Fishkill Landing NY, Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

146

)
1847, 5¢ dark brown (1a), 5¢ with virtually four
margins just in at bottom right, pen cancelled with ms Maine
town cancel on embossed ladies cover to Monmouth ME,
unusual on ladies cover, F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

147

)
1847, 10¢ black (2), 10¢ tied by red grids, three
ample margins to close at bottom, with red "Washington
DC/Aug/18" cds, ms "Paid" on cover to Salem MA, sealing
stain at center, with 2008 PF certificate, Very Fine, Scott
$1,550.
Estimate $600 - 800

148

NO LOT
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149

150

151

152

)
1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11), 50+ covers
franked with 3¢, nice range of cancellations, better includes
ad cover for Gibb's Hotel Boston, Norwich CT fancy cancel,
ms town cancel Manchester Station CT(S/R 6), ad cover for
Mansion House NY and several embossed ladies covers,
unchecked for varieties, excellent lot for the specialist,
F.-V.F., Scott $875 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

153

)
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), two pair 3¢ tied
by "San Francisco Cal/15/Jan" cds to Kalamazoo MI, edge
faults and wear, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

154

)
1851, 12¢ gray black (17), pair 12¢ cancelled
by grids with "Dubuque Iowa/Mar/10/1857" cds with red
"PAID" sl, red "3" credit and London transit, addressed to
Thomas Dick who wrote Philosophy of a Future State and
The Christian Philosopher, which enabled the advances
made by the Scottish Enlightenment, in 1857 Dick had retired from teaching and lived in a cottage in Broughty Ferry,
F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), vertical strip of 3,
uncancelled, used on a Valentine cover (with contents)
from Lisbon, Iowa to Litchfield, Conn., catalogs $3500 as
unused strip of 3, F.-V.F.; with 1995 P.S.E. certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
1851, 1¢ blue, type II (7), vertical strip of three
1¢ tied by two strikes "Albany NY/Apr 13" cds on cover to
Chatham NY, catalog used strip of 3, F.-V.F., Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
1851, 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), 3¢ tied by
blue circle grid with matching "Lowell Ms/3 cts Paid/Nov 10"
cds on 1851 outer folded letter sheet to Concord NH, light
vertical filefold, F.-V.F., Scott $275. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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155

)
1851, 12¢ black, diagonal bisect (17a), 12¢ diagonal bisect tied on front only by circle grid and "US Express Mail/NY/Jun/22" cds to Boston MA, with 1990 APS
certificate, F.-V.F., Scott $2,500. Estimate $750 - 1,000

156

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), pair 1¢ with 3¢(26)
pencancelled and tied by faint cds on 1859 cover addressed to US Powhatan Hong Kong, red New York transit
with ms "1/1" debit to Hong Kong, ms "By overland mail",
1859 docketing, with red London transit on reverse, reduced at right, edge flaws, the US Powhatan was Com.
Perry's flagship and the US-Japan Treaty of Amity and
Commerce was signed on her deck on 29 July 1858, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

157

30

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), two 1¢ and 3¢(26)
cancelled by two strikes of Boston "Paid" grids on 1861
folded letter sheet to Calcutta, ms "12" debit, on reverse
Boston Br Pkt, red London transit, Bombay transit and Calcutta receiver, edge flaws, Very Fine. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

158

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), 1¢ with "L" shaped
strip of three 3¢(26) tied by three strikes Boston "Paid" grids
with red "Boston Ms/10 cts/Jun/16/1859" to Cornwall Canada, with red oval US marking of Boston office, Montreal
transit on reverse, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

159

)
1857, 1¢ blue, type V (24), 1¢ with two 3¢(26)
tied by three strikes Boston "Paid" grids with red "Boston
MS/Feb/5/1860" cds on folded letter sheet to San Francisco Ca, rate s/b 10¢ but there is no trace of a missing
stamp, two vertical filefolds, business letter mentions building a railroad before others commence, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

160

)
1¢ blue, type V (24), old time collection of 90+
covers franked with #24, includes 50+ with single franking,
three with pair, 15 covers with strip of three or three singles,
and four franked with 1¢ and 3¢, better includes patriotic
with Boston Paid, 1¢ & 3¢ on Philadelphia cover to California Regiment with enclosure with war news, pair & single
with sl "Held For Postage, and single on corner ad for fire insurance, and single with captured partial imprint, generally
F.-V.F., Scott $5,500 (no photo). Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

161

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 35+ covers with #25,
two are double rate, includes "Due 3" and "Due 3 cents" sl,
onembossed ladies cover and freak perfed, scarce to find
lot this size, please inspect, generally F.-V.F., Scott $5,150
(no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

162

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by "New
York/Oct/2/1857" cds with red "Forwarded By/Th. Vietor &
Duckwitz/New York" forwarders handstamp on folde leter
sheet to Boston, F.-V.F. (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350
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163

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by "New
York/Oct/9/1857" cds on cover to Haverhill MA, stamp has
four framelines, rare this well centered, tiny tear top center,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

164

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by blue Feb 4
cds on cover to Chambly Canada, with "10" due & "6" in circle Canada currency due, "Saint Johns / A / Feb / 5 / 1858 /
C.E." cds, Very Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

165

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ cancelled by light
grid with red Salem MA cds on cover to Worcester MA,
stamp has blind perfs at right with sheet margin at right and
part of adjoining stamp at left, unusual, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

166

)
1857, 3¢ rose, type I (25), 3¢ tied by "Oberlin
O/Mar/24" cds on cover to Concord OH, four framelines,
wear at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

167

)
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), strip of four, pair
and two singles 3¢ tied by Boston Paid grids on cover to Liverpool, red "America Paid Liverpool" handstamp with
matching "19" credit, Boston Br Pkt/Mar/16" on reverse,
bottom stamp on strip of four has large preprinting crease,
stamps affected by placement at edge of cover, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

168

)
1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), strip of three,
pair and three singles 3¢ cancelled on cover to London, ms
"pr first steamer", red London "Paid", no US markings on
cover, tear at lower right, light overall toning, on exhibition
page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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169

)
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), pair 10¢ with pair
3¢(25) tied by "Detroit Mich/Feb/10/1859" cds on cover to
London, with red "24" rate with matching "PAID" in circle
and "19" credit, overpaid by two cents, light toning, on exhibition page, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

170

)
1857, 10¢ green, type III (33), 10c with 1¢(24)
and vertical strip of three 3¢(26) tied by multiple strikes of
"New York NY/Feb/19/1859" cds on double rate cover to
Stockton CA, small repair behind 1¢ otherwise VF appearing, Very Fine appearance.
Estimate $400 - 600

171

32

)
1859, 10¢ green, type V (35), four 10¢ singles,
the left copy straddle pane, with two 1¢(24) and 3¢(26) tied
by Boston "Paid" grids with red "Boston/Jul/13/Paid/9" on
legal sized cover with red boxed "PD" and French receiver
to Paris France, on reverse Boston Am Pkt and Paris receiver, upper left corner missing, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

172

)
1859, 10¢ green, type V (35), two 10¢ with
1¢(24) and 3¢(26) tied by "Concord Mass/Jul/29" cds with
light red New York cds, "Paid 24" and "3" credit, red London
receiver on cover to London, cover missing backflap and
faults at top, on exhibition page, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

173

)
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), two 12¢ with two
3¢(26) tied by "New Orleans LA/Apr//1859" on folded letter
sheet to Bordeaux, French receiver, ms "Per Steamer", two
French transits on reverse, vertical and horizontal filefolds,
cat value as single of each on cover, on exhibition page,
Very Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $600 - 800

174

)
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), pair 12¢ tied by
"Mentor O/May/13" cds on embossed ladies cover to England, red "3" credit to English PO, address faded, on exhibition Page, F.-V.F., Scott $950.
Estimate $350 - 500
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175

178

)
1861, 30¢ orange (71), 30¢ cancelled by cork
with 2¢(73) with "New Orleans LA/Jul/11" cds on registered
cover to Plaquemine, registry fee of 20¢ and quadruple
rate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $350 - 500

179

)
1861, 30¢ orange (71), 30¢ tied by quartered
cork with "Mobile ALA/Jan/22" cds and red "N York Br
Pkt/All Paid/Jan/26" handstamp on cover to Zurich Switzerland, with blue boxed "Aachen 11 2/Franco" and "Franco
Preuss/repp Verins Ausg Cr", transits on reverse, opened
at left and bottom, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

180

)
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), 175+ covers, excellent variety of cancels, includes ad covers, six blue cancels, a red, a pair on cover and a Mount Pleasant IA
masonic, a few scarcer DPOs, please inspect, great lot for
the specialist, generally F.-V.F., Scott $4,025.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), 12¢ with 3¢(26)
tied by Mass cds on 1859 cover to Paris France, red Boston
Paid 12" cds with Paris receiver, Boston Br Pkt handstamp
on reverse, edge flaws, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $300 - 400

176

)
1857, 12¢ black, plate I (36), pair with 3¢(26)
cancelled by Boston Paid grids with red "Boston
MA/28/Jan" cds with boxed "PD" and Italy receiver on 1860
cover to Rome Italy, stamps faulty at top, on exhibition
page, Fine, Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400

177

)
1862, 24¢ red lilac (70), 24¢ tied by oval grid
cancel with red "Detroit Am Pkt/3 Paid/May/14" cds on
cover to London, with red London Paid, edge flaws, on exhibition page, F.-V.F., Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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181

182

183

34

)
1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), group of multiples
on cover, includes pair, strip of three tied by New York domestic fancy cancels, strip of five on Indiana cover, strip of
five on Ohio cover and two pairs and two singles on New
Jersey cover, impressive lot for the specialist, generally
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

184

)
1879, 2¢ vermilion (183), 2¢ tied by cork cancel
with "Mobile Ala/Jul/28" cds on outer circular sheet to Liverpool England, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

185

)
1882, 5¢ yellow brown (205), 40 covers from
same correspondence to France, excellent range of markings and cancels, quite a few with Drexel Harjes & Co forwarders handstamp, condition mixed, please view,
generally F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

186

)
First Day Cover Commemorating First Coin
Letter Box, metered legal size cover with cachet for the
general public operation of a coin letter box by Mailomat,
states this is one of a limited edition of 1000 first day envelopes, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

187

)
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), tied to cover to
Hanover, Pa by machine wavy line cancel with May, 11,
1920 Boston, Mass town cancel, cover tear LL, V.G.-Fine,
Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1869, 12¢ green (117), 12¢ tied by cork cancel
with red "New York Paid All/Apr/10" cds on ad cover for nautical instruments to London England, red London Paid receiver, on exhibition page, light toning, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
1869, 15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), 15¢ and
3¢(114) cancelled by cork cancel with "Winnsboro
SC/Mar/25" cds on cover to Chesterville SC, ms "Registered/No 258", Very Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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188

)
1920, 2¢ Pilgrim (549), tied by Dec 21 1920
Philadelphia cancel to cover addressed to Percy Mann with
Percy Mann corner ad and typewritten cachet, tiny facial
discoloration which in no way detracts from this scarce and
unusual cover, a great addition to any FDC collection, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

189

)
1923, 1¢ green, rotary (578), vertical pair of the
elusive coil waste issue (bottom stamp torn), with 10c rotary
(632) tied on 1924 Philatelicly inspired registered cover to
Chicago, Ill from The Economist Stamp Company, neat
"New York" oval cancellations, a handsome registered
cover, F.-V.F., Scott $860.
Estimate $300 - 400

190

191

)
1992, 29¢ Alaska Highway, black (engraved)
omitted (2635a), scarce color omitted used on a commercial cover to County Tax Collector in Port Charlotte, Florida
by "Jacksonville, FL, Nov 14" machine cancellation, a
beautiful cover in excellent condition, Very Fine, Scott $650
as mint.
Estimate $500 - 750

192

)
Postage Due, 20th century covers, 20 covers,
20th century except for a 1895 cover, all with postage due
stamps or ms and handstamped dues: better includes 2¢
Washington-Franklin with ms "Due" overwritten, 1907
cover with "Due 3 Cents" SL and 3 copies 1¢(J38) tied by
Worcester dumb ovals, 1905 PPC with "Forwarded on receipt of postage" SL and 1914 PPC with "This is the mail for
which/you sent postage" SL, nice fresh clean lot, most on
exhibition pages, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $200 - 300

)
1923, 2¢ carmine, rotary (579), 2¢ tied by Hud
Term Sta NY slogan cancel on corner ad cover to Brooklyn
NY, split at top and partial on both sides, light crease at
right, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Postmasters' Provisionals

193

)
Boyd's City Express, 1867, 1¢ black on blue
(20L25), local with 3¢(26) tied by small circle grid and "New
York/May/7/1861" cds on cover to Fair Haven NY, couple of
small tears at top, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

194

)
Hale & Co., 1844 (6¢) light blue (75L1), local
with red pen cancel on 1844 folded letter sheet to Philadelphia, cat value as tied to cover, personal letter, F.-V.F.,
Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

36

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

195

m
Baltimore, Md., 5¢ black on bluish (3X3), neat
manuscript and partial blue "PAID" cancellation, one of the
finest examples we have ever offered, impressive example
showing frame lines at right and bottom, choie deeply blued
paper, one of the few choice examples available to collectors, Siegel Power search shows only 3 used singles, 29
covers, and the unique unused single being offered over
the past couple of decades, an extremely scarce and ridiculously undervalued Postmaster Provisional, light vertical
and diagonal creases do not affect this stamp's wonderful
appearance, Extremely Fine; 2006 P.F. certificate, Scott
$6,000.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

196

Hm
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1), attractive appearing group of 11 5c Postmaster Provisionals,
nice lot for the specialist containing 6 examples without signature, 4 unused, 2 used, and a rare 1847 used example on
gray wove paper (faulty) which catalogs for $13,000, although every stamp is faults from one degree to another,
this lot is a facinating large offering of these scarce stamps
for the collector looking to study this interesting issue, without gum, V.G.-Fine, Scott $32,900.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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5¢ St. Louis Bear Rarity

197

m
St. Louis, Mo., 5¢ black on gray lilac (11X4), type III, position 5, two neat pen stroke cancels, three nice margins, touching to in at left, especially large margin at right,deeply etched impression on fresh pleasing gray lilac paper, displaying an overall
freshness that is inviting, a pleasingly sound example of one of the rarest of all US stamps with only a handful surviving; 1973 PF certificate, Scott $55,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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1847 Issue

198

1851 Issue

199

198

m
5¢ red brown (1), wonderful example with a
perfectly struck cancel, extremely intense color and sharp
early impression, quite elusive featuring a scarce fancy
cancel, scarce red St. Johnsbury Scarab cancellation, trivial light creases, and nearly invisible tone spots, Very Fine;
1998 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $350 - 500

199

m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancellation, impressive example with huge margins, incredibly fresh and
choice, outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine; 2007 P.F.
certificate graded XF-90, Scott $500. Estimate $300 - 400

200

201

H
1¢ blue, type II (7), o.g., small hinge remnant,
extraordinary example with generous margins all around,
warm rich color and finely etched impression, quite elusive
when found in this remakable condition, Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

204

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), position 96L2, outstanding
light blue c.d.s., extraordinary GEM quality example with
beautiful large margins, brilliant rich color and finely etched
impression, extremely desirable especially with the colored
cancellation, Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP-98 (only 14 others currently grade higher). SMQ
$1,900, Scott $158.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

205

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), plate 4, Pos. 7L4, Neat black
town cancellation, extremely attractive example with spectacular deep rich color, completely sound and choice,
scarce thus, as this eluisve plate 4 is rarely found in completely sound and choice condition, a great stamp, Very
Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80. SMQ $1,100,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

202

200

m
5¢ red brown (1), expertly cleaned/removed
manuscript penstroke cancellation, nice looking example
with warm rich color, appears to be unused at first glance,
very choice appearance, multiple faults, including bottom
margin added, Very Fine appearance; 2011 Bill Weiss certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

201

m
5¢ dark brown (1a), neat blue cancellation, impressive deep rich color, completely sound and choice example with four clear margins, F.-V.F., Scott $860.
Estimate $250 - 350

202

m
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), fake black
grid cancellation, beautiful example of this eluisve stamp, of
which only 4779 were issued, as this stamp was never valid
to be used as postage in 1875, the cancel is either counterfeit or a favor cancel, Very Fine, Scott $825 as unused.
Estimate $300 - 400

38

203
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206

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), neat black grid cancellation,
huge margins, intense color, impressive top quality stamp
with great eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95J (1 of 15 examples attaining this grade). SMQ $850, Scott $150.
Estimate $500 - 750

207
207

208

208

211

212

211

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), attractive red grid cancellation, fabulous bold rich color nicely complimented by the
colored cancel, extra wide margins at top and left, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

212

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), neatly struck "Brooklyn,
NY" town cancellation, impressive large margined stamp,
vibrant rich shade, a beauty, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300

209

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), plate 3, position 77R3, light
black town cancellation, gorgeous example of plate 3, with
absolutely brilliant color, well centered amid generous margins, quite undervalued, Very Fine; 2011 PSE certificate,
Scott $400.
Estimate $300 - 400

213

m
1¢ blue, type II (7), beautiful red “Mobile, Ala”
paint cancellation, well centered and quite choice with an
eye catching colored cancel, vivid bright shade, a beauty,
Extremely Fine, Ex-Neinken, Scott $170.
Estimate $150 - 200

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light black town cancellation, fantastic bright color, an excellant large margined example, quite handsome, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-90 (1 of 73 at this grade). SMQ $275,
Scott $110.
Estimate $200 - 300

214

m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), light black town cancellation, lovely example with warm rich color and extremely
wide margins, exceptional quality, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90 (1 of 73 at this grade), Scott
$110.
Estimate $200 - 300

215

m
1¢ blue, types II & IV (7, 9), nice group of 1851
1¢, includes five #7 and three #9, most with decent margins,
two with APS certificates, F.-V.F., Scott $1,080. Estimate
$500 - 750

209

m
1¢ blue, type II, large cracked plate variety
(7), faint black cancellation, handsome appearing example
of this eye catching plate crack variety, brilliant rich color,
impressive looking example for the plating specialist, large
selaed tear at bottom, Very Fine, Scott $380.
Estimate $150 - 200

210

(H)
1¢ blue, type IV (9), position 1-4L1L, handsome
top margin strip of 4, without gum, large margins and brilliant fresh color, extremely attractive multiple that would really be desirable for the plating specialist, couple minute
surface abrasions, light toning on right side edge, creased
between left two stamps, and a light thin spot on the 3rd
stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2008 A.P.S. certificate,
Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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216

m
10¢ green, type II (14), neat black grid cancellation, handsome and choice with beautiful deep rich color,
Very Fine, Scott $175.
Estimate $75 - 100

222

m
10¢ green, type III (15), pair, light black town
cancellation, fabulous well centered pair with balanced
margins and brilliant fresh color, appealing multiple, completely sound and choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $375.
Estimate $500 - 750

223

m
12¢ gray black (17), neat black grid cancellation, matchless GEM quality example with boardwalk margins, including parts of surrounding stamps at top, left and
right, beautiful rich color, an amazing stamp destined for the
finest collection, Superb; 2006 P.S.E. certificate graded
SUP-98J (1 of 8 examples at this grade, with only 3 others
grading higher). SMQ $3,050, Scott $275.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

224

m
12¢ black (17), pair, neat black cancellation,
fabulous multiple with the deepest and richest color we've
ever seen, beautifully balanced margins all around, an extraordinarily pleasing example, Extremely Fine; 1987 P.F.
certificate, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

217

216

H
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), top right corner
margin single, o.g., light toning in margins and mended at
right, otherwise Fine; P.F. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

217

m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), magnificent wide bottom
left corner margin single, neat manuscript cancellation, brilliant fresh color, desirable position piece for the 3c 1851
specialist, tiny corner crease at upper right corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $8.
Estimate $100 - 150

218

m
3¢ dull red, type I (11), 180+ copies, many with
attractive cancels, interesting position examples, few have
pen cancels, unusual to find this quantity, unchecked for varieties, please inspect, F.-V.F., Scott $2,835 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

219

m
5¢ red brown, damaged transfer variety (12),
neat black town cancellation, impressive appearing example of this terribly elusive damaged transfer variety, showing the damaged transfer to the right of Jefferson's face,
fiery red brown shade, distinctly different from a normal red
brown shade, gorgeous appearing example, small filled thin
spot, extensively repaired, including right margin expertly
added, F.-V.F. appearance; 1990 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $150 - 200

220

m
10¢ green, type I (13), light, unobtrusive black
town cancellation, fabulous top quality classic, large balanced margins and bold rich prooflike color printed on fresh
paper, among the nicest examples of this elusive 10¢ type I
stamp imaginable, quite scarce in this marvelous quality,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 1986 P.F. certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

40

221
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1857 Issue

225

230

m
5¢ brown, type I (29), neat black grid and small
portion of red cancellation at right, appealing example with
gorgeous deep rich color, mucher richer than normally
seen, completely sound and choice, F.-V.F., Scott $375.
Estimate $100 - 150

231

m
10¢ green, type I (31), neat black town cancellation, spectacular appearing example of this scarce type I
stamp, well centered amid huge margins, vibrant rich color,
gorgeous stamp with tremendous eye appeal, faint ironed
out crease at bottom only shows in fluid; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

232

m
10¢ green, type I (31), strip of 3, light black town
cancellations, impressive multiple of the 1857 10 type I
stamp, gorgeous deep rich color, each stamp sound and
choice, a few trivial reinforced perforations, Fine; 1981 P.F.
certificate, Scott $3,950.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

233

H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., lightly hinged,
outstanding example of this tough stamp, wonderfully well
centered amid huge boardwalk margins, outstanding both
front and back, with beautiful rich color and unblemished full
original gum, a true condition rarity deserving placement in
the finest collection, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate
for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the top left stamp from the block, Scott $700.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

m
1¢ blue, type Ia (19), position 95R4, neat manuscript cancellation, extremely fresh and affordable example
of this rare stamp, with bold rich color and deeply etched impression, perfs clipped along right side, otherwise Fine,
Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

226

227

228

226

m
1¢ blue, type II, double transfer variety (20),
position 10R4, light black town cancellation, extremely
handsome appearing example of scarce type 10R4, the rarest of all the double transfer varieties, gorgeous bright
color, great stamp for the 1¢ plating specialist, few small
perf faults at lower right, otherwise F.-V.F.; 1992 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $200 - 300

227

m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), neat black grid cancellation, attractive well centered example, absolutely gorgeous
rich color, premium quality type IIIa, Very Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $250 - 350

228

m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), impressive blue town
cancellation, choice example of the desirable red brown
shade, well centered and choice, minor corner crease at
upper left, Very Fine, Scott $1,240. Estimate $200 - 300

229

m
5¢ bright red brown, type I (28b), neat black
cancellation, extremely attractive example of this desirable
color shade, brilliant fresh color and sharp detailed impression, completely sound and choice, scarce thus, F.-V.F.;
2004 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1861-1866 Issue

284
234

285

286

H
24¢ gray lilac (37), o.g., lightly hinged, radiant
color, attractive example of this scarce stamp, Fine, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

235

m
30¢ orange (38), red grid cancellation, vibrant
color, eye catching example with the colored cancel,
V.G.-Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

236

(H)
90¢ blue (39), without gum, brilliant fresh color,
this could possibly be a #39P3, plate proof on India paper
which catalogs for $1,250.00, irrespective of the accompanying certificates which state that this is a regularly issued
stamp, scarce non-the-less, Fine; 1995 A.P.S. and 1998
P.F. certificates, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

237

239

m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), wonderful
light red town cancellation, extremely well centered with
balanced margins, incredible deep rich color complimented
by the beautiful colored cancel, very impressive example of
this scarce stamp, some scissor blunted perfs at right mentioned on accompanying certificate, nitpicky on such a gorgeous stamp, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,710.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

240

S
1¢-30¢ values, overprinted “Specimen”
(63S/78S), attractive group of 9 different, including 63S,
65S, 68S, 71-73S, 76-78S, without gum, natural straight
edge on 5¢, 15¢, and 24¢ values, prooflike colors, an extremely fresh group of these elusive Specimen overprints,
Fine, Scott $1,370.
Estimate $500 - 750

(H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as
issued, sensational color and impression, completely
sound and choice example of this scarce 1875 Reprint, of
which only 878 were issued, F.-V.F.; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $600 - 800

241

238

42

(H)
12¢ greenish black, Reprint (44), without gum
as issued, attractive well margined example of this elusive
stamp, of which only 489 were issued, spectacular fresh
color and sharp clear impression, faint horizontal crease at
top left, Very Fine; 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

242

241

H
3¢ pink (64), light black cancellation, nice looking example of this tough stamp in the true pink shade, attractive and pleasing, ironed out vertical crease, reperfed at
top and right, Fine; 2010 Bill Weiss certificate, Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

242

m
3¢ pink (64), light black "Nov 9" cds, outstanding appearing example of the true pink shade, perfectly
centered amid large margins, scarce, two expertly added
perforations, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400
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243

244

245

243

m
3¢ rose (65), blue fancy "Five Point Star" of Jersey Shore, Pa. cancellation (type ST-D1), fabulous perfect
strike on an extremely fresh stamp, simply gorgeous, Fine;
2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $4.
Estimate $250 - 350

244

245

246

247

248

249

250

248

m
3¢ rose (65), fancy flower petal cancellation,
perfectly struck fancy cancel, eye catching and pretty, Fine,
Scott $3.
Estimate $100 - 150

E
1861, 12¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay, in black (69-E6d), complete design, plate on India, expertly regummed, expertly rebacked, lower left corner
added, fake perforations on all sides to resemble the rare
August issue #59, beautiful appearance, Very Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $250 - 350

249

m
5¢ buff (67), pretty red grid cancellation, brilliant
fresh color, a visually pleasing example of this elusive
stamp, completely sound and choice, F.-V.F.; 2002 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,160.
Estimate $400 - 600

P
12¢ black, large die proof (69P1), bold
jet-black color, handsome example with generous margins,
faint crease at top, Extremely Fine; 1977 P.F. certificate,
Scott $700.
Estimate $250 - 350

250

m
24¢ red lilac (70), eye catching bold blue cancellation, impressive deep rich color, handsome example of
this desirable shade, tiny thin spot at upper left only shows
in fluid, otherwise Very Fine; 2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$325.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
10¢ yellow green (68), o.g., barest trace of
hinge, tremendous top quality example with huge boardwalk margins, bright vivid color and detailed impression,
wonderful showpiece for the finest collection, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

251

252

253

251

m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), perfectly struck circle of
wedges cancel, and trace of additional red cancel at bottom
left, extremely fresh and choice, premium quality example
with a marvelous strike, Very Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate,
Scott $340.
Estimate $200 - 300

252

m
90¢ blue (72), scarce blue “Registered” straight
line cancellation, attractive well margined example with
gleaming rich color, completely sound and very choice,
F.-V.F.; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $675.
Estimate $500 - 750

253

m
90¢ blue (72), fancy black cancellation, brilliant
fresh color, edxtremely attractive example of this stamp,
reperfed at right, Very Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott
$600.
Estimate $200 - 300

E
1861, 12¢ Washington essay, by Toppan,
Carpenter & Co., in black (69-E2b), vignette plus labels,
die I on old proof paper, extremely intense color, handsome
example, light thinning far away from vignette, could be
trimmed away, Very Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate. Brazer
59E-Ad var., Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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254

HH
2¢ black (73), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary
example, extremely well centered amid nicely balanced
margins, bold rich color, incredible mint stamp in a remarkable state of preservation, Extremely Fine; photocopy of
2004 P.F. certificate for block of six, from which this stamp
was taken, Scott $375 for hinged.
Estimate $600 - 800

255

H
2¢ black (73), o.g., very lightly hinged, outstanding well centered example of this popular stamp, especially rich color with detailed impression, simply
gorgeous, Extremely Fine; photocopy of 2004 P.F. certificate for block of six, from which this stamp was taken, Scott
$375.
Estimate $300 - 400

258

256

P
15¢ black, large die proof (77P1), marvelous
example, 148 x 201mm, extremely intense color, very desirable, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

(H)
3¢ scarlet (74), expertly regummed, attractive
example of this rare stamp, beautiful rich color with detailed
impression, small thin spot shows only in fluid, otherwise
Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott $7,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

259

257

44

H
5¢ red brown (75), traces of o.g., impressive
and completly sound example of the unmistakable red
brown shade, a very scarce unused stamp in any condition,
even rarer when found fault free with beautiful rich color,
Fine; 2000 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $5,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

260

259

(H)
15¢ black (77), impressive well centered example of this extremely elusive stamp, especially in sound condition, with gorgeous rich color, a truly exceptional stamp,
without gum, Very Fine; 1996 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

260

m
15¢ black (77), blue cork cancellation, lovely
bright color, impressive example with excellent appeal,
Very Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $150 - 200
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261
261

262

263

262

m
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), neat black target cancellation, particularly choice example with extremely wide
margins, tremendous true rich color, marvelous quality,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

265

267

265

s

266

m
2¢ black, D. grill (84), neat quarter cork cancel,
respectable example of this tough stamp, V.G.-Fine; 2009
PF Cert, Scott $4,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

267

m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), neatly struck black 5 ring
target cancellation, brilliant fresh example, much prettier
than normally encountered on this notoriously difficult
stamp, horizontal crease at top, Fine; 1992 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $100 - 150

268

H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), part o.g., a presentable
example of this rare stamp, V.G.-Fine; 1972 PF Cert, Scott
$17,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

m
24¢ gray (78b), nicely struck union soldier's
head fancy cancel, small faults, V.G., Scott $300.
Estimate $500 - 750

3¢ rose, C. grill (83), choice blue segmented
cork cancellation, handsome example of this elusive
stamp, quite elusive with such an attractive colored cancel,
strong rich color and strongclear impression, small flaw (minor corner crease at lower right, and a tiny perf tip crease at
lower left), otherwise Fine; 1997 A.P.S. certificate for this
stamp used on cover, from which it was taken, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $250 - 350

m
24¢ blackish violet (78c), fancy black circle of
V's cancellation with "dot" in center, spectacular example of
this rare color shade, an impressive copy of the rarely seen
blackish violet shade, among the rarest stamps in all of philately with only a couple of dozen examples known to exist,
missing from even the most advanced collections, a rare
opportunity, two thins, reperforated at right, Fine appearance; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott $17,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

1867 Grilled Issues

264

266

m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), neat black cork cancellation, premium quality example of this elusive grilled issue,
gorgeous deep rich color, full long perforations all around, a
remarkable example of the C grill, Very Fine; 2011 P.S.E.
certificate for this stamp on cover from which it was taken,
experts at P.S.E. lifted the stamp for examination, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

269

270

269

m
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), fancy black "Shield" cancellation, absolutely gorgeous example with an perfect sock
on the nose cancel, brilliant color and impression, Very
Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $28.Estimate $200 - 300

270

(H)
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), without gum, extraordinary example with spectacular rich color and razor sharp
impression, completely sound and choice, scarce thus,
Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,300. Estimate
$500 - 750
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271
271

272

273

m
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), wonderfully struck black
"PAID" in circle cancellation, wonderful bold rich shade,
large margins, clear grill impression, a very pretty stamp,
F.-V.F.; 1994 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $925.
Estimate $400 - 600

272

m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), neat black leaf
cancellation, striking top quality example with boardwalk
margins, beautiful deep rich color and outstanding eye appeal, an exceedingly difficult stamp to find with the qualities
that this stamp possesses, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-90J (1 of 5 at this grade, only 2 others
currently grade higher). SMQ $650 for XF-90. SMQ $2,600
for XF-SUP-95, Scott $260.
Estimate $500 - 750

273

m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100), nice sharp "Foxboro,
Ma/Feb 16" c.d.s., incredible appearing well centered example with stunning bold rich color, although faulty this is
one of the most handsome examples we have seen of this
difficult grilled issue, sealed tear at top, Extremely Fine appearance, Scott $950.
Estimate $100 - 150

275

Ha
1¢ buff (112), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnants,
scarce intatc multiple with brilliant color, beautiful fresh
gum, completely sound in all respects, V.G., Scott $6,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

276

m
1¢ buff (112), neatly struck partial town cancellation, pretty stamp with warm rich color, quality faultless
example, Very Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

277

m
1¢ buff (112), strip of 4, neat black "Ellenville,
NY/Apr 26" cds, unusual strip with natural straight edge at
right, just as scarce or scarcer than a used block of four
which catalogs for $2,250.00, still retaining it's full original
gum, bottom stamp with some black album offset and a trivial thin spot, otherwise Fine, Scott $650. Estimate $200 300

1869 Pictorial Issue

274

46

H
1¢ buff (112), o.g., previously hinged, impressive wide margined right straddle margin single with guide
arrow, bright vivid shade, a wonderful position piece, Very
Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $400 - 600
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278

279

278

HH
3¢ ultramarine (114), o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh and choice example with gleaming bright
color, as fresh and choice as the first day it was printed,
Very Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate for strip of four, from
which this stamp was taken, left stamp from the strip, Scott
$250 as hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

279

m
3¢ ultramarine (114), beautiful blue segmented
cork cancellation, matchless GEM quality example, perfectly centered amid extra large margins, incredible brilliant
fresh color, a stamp for the finest collection, Superb, Scott
$150.
Estimate $150 - 200

280

281

282

283

282

m
12¢ green (117), light black target cancellation,
sensational example of Pos. 91R, natural straight edge at
left, with pane divider arrow showing at lower left, huge
boardwalk margins and bright vivid color, a gorgeous stamp
with outstanding eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2010 Bill Weiss and 2010 P.S.E. certificates, Scott $140.
Estimate $250 - 350

283

m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), neat black segmented cork cancellation, extremely fresh and appealing
example, tiny crease at upper left corner, otherwise F.-V.F.,
Scott $800.
Estimate $150 - 200

284

H
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), part o.g., nicely
centered example with brilliant fresh color, attractive completely sound stamp showing most of it's original gum,
rarely offered completely sound and choice like this, Very
Fine; 1989 P.F. certificate, Scott $9,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

285

H
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), o.g., lightly
hinged, gorgeous example of this extremely scarce and undervalued stamp, nicely balanced margins and beautiful
deep rich colors, truly outstanding, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

E
1869, 5¢ Washington essay, large lettering,
scarlet shade (115-E1b), 53x77mm, impressive example
with bold rich color, extremely scarce, Very Fine. Brazer
115aE-Eb, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

H
10¢ yellow (116), part o.g., extremely handsome example with gorgeous rich color, completely sound
and choice, Very Fine; 1984 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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286

287

288

286

m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), extremely rare
green cancellation, tremendous appearing example with
beautiful centered and bold rich colors, nicely complimented by a rarely seen and extremely undervalued colored cancel, small faults and reperforated at left, Extremely
Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

287

m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), dramatic
pre-printing paper fold occuring prior to the printing of the vignette resulting in freak uneven perforations along the bottom margin, neat black cancellation, an eye catching
example, Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

288

E
1869, 24¢ Pictoral essay, small numerals, in
black (120-E2c), plate on red salmon tinted paper, nice
margins and beautiful rich colors, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. Brazer 120E-Cc, Scott $200. Estimate $150 - 200

289

48

290

(H)
24¢ green & violet (120), without gum, impressive example of this rare unused stamp, prooflike color and
impression, completely sound and choice, sacrce thus,
Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

291

292

291

m
24¢ green & violet (120), light black cancellation, brilliant fresh colors, exceedingly choice example in
choice condition, Very Fine; 1994 P.F. certificate, Scott
$700.
Estimate $400 - 600

292

m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), light black
cancellation, extremely large margins and vivid bright colors, attractive and very choice, Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $200 - 300

293

H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, without grill
(121a), slightly disturbed o.g., handsome example of this
extremely rare stamp, unbelievable deep rich colors, missing from most collections, tiny facial scrape on Eagle's wing,
tiny toned spot in lower right margin, otherwise Fine; 2008
Weiss certificate, Scott $12,000. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

294

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), eye catching example showing a nice vignette shift towards the bottom, neat
black cancellation, wonderful brilliant fresh color, extremely
pleasing stamp, V.G.-Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Ea
1869, 24¢ Pictoral essay, small numerals, in
black (120-E2c), plate on red salmon tinted paper, outstanding top margin imprint block of 4, strong rich colors, a
GEM quality showpiece that may be unique as an imprint
block, Superb. Brazer 120E-Cc, Scott $800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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295

m
90¢ carmine & black (122), black cork cancellation, large margins, sound and choice example, Fine;
2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $2,100. Estimate $500 - 750

300

(H)
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue (129), without
gum, extremely fresh example with bold rich colors, Fine,
quite elusive with only 1981 issued; 1991 P.F. certificate,
Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

301

m
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue (129), neat black
cancellation, handsome appearing used example with
large margins and intense colors, scarce and affordable,
couple small thin spots and a small tear at lower right, otherwise Extremely Fine, only 1981 issued, of which most were
never used, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

302

H
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), o.g.,
previously hinged, impressive well centered example of this
elusive stamp, absolutely gorgeous brilliant colors, as fresh
as the day it was first issued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
only 1356 issued, scarce thus; 1969 and 2009 P.F. certificates, Scott $3,750.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

303

(H)
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), without
gum, absolutely gorgeous example of this elusive stamp,
extremely large margins and the deepest and richest color
imaginable, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, very scarce with
only 1356 issued; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1875 Re-issue of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

296

H
1¢ buff, Re-issue (123), o.g., lightly hinged,
fabulous example of this tough stamp, with beautiful centering amid nicely balanced margins, sensational rich color
with finely detailed impression, a magnificent stamp destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine to Superb;
1994 P.F. certificate, Scott $550. Estimate $750 - 1,000

297

298

297

(H)
1¢ buff, Re-issue (123), without gum, intense
color and sharp clear impression, extremely attractive, Very
Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $230. Estimate $150 200

298

(H)
2¢ brown, Re-issue (124), without gum, handsome well centered example with brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine, quite scarce with only 4755 issued; 1980
S.P.A. certificate, Scott $260.
Estimate $250 - 350

299

H
3¢ blue, Re-issue (125), o.g., lightly hinged,
among the nicest centered examples of the mere 1406 issued, large balanced margins and absolutely gorgeous
fresh color, marvelous appearance, pulled perf in the top
right corner, a single expertly added perf at the bottom, otherwise Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate,
Scott $5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issue

309

304

306

m
15¢ orange, grilled (141), black cancellation,
gorgeous deep dark shade, much deeper and richer than
normally encountered, clearly visible grill points, V.G.-Fine;
1983 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,400. Estimate $200 - 300

306

m
30¢ black, grilled (143), black cancellation, extremely handsome example of this scarce grilled Banknote
issue, good clearly visible grill, well centered with nicely balanced margins, trivial short perf at bottom right, Very Fine;
2007 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

307

m
30¢ black, grilled (143), nice light black cancellation, lovely deep rich color, scarce stamp with easily identifiable grill, pretty, short perforations in upper left corner,
and toned spots in all four corners, V.G.-Fine; 2008 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

50

m
7¢ vermilion (149), beautiful open red grid cancellation, premium quality well centered stamp, wonderfully
fresh and choice, eye catching stamp with colored cancel,
Extremely Fine; 1988 and 1991 P.F. certificates, Scott
$110.
Estimate $250 - 350

310

m
15¢ bright orange (152), spectacular red cancellation, sensational example of this terribly elusive stamp,
huge bnaordwalk margins and fabulous bright color, very
scarce when found in this remarkable condition, Extremely
Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott $235. Estimate $300 400

307

305

308

309

(H)a
3¢ green, grilled (136), block of 4, without gum,
incredibly fresh color, extremely elusive intact multiple,
each stamp showing a good clear grill impression, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,500 as o.g.
Estimate $500 - 750

305

310

311

312

311

m
24¢ purple (153), perfectly struck NYFM cancellation, fabulous rich shade, tremendously appealing example, Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $200 - 300

312

m
24¢ purple (153), spectacular red NYFM cancellation, brightly colored example, completely sound and
choice, Fine; 2010 P.F. certficate graded Fine-70, Scott
$245.
Estimate $150 - 200

313

m
90¢ carmine (155), neat black cancellation, extremely well centered stamp with generous margins and
warm rich color, a beauty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85 (1 of 7 at this
grade, with only 21 others currently grading higher). SMQ
$440, Scott $350.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
3¢ green (147), o.g., never hinged, impressive
large margined copy in Post Office fresh condition, bright
vivid color, scarce when found in never hinged condition,
F.-V.F., Scott $225 for hinged.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1873-1875 Continental Bank Note Co. Issue

318
314

HH
3¢ green (158), o.g., never hinged, extre,ely
fresh and immaculate example in pristine mint condition,
gleaming fresh color, quite elusive in this remarkable state
of preservation, Very Fine; photocopy of 2000 P.F. certificate for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the lower left stamp from block, Scott $110 for hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

H
30¢ gray black (165), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive example of this incredibly elusive and undervalued high value Banknote issue, absolutely gorgeous color,
rarely found sound and choice like this, F.-V.F.; 1984 P.F.
certificate, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

319

315

H
7¢ orange vermilion (160), o.g., lightly hinged,
gorgeous well centered example with boardwalk margins,
dazzling rich color and sharp clearly etched impression, impressive and scarce in this quality, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1990 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

316

319

H
30¢ gray black (165), o.g., hinge mark, nicely
centered copy of this extremely elusive Banknote issue,
gorgeous rich color, reperforated at right, otherwise Very
Fine, Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

320

m
30¢ gray black (165), light black cancellation,
remarkably fresh and beautifully centered stamp, rarely
found in such wonderful quality, Extremely Fine; 2008
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

321

H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., hinged twice, extraordinary top quality example, beautifully centered amid
generous margins, extremely intense color, a remarkable
90¢ Perry, Extremely Fine; 1992 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

317

316

m
10¢ brown (161), perfectly struck NYFM cancellation, beautiful deep rich color, a wonderful example of
a relatively common stamp with an uncommon cancel, eye
catching showpiece, V.G.-Fine, Scott $25.
Estimate $200 - 300

317

m
15¢ yellow orange, vertically ribbed paper
(163), neat black NYFM cancellation, marvelous example
of this elusive paper variety, well centered with vivid color,
completely sound and choice stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.F. certificate, Scott $250.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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322

323

322

m
90¢ rose carmine (166), nice black crossroads
cancellation, pretty stamp, large margins and bright vivid
color, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

323

m
5¢ blue (179), beautiful purple star in circle cancellation, handsome large margined example with vivid
color, especially choice with the well struck cancel, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2003 P.S.E. certificate graded
VF-XF-85, Scott $27.
Estimate $100 - 150

1879-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues

324
324

325

326

52

325

(H)
3¢ green, imperforate between stamp and
selvage (184 var.), spectacular right sheet margin single,
error caused by printing mishap, resulting in an enormous
top margin, a great specialist item with tremendous eye appeal, regummed, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

327

E
1881-82, 5¢ A.B.N.C. Garfield essay, in gray
brown (205-E2), vignette with frame of horiz. lines, die on
India, die sunk on card, outstanding full size large die, 148 x
223mm, trivial edge toning at left and right sides, otherwise
Extremely Fine. Brazer 115aE-Fd, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

328

HH
3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), o.g., never
hinged, impressive well centered example with intense
color, a Post office fresh stamp in pristine mint condition,
Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $350 - 500

(H)
3¢ green (184 var.), interesting freak perfs
along right sheet margin caused by pre-printing paper
foldover, an unusual freak, regummed, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

m
5¢ blue (185), black cancellation, among the finest we have ever offered, a spectacular huge margined
stamp with long even perforations and breathtaking deep
rich color, a matchless GEM with outstanding eye appeal,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded
XF-SUP-95J (1 of 5 at this grade, with only 3 others currently grading higher). SMQ $315 for XF-90. SMQ $960 for
XF-SUP-95, Scott $18.
Estimate $300 - 400
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329

3¢ blue green, re-engraved (207), blue five letter "A" cancel of "Puducah and Waterloo Steam Boat/Mar
16, 1882" cancellation, spectacular fancy cancel, rarely
seen, the piece is expertly repaired at top, not affecting the
adhesive, F.-V.F.; 1997 P.F. certificate, Scott $1.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

334

330

331

332

330

H
6¢ deep brown red, re-engraved (208a), o.g.,
previously hinged, outstanding large margined example of
this desirable color variety, bold rich shade, simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine, Scott $525. Estimate $600 - 800

331

H
4¢ blue green (211), o.g., hinge remnant, huge
boardwalk margins, among the largest example we have
ever seen, incredible deep rich color, an amazing stamp,
Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $250 - 350

332

333

Ha
3¢ vermilion (214), bottom plate block of 10
with imprint, o.g., bits of hinge remnant, bold rich shade, a
decent plate whos true value may be found in the two lower
right examples, which are beautifully centered never hinged
examples, which would be worth a fortune if broken out of
this handsome multiple, Fine, Scott $1,300.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with nicely balanced margins and beautiful
rich color, Extremely Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $250 - 350

335

336

337

335

HH
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., never hinged, lovely
fresh example with scintillating color, quite elusive in this
pristine mint condition, Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $350 - 500

336

H
30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., very lightly
hinged, tremendous example featuring huge JUMBO margins and extremely intense color, an amazing example of
this stamp, Extremely Fine; 1984 and 2001 P.F. certificates, Scott $325.
Estimate $400 - 600

337

H
90¢ purple (218), o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example with prooflike color, nicely centered with
generous margins, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. certificate, Scott
$900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

H
3¢ vermilion (214), pair with plate number, o.g.,
hinge remnant, gorgeous large margins and deep rich
color, very well centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1890 Issue

344
338
338

339

339

H
2¢ lake (219D), o.g., very lightly hinged, lovely
example of the true lake shade, extremely intense color,
fresh and choice, Very Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

340

HH
2¢ carmine, cap on left “2” variety (220a),
o.g., never hinged, lovely bright color, extremely fresh example with nice centering, minor light natural gum crease,
Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

346

344

H
30¢ black (228), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely
gorgeous top quality example, well centered amid extra
large margins, the deepest and richest color imaginable,
just a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1988 P.F.
certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $600 - 800

345

H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., hinge remnant, spectacular top quality 90c Perry with large balanced margins
and sensational color, trivial bit of offset of a #219D or #220
on reverse along the very top of the stamp, otherwise gorgeous, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $300 - 400

346

HH
90¢ orange (229), o.g., never hinged, pristine
condition, vibrant color, Fine, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $200 - 300

340

HH
1¢ dull blue (219), o.g., never hinged, impressive large margined stamp, particularly strong rich color
and clear impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $65.
Estimate $100 - 150

345

1893 Columbian Issue

341

342

341

H
5¢ chocolate (223), handsome bottom margin
part imprint single, o.g., lightly hinged, vivid bright color,
nice big margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

342

HH
8¢ lilac (225), lovely top plate number single,
o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint condition with great
color, Very Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

343

54

P
15¢ indigo, imperf proof on stamp paper
(227Pa), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous deep
rich color, handsome well centered pair, scarce, Extremely
Fine to Superb. SMQ $150, Scott $625.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

347

HH
1¢ Columbian (230), 2 bottom imprint and plate
number strips of 4, o.g., never hinged, eye catching examples with vibrant colors, one with small tear in the selvage
below the plate number, otherwise very choice, Very Fine,
Scott $320 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

348

HH
1¢ Columbian (230), 2 bottom imprint and plate
number strips of 4, o.g., never hinged, decent mint strips,
one with a trivial tear in the selvage below the plate number,
the other with slightly disturbed gum on one stamp, otherwise Fine, Scott $320 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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349

HH
2¢ Columbian (231), top plate number and imprint strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, spectacular deep rich
color, handsome strip except for a minor surface abrasion
in the top right portion of the selvage affecting the "3" in the
plate No. "173", F.-V.F., Scott $160 as singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

350

HH
4¢ Columbian (233), o.g., never hinged, remarkable top quality examnple in immaculate mint condition, with the deepest and richest color imaginable,
premium quality stamp that would please the most discriminating collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (1 of 40 at this grade). SMQ
$950, Scott $180.
Estimate $500 - 750

351

HH
5¢ Columbian (234), o.g., never hinged, lovely
rich chocolate shade, immaculate mint example in pristine
condition, Very Fine; with photocopy of 2011 P.S.E. certificate for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this
being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

352

353

354 . .

353

HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, handsome top margin part imprint single, extremely large margins and vibrant color, gorgeous, Extremely Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90J (1 of 13 examples at this
grade). SMQ $450, Scott $165.
Estimate $250 - 350

354

HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, attractive top margin imprint single, Post Office fresh and choice,
Very Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-80J (1 of 8 examples at this grade). SMQ $165, Scott $165.
Estimate $100 - 150

355

HH/Ha 8¢ Columbian (236), bottom left block of 4 with
letter "I I" in selvage, o.g., 3 stamps never hinged, impressive bold rich color, upper right stamp faintly hinged, lightly
hinged in bottom selvage, pretty multiple, F.-V.F., Scott
$550 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example with huge boardwalk margins, fantastic rich color, a true GEM, Superb, Scott $165.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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356

357

56

358

H
10¢ Columbian (237), o.g., hinge remnants,
wonderful bold rich shade, well margined example, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $50 - 75

359

Ha
10¢ Columbian (237), bottom plate block of 8,
o.g., lightly hinged, handsome example of this scarce plate,
extremely intense color, V.G.-Fine, Scott $6,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

360

HH
15¢ Columbian (238), o.g., never hinged, extremely attractive example with deep color, nicely centered
amid large margins, a beauty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1991 P.F. certificate, Scott $700.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
8¢ Columbian (236), left margin block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, deep vibrant shade, trivial perf separations
along horizontal perfs at right between stamps, F.-V.F.,
Scott $660 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
8¢ Columbian (236), left margin block of 10 with
imprint, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple with sensational color, Post Office fresh and choice, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,650 for singles.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

361

362

361

H
30¢ Columbian (239), o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous color, fresh as a daisy, well centered and very choice
stamp that would please the most particular collector, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

362

m
30¢ Columbian (239), neatly struck "World's
Fair" exposition cancellation, extremely attractive example
with large margins and brilliant fresh color, Very Fine, Scott
$100.
Estimate $200 - 300
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363

364

363

H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., lightly hinged, brilliant rich shade, a handsome well margined example of this
popular stamp, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

364

(H)
$1 Columbian (241), regummed over faults, intense color, fresh and affordable example, a couple small
thin spots, Fine appearance, Scott $525.
Estimate $250 - 350

365

366

HH/Ha $2 Columbian (242), block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged (2 stamps never hinged), impressive deep rich
color, choice example of this extremely rare multiple, bottom 2 stamps are immaculate examples in pristine mint
condition, F.-V.F.; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $10,300 as
singles.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

m
$2 Columbian (242), extremely light face free
black cancellation, lovely brilliant fresh color, appealing example, light vertical crease, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $675.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

367

H
$3 Columbian (243), o.g., very lightly hinged,
lovely example with prooflike rich color and sharp detailed
impression, extremely attractive well centered stamp, Very
Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

368

H
$4 Columbian (244a), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderful example of the rose carmine shade with warm rich
color, a beauty, Very Fine, Scott $2,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

369

H
$4 Columbian (244), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color with sharp clear impression, Fine,
Scott $2,150.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

370

H
$4 Columbian (244), o.g., lightly hinged, bold
deep shade, completely sound and attractive stamp, Fine,
Scott $2,150.
Estimate $600 - 800

www.kelleherauctions.com
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371

H
$5 Columbian (245), o.g., very lightly hinged,
absolutely gorgeous well centered example with extremely
large margins and brilliant fresh color, a wonderful top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; 1975 P.F. certificate, Scott
$2,600.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

372

H
$5 Columbian (245), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely intense color, a choice and handsome example,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

373

H
$5 Columbian (245), disturbed o.g., handsome
large margined example with wonderful jet-black color, the
gum is a bit disturbed from hinge removal, but overall sound
and choice, Very Fine, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

375

376

375

HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), impressive bottom
sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color,
impressive large margined stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott
$90.
Estimate $150 - 200

376

HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), exceptional right margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, extremely intense color and sharp clear impression, Extremely Fine,
Scott $90.
Estimate $100 - 150

377

HH
2¢ carmine, type I (250), left margin pair with
imprint, o.g., never hinged, impressive well margined multiple, vivid bright color, eye catching, Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $150 - 200

378

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (251), plate number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, incredibly fresh example
in pristine mint condition, as fresh as the day it was issued,
beautiful wide top selvage, premium top margin position
piece, Fine, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

1894-1898 Bureau Issues

374

58

H
2¢ pink, type I (248), o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular example with boardwalk margins, gorgeous rich
color, and great eye appeal, Superb, Scott $28.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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379

380

379

HH
2¢ carmine, type III (252), o.g., never hinged,
bright vibrant shade, very fresh and choice, Very Fine; 2001
P.F. certificate for block of four, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the upper left stamp from block, Scott
$375.
Estimate $250 - 350

380

HH
6¢ dull brown (256), o.g., never hinged, beautiful rich color, immaculate mint example in pristine condition,
F.-V.F.; 2010 p.S.E. certificate graded F-VF-75, Scott
$475.
Estimate $250 - 350

381

384

HH
$1 black, type II (261A), o.g., never hinged, impressive vivrant shade, impeccably fresh and choice,
scarce in mint condition, Fine, Scott $6,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

385

P
1¢ blue, imperf proof on stamp paper (264P),
o.g., very lightly hinged, vibrant color, well margined example in immaculate condition, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

386

HH
2¢ carmine, type I (265), o.g., never hinged,
wide right partial imprint single, gorgeous deep rich color
and razor sharp impression, beautiful stamp with extremely
large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $83.
Estimate $150 - 200

387

HH
4¢ dark brown (269), magnificent bottom margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, spectacular
well centered example with rich prooflike color, very scarce
when found in this spectacular quality, Superb, Scott $125.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
10¢ dark green, imperf proof on stamp paper
(258Pa), o.g., previously hinged, dazzling rich shade, quite
elusive, vertical crease between the stamps, light horizontal crease affecting both stamps, Very Fine; 2010 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

382

HH
50¢ orange (260), o.g., never hinged, impressive right sheet margin single with fiery color, immaculate
mint stamp in Post Office fresh condition, Very Fine; 1985
P.F. certificate, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

383

H
$1 black, type I (261), o.g., previously hinged,
handsome large margined example with impressive deep
color, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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388

389

H
4¢ dark brown (269), handsome left sheet margin part arrow single, o.g., hinged, nicely centered amid
generous margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $43.
Estimate $50 - 75

391

60

P
5¢ chocolate, imperf proof on stamp paper
(270P), o.g., previously hinged, attractive with bold rich
color, extremely elusive and ridiculously undervalued, Extremely Fine, only 300 issued, Scott $250.
Estimate $150 - 200

393

P
6¢ dull brown, imperf proof on stamp paper
(271P), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular
color and impression, perfectly balanced margins, gorgeous example of this undervalued imperforate pair, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 300 issued, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

394

HH
8¢ violet brown (272), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with extraordinarily large margins, bright
vivid color, an immaculate example both front and back, Extremely Fine, Scott $210.
Estimate $250 - 350

395

H
$2 dark blue (277a), o.g., hinged twice, incredible well centered example of this desirable color variety,
bold rich color and sharp clear impression, marvelous top
quality stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
4¢ dark brown (269), bottom plate number and
imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, each stamp a choice
mint example with beautiful rich color, notations in the selvage have been partially erased - could be trimmed away,
F.-V.F., Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

390
390

392

391

HH
5¢ chocolate (270), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top quality example with prooflike rich color and sharp
clear impression, quite elsuive when found in this marvelous quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (1 of 14 at this grade, only 12
others grade higher). SMQ $825, Scott $105.
Estimate $500 - 750
HH
5¢ chocolate (270), spectacular top plate number single with wide top selvage, o.g., never hinged, a beautiful large margined example with incredibly bright color,
simply spectacular, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1986 and
1991 P.F. certificates, Scott $105.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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396
396

397

397

m
$2 dark blue (277a), neat black cancellation,
fantastic deep rich color, completely sound and choice
stamp with nice eye appeal, Very Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $450.
Estimate $250 - 350

402

m
$5 dark green (278), light black target cancellation, attractive example featuring especially intense color,
very fresh and choice, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
6¢ lake (282), top plate number and imprint strip
of 3, o.g., never hinged, impressive multiple, brilliant fresh
color, centered much nicer than normally encountered on
this issue, F.-V.F., Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300

1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

398

399

400

398

H
2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), o.g., lightly
hinged, handsome example of this elusive color variety in
the true rose carmine shade, quite attractive, Very Fine;
2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $275. Estimate $200 - 300

399

m
5¢ dark blue (281), neat black cancellation, gorgeous large margins, impressive stamp with tremendous
deep rich color, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $2.
Estimate $100 - 150

400

HH
6¢ lake (282), o.g., never hinged, impressive
well margined stamp, beautiful crisp clear color, extremely
elusive stamp when found with margins and centering like
this, Extremely Fine; 1992 P.F. certificate, Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

401

HH
6¢ lake (282), attractive top margin plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bold rich color, choice,
F.-V.F., Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

403

HH
4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top quality example with brilliant fresh color, extraordinary centering with generous margins all around,
quite scarce like this, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2000 P.F.
certificate, Scott $330.
Estimate $600 - 800

404

m
4¢
Trans-Miss.
(287),
lovely
socked-on-the-nose Kansas City, MO oval postmark, extremely well centered amidst jumbo margins, bright radiant
color, unmatchable quality single worthy of the finest collections, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $27.
Estimate $150 - 200

405

HH
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), o.g., never hinged, beautiful rich shade, impressive showpiece with oversized margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $350 - 500
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406

407

408

409

62

H
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288), o.g., lightly hinged, stunning huge margined example, bold rich color, a premium
stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $110. Estimate $100 - 150

410

m
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), neat black cancellation,
fabulous copy of this tough stamp, well centered with incredibly fresh color, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $210.
Estimate $200 - 300

411

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous jet-black color, gorgeous top quality example with extremely large margins, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,050.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

412

H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnant, well
balanced margins, natural straight edge at left, lovely attractive single, Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $200 - 300

413

H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), absolutely gorgeous top
margin plate number single, o.g., very lightly hinged, fabulously well centered amid generous margins all around, brilliant fresh color, eye catching example showing wide top
sheet margin, a scarce position piece on this dollar denomination Trans Mississippi high value, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2005 P.F. certificate, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

HH
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), handsome top sheet
margin single, o.g., never hinged, beautifully centered with
dazzling bright color and sharp clear impression, pristine
mint stamp in Post Office fresh condition, Extremely Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), o.g., never hinged, unbelievably fresh and choice presmium quality example in
immaculate mint condition, sensational well centered
stamp with wonderfully balanced margins, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate for block/10, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the upper right stamp from
the block, Scott $450.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

H
10¢ Trans-Miss. (290), o.g., very lightly hinged,
impressive well margined example with warm rich color, a
top quality stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $150.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1901 Pan-American Issue

414

(H)
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), regummed over small
faults, extremely intense color, pretty stamp, light horizontal
crease, Fine appearance, Scott $825.
Estimate $350 500

415

H
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), o.g., hinge remnant,
nicely centered, natural straight edge at right, one slightly
shorter perf at bottom right- mentioned entirely for accuracy
and does not detract, F.-V.F. and attractive, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $300 - 400

416

m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), neat black "Registry Div"
cancellation, choice example with extremely intense color,
pretty, Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

417

418

Ha
1¢ Pan-American (294), bottom plate block of
6, o.g., very lightly hinged, trace of hinging in an ungummed
portion of the wide bottom selvage, handsome example
with brilliant color, all stamps are unblemished mint examples, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $150 - 200

419

HHa
1¢ Pan-American (294), top plate block of 20,
o.g., never hinged (a single small hinge remnant is present
at the very top of the wide ungummed portion of the selvage), impressive large multiple, each stamp showing a
dramatic vignette shift to the top, gorgeous deep color,
Fine, Scott $1,105.
Estimate $250 - 350

420

HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged,
handsome well centered example with gorgeous rich color,
premium quality stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $400, Scott $180.
Estimate $250 - 350

m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), light black cancellation,
especially choice example with a wonderful light cancel,
dazzling rich color and impression, couple trivial nibbed
perfs along top margin, Very Fine, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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425

421

426

425

HH
10¢ Pan-American (299), o.g., never hinged,
absolutely gorgeous well centered example with extremely
wide margins, exceptionally rich color and clear sharp impression, a great stamp for any collector building his set of
Pan-Americans one quality stamp at a time, Extremely Fine
to Superb, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

426

H
10¢ Pan-American (299), o.g., very lightly
hinged, extremely handsome well margined copy with near
perfect centering, brilliantly colored top quality stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $125. Estimate $100 - 150

Ha
4¢ Pan-American (296), top plate block of 6,
o.g., barest trace of hinge (appears never hinged), extremely fresh and handsome, tiny gum soak along horizontal perforations between middle 2 stamps, Fine, Scott
$2,100.
Estimate $600 - 800

1902-1908 Regular Issues

422
422

423

424

64

423

HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), o.g., never hinged, impressive example in pristine mint condition, well cnetered
with dazzling rich color, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200
HH
8¢ Pan-American (298), o.g., never hinged, impressive mint example with vivid fresh color and sharp clear
impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85. SMQ $375, Scott $250.
Estimate $250 - 350

HHa
8¢ Pan-American (298), top plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, gorgeous example with dazzling rich
color, immaculate both front and back with gleaming fresh
full original gum, Very Fine, Scott $6,250.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

427

428

427

HH
2¢ carmine (301), o.g., never hinged, fabulous
example of this tough stamp, perfectly centered with nice
big margins, glowing deep rich color, a matchless GEM for
the finest collection, Superb; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate
graded SUP-98, Scott $38.
Estimate $400 - 600

428

HH
2¢
carmine (301), o.g.,
never hinged, impressive well margined example, bold deep
shade, very elusive
stamp in this marvelous quality, Extremely
Fine
to
Superb,
Ex-Morris; 1990 P.F.
certificate, Scott $38.
Estimate $60 - 80

429

HH
2¢
carmine (301c), booklet
pane of 6, o.g., never
hinged, immaculate
example with vivid
fresh color, quite elusive in pristine mint
condition,
F.-V.F.,
Scott $950.
Estimate $300 - 400

info@kelleherauctions.com
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430

431

432

HH
4¢ brown (303), o.g., never hinged, impressive
large margins, sensational deep rich color, a premium quality stamp with great eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

433

HH/Ha 6¢ claret (305), block of 4, o.g., hinge remnant
(2 stamps never hinged), extremely handsome block with
bold rich color, the bottom right stamp is an exceptional mint
stamp, light diagonal gum crease affects bottom left stamp,
otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $420 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300

434

HH
10¢ pale red brown (307), o.g., never hinged,
extremely large margins and beautiful deep rich color, Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

435

m
$2 dark blue (312), neat black cancelation, fabulous example in a quailty rarely found on this issue, incredibly well centered amid nice big margins, bold prooflike
color, a true GEM of philately, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2000 P.S.E. certificae, Scott $225. Estimate $300 - 400

436

m
$5 dark green (313), scarce purple cancellation
rarely seen on this high denomination stamp, especialy intense color with razor sharp impression, fresh and pleasing,
F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $250 - 350

HH
4¢ brown (303), plate number and imprint strips
of 3, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh and choice
strips, the left margin strip in a distinctive orange brown
shade, while the right margin strip in an attractive rich brown
shade, both Post Office fresh and eye catching, F.-V.F.,
Scott $900.
Estimate $250 - 350

HH
5¢ blue (304), o.g., never hinged, extra large
margins and deep rich colo, quite handsome, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1904-1907 Commemorative Issues

437

438

439

66

440

HHa
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), top plate block
of 6, o.g., never hinged, absolutely stunning showpiece featuring an enormously wide top selvage, Post Office fresh
and choice, one of the most impressive examples we have
ever encountered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,750.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

441

HH
5¢ Louisiana Purchase (326), o.g., never
hinged, attractive example with bold rich color, premum
quality mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$200.
Estimate $150 - 200

442

HH
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), o.g., never
hinged, pristine example, dazzling color, a very pleasing
stamp, F.-V.F.; 2009 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

HHa
1¢ Louisiana Purchase (323), top plate block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, remarkably fresh example with vibrant color, handsome full wide top, F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324), o.g., never
hinged, marvelous example of this notoriously difficult
stamp, considered to be one of the most challenging commemorative issues to obtain in top quality, a lovey large
margined example with vivid fresh color, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificae, Scott $65.
Estimate
$100 - 150

HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), o.g., never
hinged, perfectly centered amid large margins, absolutly
gorgeous deep rich color with razor sharp impression, Superb, Scott $185.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1908-1911 Washington-Franklin Issues

443

Ha
2¢ Jamestown (329), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., lightly hinged twice, absolutely gorgeous well centered
example of this difficult issue, notorious for coming poorly
centered, bright intense color, bottom 3 stamps never
hinged, among the finest 2¢ Jamestown plate we have ever
offered, destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine,
Scott $625.
Estimate $400 - 600

444

HH
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., never hinged, handsome well centered example with bold deep color, impressive well margined copy in immaculate condition, scarce
when found so nice, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $310.
Estimate $500 - 750

445

H
5¢ Jamestown (330), o.g., barest trace of hinging, impressive top quality stamp with bold rich color and
finely etched impression, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$125.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

446

HH/Ha 1¢ green (331), top right block of 72 with plate
numbers and imprints, o.g., 5 hinged stamps, 67 are never
hinged including both plate number blocks, impressive multiple with brilliant fresh color, margin tears in right side selvage affect the right side plate block, otherwise F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,303.
Estimate $200 - 300

447

448

449

447

HH
3¢ deep violet (333), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous top quaity example with JMBO margins, impressive
rich color, an especially pleasing stamp, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2009 PS.E. certifca, Scott $75.
Estimate $200 - 300

448

HH
4¢ orange brown (334), impressive bottom
margin 5-point star and plate number single, o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh color, Extremely Fine, Scott $93.
Estimate $100 - 150

449

HH
4¢ orange brown (334), o.g., never hinged,
beautiful wide margined stamp, with intense color, quite
handsome, Extremely Fine, Scott $93. Estimate $75 - 100
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453

450

451

452

68

Ha
8¢ olive green (337), block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh, vibrant color, select example, Extremely
Fine, Scott $190.
Estimate $150 - 200

453

HH
1¢ green coil (348), o.g., never hinged, extremely large margins and beautiful brilliant fresh color, a
beauty, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate for coil pair,
from which this stamp was taken, this being the top stamp
from the pair, Scott $80.
Estimate $150 - 200

454

H
4¢ orange brown coil (350), o.g., lightly
hinged, extra large margins, vibrant color, exceptional quality example, Extremely Fine, Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

455

HH
1¢ green coil (352), pair (2mm spacing), o.g.,
never hinged, wonderfully well centered pair with bright
vivid color, faint pencil guarentee notation on reverse of
each stamp should not be considered a fault and could be
easilt erased leaving no trace, scarce in this quality, especially the right stamp which is a GEM, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $550 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

456

H
13¢ blue green, bluish paper (365), o.g., lightly
hinged, extremely handsome example of this scarce
stamp, gorgeous deep rich color, a quality stamp, Very
Fine; 1972 and 1997 P.F. certificates, Scott $2,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

457

H
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), o.g.,
lightly hinged, fabulous high quality example of this elusive
stamp, strong color and razor sharp impression, truly exceptional, Extremely Fine; 1971 P.F. certificate, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

ma
50¢ violet (341), top plate block of 10, sharp Lincoln, Nebr. town cancels, hinge reinforced reduced
selvedge, faults UR away from plate block, V.G.-Fine, exceptionally scarce multiple.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
4¢ orange brown, imperf (346), left block of 4
with imprint, o.g., never hinged, outstanding showpiece
with huge baordwalk margins and warm rich color, outstanding, Superb, Scott $116 for singles.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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458

459

HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon (370), bottom plate block of 6
with imprint, o.g., never hinged, attractive example with
vivid color, faint natural gum bends of little consequence,
Very Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $150 - 200

460

HH/Ha 2¢ Hudson-Fulton (372), top plate block of 6,
o.g., stamps never hinged, hinged in selvage only, the most
imnpressive example of this terribly difficult plate block we
have ever offered, Superb centering, brilliant fresh color, all
stamps in pristine mint condition, the hinging is located at
the ungummed portion of the wide top selvage, a GEM
quality plate that would be impossible to duplicate, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $280. Estimate $250 - 350

461

(H)a
2¢ Hudson-Fulton, imperf (373), left plate
block of 6 with imprint, expertly regummed, bold rich shade,
looks like o.g. at first glance, Very Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $60 - 80

HHa
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, imperf (371), top plate block
of 6, o.g., never hinged, impressive wide top, brilliant fresh
example in immaculate mint condition without a single gum
skip or gum bend, elusive when found like this, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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466

462

Ha
1¢ green to 6c orange (374-379), plate blocks
of 6, attractive group of 6 different, all choice side plates, except 2¢ and 4¢ values which are tops, o.g., some with hinge
remnants, each with brilliant fresh color, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,375.
Estimate $300 - 400

463

464

H
2¢ lake (375b), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example of this terribly elusive color variety, nice margins and
decent centering, F.-V.F.; 2007 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$800.
Estimate $500 - 750

464

HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, impressive example with boardwalk margins, extremely intense color, a wonderful top quality stamp, Extremely Fine
to Superb, Scott $225.
Estimate $500 - 750

465

HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, immaculate mint example with warm rich color and sharp clear
impression, well centered and choice, Extremely Fine,
Scott $225.
Estimate $250 - 350

70

466

HH
1¢ green coil (385), guide line pair, o.g., never
hinged, especially bright color, immaculate mint condition,
quite elusive, Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

467

H
1¢ green coil (387), paste-up pair, 3mm spacing, o.g., lightly hinged, interesting pair with the color of the
left stamp being a slightly deeper shade than the right
stamp, V.G.-Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott $475.
Estimate $100 - 150

468

H
2¢ carmine coil (388), disturbed o.g., gorgeous
deep rich color, well centered example of this extremely
scarce stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate,
Scott $1,400.
Estimate $500 - 750

469

HH
2¢ carmine coil (393), guide line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate mint example, strong color, quite
scarce in pristine mint condition, Very Fine; 2010 P.S.A.G.
certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $400 - 600

470

m
3¢ deep violet coil (394), guide line pair, neat
black "New York, GC (Grand Central) Station" cancellation,
immensely scarce and ridiculously undervalued, gorgeous
deep rich color, rare used line pair, Extremely Fine; 2004
P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $600 - 800

465

463

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

471

472

473

474

H
4¢ brown coil (395), guide line pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, fantastic rich shade, exceptionally well centered
with nicely balanced margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $475.
Estimate $250 - 350

475

HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific (397), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, one of the most impressive examples we have ever offered, huge boardwalk margins and
gleaming rich color, matchless GEM, Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $200 - 300

476

HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific (397), top sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged, JUMBO margins, bold rich color, extraordinary example, Extremely Fine, Scott $40.
Estimate $60 - 80

477

HH
2¢ Panama-Pacific (398), o.g., never hinged,
sensational top quality example with blazing rich color, a
perfect GEM in every respect, Superb, Scott $40.
Estimate $100 - 150

478

HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), o.g., never hinged,
absolutely gorgous top quality example, extremely large
margins, brilliant fresh color, a wonderful copy of this tough
stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $400.
Estimate $400 - 600

m
4¢ brown coil (395), guide line pair, neat black
cancellation, an extraordinary GEM quality example deserving placement in the finest collection, showing parts of
adjacent stams at left and right, brilliant fresh color, rarely
found in this condition, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. certificate, Scott $650.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

m
4¢ brown coil (395), guide line pair, light black
"Washington, DC" cancellation, well centered with vibrant
color, quite elusive, several faults, including a horizontal
crease at bottom, Very Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott
$650.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH
5¢ blue coil (396), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, handsome well margined example with brilliant
color, immaculate both front and back, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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479
479

480

481

480

HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific (399), o.g., never hinged,
gorgeous example with extremelay large margins and dazzling rich color, very fresh and pleasing, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $160.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (401), top sheet
margin single, o.g., never hinged, spectacular GEM quality
example with the deepest and richest color imaginable, a
striking showpiece with large balanced margins, Superb;
2001 P.S.E. certificate, Scott $60.
Estimate $200 - 300

485

HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never
hinged, impressive well centered example with bight color,
nice well balanced margins, a beauty, Very Fine; 1996 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
10¢ orange yellow Panama-Pacific (400),
o.g., never hinged, impressive deep rich color, immaculate
fresh stamp, very choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $270.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), o.g.,
never hinged, spectacular well centered example, extremely well centered amid nicely balanced margins, sensation deep rich color, immaculate both front and back, a
great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate. SMQ $1,500, Scott $400.
Estimate $600 - 800

482

1912-19164 Washington-Franklin Issues
486

HHHma 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine, Kansas City roulettes (408-409 vars), three sets of blocks of 4, mint set on
notarized sheet, mint set with 2¢ imperf at top, and set used
on cover, all mounted on exhibition page with write up, o.g.,
hinged or never hinged, scarce and unusual, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

487

HH
1¢ green coil (412), o.g., never hinged, remarkable coil single, perfectly centered amid generous margins,
spectacular deep rich color, a true condition rarity, Superb;
2002 P.F. certificate, Scott $55.
Estimate $200 - 300

483

482

H
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), o.g., very
lightly hinged, handsome example with bold rich color, extremely attractive, Very Fine, Scott $180.
Estimate $100 - 150

483

m
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), black
"Jackson" town cancellation, remarkable stamp featuring
exceptional centering and JUMBO margins, impressive
rich shade, conservatively graded by P.S.E., as the stamp
is incredibly well centered, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.S.E.
certificate graded XF-90J (1 of only 3 examples at this
grade). SMQ $85 for XF-90. SMQ $250 for XF-SUP-95,
Scott $20.
Estimate $100 - 150

72

484

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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491

488

H
30¢ orange red (420), left plate number single,
o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular example with huge boardwalk margins, bold prooflike color and sharp detaled impression, a great stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$110.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ha
8¢ pale olive green (414), bottom plate block of
6, o.g., previously hinged, extremely well centered wth dazzling rich color, very impressive, Extremely Fine, Scott
$475.
Estimate $300 - 400

492

489

HH
9¢ salmon red (415), o.g., never hinged,
mpressive mint copy with bold color, nice big margins, a
beauty, Extremely Fine; 1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $120.
Estimate $150 - 200

490

HHa
10¢ orange yellow (416), block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh color, upper right stamp with light pencil notation on gum, pretty block, F.-V.F., Scott $400 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

493

492

H
50¢ violet (421), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely
intense color, well centered and very choice, Extremely
Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400

493

H
50¢ violet, DL watermark (422), o.g., lightly
hinged, dazzling bright shade, fresh and pleasing, Very
Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

494

HH/Ha 2¢ rose red (425), left margin sheet of 100 with
“COIL STAMPS” imprint, two large blocks forming complete sheet of 100 stamps, o.g., mostly never hinged, the
left side block/40 is the money block with the wonderfully
well centered plate block with imprint "Coil Stamps", which
is never hinged, as most examples of this tough plate block
are only available in hinged condition, this is a wonderful opportunity to aquire a large multiple with a gorgeous never
hinged plate, Very Fine, Scott $628. Estimate $200 - 300
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495

496

497

495

HH
3¢ deep violet (426), o.g., never hinged, magnificent top quality example with huge margins and sensational deep rich color, simply outstanding, Superb, Scott
$33.
Estimate $150 - 200

496

HH
7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, sensational
large margins and especially rich color, a lovely top quality
stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $200. Estimate $300 - 400

497

HH
7¢ black (430), o.g., never hinged, incredibly
fresh and choice with sharp clear impression, Very Fine,
Scott $200.
Estimate $100 - 150

498

HH
8¢ pale olive green (431), o.g., never hinged,
impressive example with extra wide margins, bold rich
color, and crisp clear impression, Extremely Fine, Scott
$83.
Estimate $150 - 200

499

HH
10¢ orange yellow (433), o.g., never hinged,
absolutely gorgeous example of this stamp, perfectly centered amid large balanced margins, extraordinary deep rich
color, a true GEM, Superb, Scott $105.
Estimate $400 - 600

74

502

503

501

HH
20¢ ultramarine (438), o.g., never hinged, impressive well centered example with glowing rich color,
beautifully centered amid generous margins, quite beautiful, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $430.
Estimate $500 - 750

502

HH
30¢ orange red (439), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color and nice big margins, extremely handsome
example in immaculate mint condition, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $525.
Estimate $350 - 500

503

H
30¢ orange red (439), o.g., lightly hinged, spectacular rich shade, outstanding top quality example with extremely large margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1994 P.F.
certificate, Scott $230.
Estimate $300 - 400

504

ma
30¢ orange red (439), top plate block of 9,
Laramie, Wyo. duplex cancels, highly unusual and scarce
multiple, some light creases, reduced selvedge, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

499

498

500

501

Ha
15¢ gray (437), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
previously hinged, handsome example of this elusive plate,
bold rich color, Fine, Scott $1,225. Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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510

505

HH
2¢ carmine coil (442), guide line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, premium quality example of this elusive coil,
strong color and impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $130.
Estimate $150 - 200

506

HH
1¢ green coil (443), o.g., never hinged, impressive genuine coil single, well centered with wonderfully rich
color, finding a quality example of this elusive and undervalued stamp is quite a challenge, Extremely Fine; 2005
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, Scott $65.
Estimate $200 - 300

507

508

509

m
2¢ carmine coil (444), neat wavy black cancellation, handsome example of this extremely elusive coil single, extremely fresh and choice, Extremely Fine; 2009
P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $150, Scott $35.
Estimate $100 - 150

511

512

513

511

HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), o.g., never
hinged, extremely fresh and choice, deep rich color, Very
Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $200 - 300

512

HH
4¢ orange brown (465), bottom margin single,
o.g., never hinged, impressive example with vibrant color,
immaculate mint stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$90.
Estimate $100 - 150

513

H
5¢ blue (466), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderful
large margined example with fabulous rich color, a top quality stamp with great eye appeal, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $70.
Estimate $100 - 150

H
3¢ violet coil (445), o.g., lightly hinged, impressive well centered pair, brilliant fresh color, the right stamp
is a marvelous wide margined GEM stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded VF-XF-85.
SMQ $550, Scott $575.
Estimate $350 - 500

514

515

514

H
6¢ red orange (468), o.g., lightly hinged, absolutely gorgeous example of this undervalued stamp with extraordinary large margins and fiery bright color, one of the
most impressive examples you'll ever see, Superb, Scott
$85.
Estimate $300 - 400

515

H
8¢ olive green (470), o.g., lightly hinged, magnificent large margins, incredible deep shade, an outstanding showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $55.
Estimate $100 - 150

HH
5¢ blue coil (447), horizontal pair, o.g., never
hinged, wonderful quality pair with especially intense color,
very choice and well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
1999 P.F. certificate, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

H
2¢ red, type I, rotary coil (449), o.g., lightly
hinged, attractive example of this rare coil single, lovely rich
color, Fine; photocopy of 1996 P.F. certificate for pair, from
which this stamp was taken, this being the top stamp from
the pair, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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516
516

517

518

519

76

517

H
10¢ orange yellow (472), o.g., very lightly
hinged, an extraordinary example with just a bare suggestion of a hinge mark, looks to be never hinged even under
close examination, a premium stamp with vibrant color, Extremely Fine; 2003 P.F. certificate, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

520

ma
50¢ light violet (477), block of 4, town cancels,
deep color, scarce multiple, F.-V.F., Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

522

520

HH
$2 dark blue (479), top plate number single,
o.g., never hinged, impressive example with full wide top
selvage, beautiful deep rich color, Very Fine, Scott $460.
Estimate $250 - 350

521

HH
$2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, fabulous
deep rich, near prooflike color, extremely attractive, Very
Fine, Scott $460.
Estimate $200 - 300

522

HH
$5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, striking
bright shade, impressive well centered example with generous margins all around, Extremely Fine to Superb; photocopy of 2002 P.F. certificate for horizontal pair, from which
this stamp was taken, this being the right stamp from the
pair, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

523

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), pair, neat black
cancellation, attractive and scarce coil pair with gorgeous
deep rich color, extremely undervalued, right stamp with
tiny faults, otherwise Fine; 2011 Weiss certificate, Scott
$3,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

524

m
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (491), joint line pair,
neatly struck "Buffalo" town cancellation, impressive well
centered genuinely used line pair, gorgeous rich color,
quite eluisve in this quality, slight crease at upper right corner of right stamp, otherwise Extremely Fine; 2011 A.P.S.
certificate, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
11¢ dark green (473), o.g., lightly hinged, gorgeous example with huge JUMBO margins, prooflike color
and impression, quite scarce in this remarkable quality, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $40. Estimate $150 - 200

HH
50¢ light violet (477), bottom single with plate
number, o.g., never hinged, spectacular example of this
rare stamp, wonderfully well centered with extra large margins, pristine bright color, a marvelous showpiece that
would please the most discriminating collector, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 1978 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

521
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1917-1919 Washington-Franklin Issue, Perf.
11

525

528

m
3¢ dark violet, type II, double impression
(502d), neat cancel, deep color, corner crease LL ending in
small tear at bottom, otherwise Fine; 2010 PSE Cert, Scott
$750.
Estimate $200 - 300

529

HHa
5¢ blue and 6¢ red orange (504, 506), blocks of
4, o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh mint blocks with
some handsome well centered examples, vivid rich colors,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $182.
Estimate $150 - 200

530

HHa
5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block
of 12, o.g., never hinged, fresh & attractive, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

H
1¢ green, imperf horizontally (498a), vertical
pair, o.g., lightly hinged, big margins, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $800. Estimate $400 - 600

526

Ha
2¢ rose, type I, spectacular misperf freak
(499 var.), bottom right block of 6 with siderographer's initials, o.g., hinge remnants, considerable eye appeal, a
beautiful position piece, V.G.-Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

527

H
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), o.g., lightly hinged,
impressive example with beautiful bold rich color, nice wide
margins, a beautiful example of this scarce type Ia stamp,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1983 P.F. certificate, Scott
$250.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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531

HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), the double error in a block
of 90, o.g., all never hinged except hinge remnants in bottom row of 2¢ stamps, impressive large multiple that includes the desirable double error combination block/12,
both 5¢ errors are in immaculate never hinged condition,
small perf seperation between 4th and 5th vertical row at
bottom of the sheet which does affect the combination
block/12, F.-V.F., Scott $1,352. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

532

HHa
7¢ black (507), block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
pristine condition with big margins, select example, Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $150 - 200

78

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

533

HH
30¢ orange red (516), o.g., never hinged, remarkable top quality example, marvelous centering and extra large margins, extremely intense color, a great stamp,
Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $75. Estimate $100 - 150

534

HHa
30¢ orange red (516), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive mint example in immaculate condition, strong rich shade, premium quality example, Very
Fine, Scott $925.
Estimate $600 - 800

535

Ha
$1 violet brown (518), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., lightly hinged, lovely deep rich color, impressive well
centered example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,300.
Estimate $600 - 800
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536

m
$1 deep brown (518b), light black "Rochester,
NY" roller cancellation, interesting example of this extremely elusive and desirable color shade, rarely seen
perf-in example showing initials "EKC", exceedingly elusive
example of this terribly difficult color variety, Fine; 2004 P.F.
certificate, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $400 - 600

1918-1923 Issues

537

538

539

Ha
1¢ gray green, Offset (525 var.), outstanding
example of clandestine, probably handmade perforations,
left plate block of 8, o.g., hinge remnants, including hinge
reinforcements, thins, V.G.-Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

540

HH
2¢ carmine Offset, type IV (526), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, impressive showpiece with
extremely large margins, vivid and bright with finely detailed
impression, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $58.
Estimate $100 - 150

541

HH
2¢ carmine Offset, type Va (528), o.g., never
hinged, gorgeous deep rich color, impressive stamp with
extra large margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $22.
Estimate $75 - 100

HH
$2 orange red & black (523), top left corner
margin single, o.g., never hinged, magnificent position
piece with gorgeous rich color and sharp detailed impression, eye catching showpiece, Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,200.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HH
$5 deep green & black (524), o.g., never
hinged, impressive large margined stamp, extremely rich
color, Extremely Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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545

HH/Ha 2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV, Wilson roulette (532 var.), block of 8, o.g., hinged or never
hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
Sheets were left with a Pittsburgh bank as collateral on an
unpaid loan, rouletted by bank for convenience.

542

Ha
2¢ carmine Offset, type Va (528 var.), irregular
top right block of 3, o.g., lightly hinged, fabulous eye catching perf pattern created by pre perfing paper fold, great position piece, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

546

543

HH
2¢ carmine, Offset imperf, type VI (534A),
pair, o.g., never hinged, impressive showpiece with gorgeous rich shade, a choice well margined example, Extremely Fine; 2002 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90, Scott
$170.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
3¢ violet Offset, type III (529 var.), left margin
single, o.g., never hinged, eye catching example in a
heavily inked dark violet shade, with full and complete offset
on reserve, impressive both front and back, Extremely Fine;
2006 A.P.S. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp
was taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block,
Scott $7 for normal.
Estimate $200 - 300

547

544

80

HHa
2¢ carmine rose, Offset imperf, type IV (532),
centerline block of 4, o.g., never hinged, magnificent example in pristine mint condition, beautiful rich color, never
hinged center line blocks are extremely scarce, Superb,
Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

548

549

547

HH
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (538), top margin
single, o.g., never hinged, magnificent example with huge
JUMBO margins, spectacular rich color, a matchless GEM
for the finest collection, Superb, Scott $23.
Estimate $200 - 300

548

HH
3¢ violet, rotary coil waste (541), o.g., never
hinged, impressive large margined example with brilliant
fresh color, a remarkable copy of this notoriously off centered issue, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $100.
Estimate $250 - 350

549

H
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (545), o.g., lightly
hinged, impressive example with beautiful centering and
fabulous bright color, quite elusive when found in this marvelous quality, Extremely Fine; 1987 P.F. certificate, Scott
$180.
Estimate $200 - 300
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553

550

551

552

ma
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (545), block of 4,
neat black cancel, exceptionally scarce used block, very
nice centering for this notoriously off centered issue, lower
left stamp with tiny perf thins, and lower right stamp with trivial inclusion spot, otherwise F.-V.F., Scott $1,050.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste (546), o.g.,
never hinged, impressive mint example with gleaming
bright color and sharp clear impression, a beauty, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 1996 P.F. certificate, Scott $240.
Estimate $250 - 350

HH
$2 carmine & black (547), top left corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, handome position piece, bold
rich shade, very fresh and pleasing, Very Fine, Scott $290.
Estimate $200 - 300

1922-1925 Regular Issue

554

m
2¢ carmine, perf 10 at bottom (554d), light
wavy black cancellation, beautiful bright color, missing from
even the most advanced collections, natural diagonal paper crease at lower left, otherwise F.-V.F., an impressive
example of this rarity of which only 20 used examples are
known to exist; 1969 and 2010 P.F. certificates, Scott
$10,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

555

HHa
3¢ violet (555), right plate block of 6, o.g.,
stamps never hinged, hinged in ungummed portion of the
wide selvage only, extremely fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $240.
Estimate $100 - 150

ma
2¢ carmine rose, rotary coil waste (546),
block of 4, neat black cancellation, an outstanding used
block with fabulous centering, rich vibrant color, completely
sound and choice, probably the finest known used block,
Extremely Fine; 1973 A.P.S. cert., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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556

557

558

82

559

HH
9¢ rose (561), o.g., never hinged, spectacular
top quality showpiece with enormous JUMBO margins, with
the deepest and richest color imaginable, simply spectacular, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $28.
Estimate $100 - 150

560

HHa
9¢ rose (561), left plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, wonderful well centered example, vivid rich shade,
trivial light natural gum bend is so light it's hardly worth mentioning, premium top quality plate block, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

561

HHa
10¢ orange (562), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, handsome example with bold rich color, immaculate both front and back without any skips or bends,
Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $250 - 350

HHa
6¢ red orange (558), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, bright vivid color, choice example of this elusive plate, Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
8¢ olive green (560), bottom margin single,
o.g., never hinged, impressive rich shade, attractive large
margined stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
8¢ olive green (560), left plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example of this elusive plate
block, fabulous rich color and sharp clear impression, couple light natural gum bends are of little consequence,
F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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562

HHa
25¢ yellow green (568), top plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, impressive example with dazzling bright
color, trivial natural gum skips, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $300 - 400

563

HHa
30¢ olive brown (569), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, choice appearing plate, couple tiny thin
spots which appear to be only gum skips at first glance, otherwise Very Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $100 - 150

564

Ha
50¢ lilac (570), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, handsome example of this difficult plate,
just a mere suggestion of a faint hinge mark, lovely rich
shade, F.-V.F., Scott $575.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

565

HHa
$1-$2 high values (571-572), top margin blocks
of 4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott
$920.
Estimate $500 - 750

566

HHa
$1 violet black (571), block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, very fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $380.
Estimate $200 - 300

567

HHa
$1 violet black (571), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example with brilliant color and
razor sharp impression, quite elusive in this quality, Very
Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400
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568

569

570

84

571

HH
$5 carmine lake & dark blue (573a), o.g.,
never hinged, lovely example of this desirable shade variety, strong colors, immacute mint stamp, Very Fine; 2011
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

572

HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), top arrow block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $880.
Estimate $500 - 750

573

HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), absolutely spectacular example with bright vivid colors, a gorgeous full wide top
in Post Office fresh condition, top plate block of 8, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

HHa
$1 violet black (571), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, beautifully centered example with tremendous deep rich color, light natural gum creases, otherwise
outstanding, Extremely Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300

HHa
$2 deep blue (572), bottom left plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, marvelous well centered example with
fabulous deep rich color, premium quality plate, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HHa
$2 deep blue (572), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, remarkable top quality example with absolutely gorgeous deep rich color, immaculate fresh gum, a
marvelous plate, Very Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1923-1947 Issues

574

ma
1¢ green, rotary (578), attractive used block of
4, neat black cancels, a beautifully centered block with brilliant color, very scarce when found genuinely used, immensely undervalued in Scott, upper left stamp with a tiny
perf tear at top left corner, otherwise Very Fine, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $400 - 600

575

ma
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), handsome used
block of 4, light black non-contemporary cancellation,
beautifully centered and choice, used blocks are exceedingly rare, Very Fine, Scott $1,750. Estimate $300 - 400

576

577

HHa
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10
(581-591), handsome complete set of blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, handpicked for choice centering and appearance, don't overlook the lower values for GEM quality singles, an extraordinary set, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $1,680.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

578

HHa
4¢ yellow brown, rotary (585 var), spectacular
perf shift, top right plate block of 4 with plate number, o.g.,
never hinged, great item, F.-V.F., Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

579

m
1¢ green, rotary coil waste (594), neat straight
line machine cancellation, decent example of this extremely rare waste issue, strong color and impression,
missing from most collections as only 102 used examples
are known to exist, expertly repaired, with added corner at
top left, Fine appearance; 2010 P.F. certificate, Scott
$10,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

ma
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), handsome top margin plate block of 6, light black cancellation, although off
centered this plate block is incredibly scarce when found in
used condition, V.G., Scott $2,030. Estimate $300 - 400
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580

HH
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g.,
never hinged, large margins, striking bold rich shade,
choice example of this tough coil waste issue, Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

584

581

582

583

86

585

584

HH
2¢ carmine lake coil (606a), line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, choice example of this distinct color variety,
with trace of the plate number showing at the very left edge
of the upper stamp, Fine; 2006 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

585

HH
2¢ carmine lake coil (606a), joint line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, wonderfully fresh example showing traces of
the plate number at the left side of the top stamp, Fine; 2006
P.S.E. certificate, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $200 - 300

586

HH
2¢ Harding, rotary (612), right margin single,
o.g., never hinged, absolutely spectacular GEM quality example, perfectly centered amid extra large and balanced
margins, impressive bold rich color, destined for the finest
collection, Superb; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98.
SMQ $575, Scott $33.
Estimate $350 - 500

587

HH
2¢ Lexington-Concord (618), o.g., never
hinged, gorgeous example with perfectly balanced margins
and perfect centering, a top quality GEM stamp with fiery
rich color, Superb; 2007 P.S.E certificate graded SUP-98 (1
of 41 at this grade, only 10 others grade higher). SMQ $160,
Scott $8.
Estimate $50 - 75

ma
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), extremely
rare genuinely used block of 4, light black cancel, beautiful
deep rich color, an impressive multiple, Fine, Scott $1,750.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH
2¢ carmine coil, type II (599A), o.g., never
hinged, impressive rich shade, premium quality example,
elusive like this, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate graded VF-XF-85, Scott $200.Estimate $150 - 200

HH
2¢ carmine coil, type II (599A), joint line pair,
o.g., never hinged, scarce type II coil with brilliant color, minor natural offset on back of both stamps, V.G.-Fine, Scott
$1,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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588

HHa
5¢ Norse-American (621), top plate block of 12,
o.g., never hinged, impressive full wide top in pristine mint
condition without a single skip or bend, a true condition rarity as this plate block never comes this nice, Very Fine,
Scott $838.
Estimate $400 - 600

589

HH
2¢ White Plains (629), o.g., never hinged, absolutely spectacular example with huge balanced margins
and vivid rich color, a true condition rarity destined for the
finest collection, Superb; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded
GEM-100 (1 of only 2 at this grade, and is the highest
graded example of this stamp). SMQ $200 for SUP-98,
Scott $3.
Estimate $500 - 750

590

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, magnificent top quality example, extraordinary centering and sensational color, one of the choicest examples
we have ever offered, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$600.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

591

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, impressive brilliant fresh example showing extra
wide margins at top and left, a beauty, Very Fine, Scott
$600.
Estimate $300 - 400

592

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, handsome appearing mint sheet with rich color,
substantial perf seperation at bottom, between 3rd and 4th
vertical rows, F.-V.F., Scott $600.
Estimate $200 - 300
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593

HH
White Plains souvenir sheet, dot in “S” variety (630), o.g., never hinged, attractive well centered example with some minor toning, minor soiling spot on gum of
upper left stamp, Very Fine, Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200

594

HH
2¢ carmine, type II (634A), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, fabulous rich color, immaculate mint
example with great eye appeal, Very Fine; photocopy of
2002 P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which it was taken,
this being lower right stamp from the block, Scott $650.
Estimate $250 - 350

595

HHa
5¢ dark blue to 13¢ yellow green (637, 641,
694), nice group of 4 complete sheets of 100, including two
# 694, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh colors, Fine, Scott
$1,345 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

596

88

597

HH
5¢ Hawaii (648), o.g., never hinged, sensational
top quality example with vivid color and sharp clear impression, a matchless World Class GEM that would enhance
any great collection, Superb; 2010 P.S.E. certificate graded
GEM-100 (1 of only 3 at this grade, and is the highest
graded example of this stamp). SMQ $425 for SUP-98,
Scott $22.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

598

s

Kans.-Nebr. complete (658-679), first day cancels, first day covers cat value $2,195, scarce group, Very
Fine, Scott $339.
Estimate $250 - 350

HH
2¢ Vermont (643), o.g., never hinged, astounding GEM quality example, huge even margins, prooflike
deep rich color, simply amazing, Superb; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded GEM-100 (1 of only 6 examples at this
grade, with only 1 other grading higher). SMQ $170 for
SUP-98, Scott $2.
Estimate $500 - 750
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599

HHa
3¢ Kans. (661), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, beautiful rich color, immaculate mint example, F.-V.F., Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

600

Ha
5¢ Kans. (663), top left plate block of 4, slightly
disturbed o.g., nice looking example with beautiful rich
color, Very Fine, Scott $200.
Estimate $60 - 80

601

602

HHa
7¢ Kans. (665), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, marvelous example in pristine mint condition,
as fresh and choice as the first day it was issued, exceptionally scarce when found in this wonderful state of preservation, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1981 P.F. certificate,
Scott $725.
Estimate $600 - 800

603

HHa
8¢ Kans. (666), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example with bold rich color,
choice centering, quality plate blocks such as this 8c Kansas plate are few and far between, excellent example for the
discriminating collector building a set of these difficult plate
blocks one select copy at a time, Very Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

604

HHa
9¢ Kans. (667), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged (gum glazing on all 4 stamps), lovely rich
color, F.-V.F., Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

HHa
6¢ Kans. (664), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example of this terribly elusive
plate, vivid bright shade, scarce in this condition, Very Fine,
Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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605

HHa
10¢ Kans. (668), bottom left plate block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, extraordinary example of this difficult
plate with tremendous deep rich color, immaculate Post Office fresh mint condition, Very Fine, Scott $575.
Estimate $400 - 600

606

HH/H
Nebr. complete (669-679), o.g., never hinged,
except 674 lightly hinged, very fresh, attractive set, Very
Fine, Scott $574.
Estimate $200 - 300

607

90

608

HHa
4¢ Nebr. (673), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, handsome example with bold rich color, gorgeous high quality example that would please the most discerning collector, Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350

609

HHa
5¢ Nebr. (674), bottom left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example with fantastic deep
color, scarce and undervalued when found in this premium
condition, Very Fine, Scott $425.
Estimate $300 - 400

610

HHa
6¢ Nebr. (675), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, very choice example of this notoriously difficult plate, bright fresh color, immaculate mint condition,
F.-V.F., Scott $750.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
3¢ Nebr. (672), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, especially intense color, "dried gum" spots
affects all 4 stamps, Very Fine, Scott $250.
Estimate $100 - 150
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614

611

612

613

HHa
7¢ Nebr. (676), top right plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, extraoridnary premium quality 7c Nebraska
plate with bright vivid color, tremendously difficult to find in
quality like this, Very Fine; 1981 P.F. certificate, Scott $525.
Estimate $400 - 600

615

614

HH
10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, magnificent
top quality example with striking rich color and outstanding
centering, a GEM quality stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb;
2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ $550,
Scott $200.
Estimate $400 - 600

615

HH
10¢ Nebr. (679), o.g., never hinged, very fresh,
vivid color, Extremely Fine, very choice! 2008 PSE Cert,
Grade: XF 90. Scott $230., SMQ $295.
Estimate $200 - 300

616

HHa
10¢ Nebr. (679), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, very choice example with bold color, immaculate mint condition, scarce thus, F.-V.F., Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

617

HH
2¢ Von Steuben (689), o.g., never hinged, tremendous huge margined example with beautiful deep rich
color, a spectacular matchless GEM that belongs in the finest collection of top quality stamps, Superb; 2007 P.S.E.
certificate graded GEM-100 (1 of only 2 at this grade, with
only 1 other grading higher). SMQ $105 for SUP-98, Scott
$1.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
8¢ Nebr. (677), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, choice well centered example with sensational rich color, immaculate unblemished gum, very scarce
in this quality, Very Fine, Scott $600. Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
9¢ Nebr. (678), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, splendid high quality 9¢ Nebraska plate,
beautiful fresh color and sharp clear impression, choice
quality plate that would enhance any collection, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $600 - 800
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618

619

92

HH
2¢ Red Cross (702), o.g., never hinged, the finest example we have ever encountered, perfectly centered
amid large balanced margins, gorgeous rich colors, a spectacular World Class GEM deserving placement in the finest
collection, Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded
GEM-100 (1 of only 3 at this grade, and is the highest
graded example). SMQ $130 for SUP-98, Scott $1.
Estimate $500 - 750

620

HHa
$5 Presidential (834), block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, choice multiple with vertical center line, well centered and fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $340 as
singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

621

H
5¢ & 10¢ Centenary International Philatelic
Exhibition (948), autographed souvenir sheet accompanied by photo from die proof of sheet from Post Office
Deparment negative, scarce item, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

(H)a
National Parks complete, imperf (756-765),
matched set of top plate blocks of 6, without gum as issued,
impressive set with vivid colors, nicely matched full tops,
each with light hinge marks, Extremely Fine, Scott $274.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1954-2003 Modern Errors

622

HH
8¢ Statue of Liberty, double impression of
carmine (1041a), o.g., never hinged, scarce, Fine, Scott
$575.
Estimate $300 - 400

623

HH
1969, 6¢ Grandma Moses, imperf between
(1370a), horizontal strip/4, center pair imperf between, o.g.,
never hinged, extremely fresh and choice, well centered,
Extremely Fine, only 250 pairs issued, Scott $150.
Estimate $60 - 80

624

HH
1972, 8¢ Tom Saw yer, red & black omitted
(1470b), top right single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only
150 issued; 1998 PF Cert, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

625

HHa
1972, 8¢ Tom Saw yer, red & black omitted
(1470b), bottom margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, scarce, only 150 issued; 1998 PF Cert, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

626

HHa
1973, 8¢ Boston Tea Party, black (litho) omitted (1483c), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, only 32 blocks issued, Scott $800.
Estimate $400 - 600
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627

630

HH
1975, 10¢ D.W. Griffith, brown (engraved)
omitted (1555a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only
50-100 issued, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

631

(H)
1975, 13¢ Eagle & Shield, black omitted
(1596 var.), without gum, impressive example of this
scarce color missing variety, unlisted in Scott, F.-V.F.; 1990
P.F. certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600

HH
1973, 8¢ Progress in Electronics, black omitted (1501a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
only 300-400 issued; 2006 PF Cert, Scott $600. Estimate
$200 - 300

The Rare "C.I.A." $1 Lamp Invert
628

Ha
1973, 10¢ Jefferson Memorial (1510 var.), eye
catching gutter block caused by mis alligned perforations, a
striking freak, left margin block of 4 with imprint "Use Zip
Code", disturbed o.g., Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

632

629

94

HH
1979, $1 Lamp, brown (candle flame) inverted (1610c), o.g., never hinged, fantastic example of
this popular "C.I.A" invert, with gorgeous centering and brilliant fresh color, extraordinary top quality rarity, Extremely
Fine, only 93 sound examples reached collectors, Scott
$18,000.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000

HH
1974, 10¢ Energy Conservation, orange &
green omitted (1547b), o.g., never hinged, regularly issued stamp included for comparison, Fine, only 150-250 issued, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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633

634

635

HHa
1976, 9¢ Dome of Capitol coil, presort, narrow spacing (1616bc var.), in roll of 100 attached stamps
comprising 46 pairs and 4 joint coil line pairs, o.g., never
hinged, nicely centered and quite fresh, excellent potential,
overall Very Fine, Brookman $6,400 (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

636

HH
1979, 15¢ Christmas, green, yellow & tan
omitted (1800b), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged,
regularly issued stamp included for comparison, V.G.-Fine,
only 250 issued, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

637

HH
1981, 18¢ Flag & Lighthouse coil (1891), plate
number 6 strip of 5, o.g., never hinged, pristine condition,
scarce item, Very Fine; 2002 PSE Cert, Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

638

HHa
1981, 20¢ Flag Over Supreme Court, imperf
horizontally (1894b), vertical block of 12, the bottom block
of 6 is horizontally imperf between, the top block of 6 shows
blind perfs, scarce multiple, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine; 1991 PF Cert with letter from Dr. Roberto
Rosende describing the difficulty in expertizing this item,
Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

HH
1976, 18¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, "USA
18¢" omitted (a,c) (1687g), o.g., never hinged, only 5-10
issued, Scott $600.
Estimate $400 - 600

HHa
1976, 13¢ Olympics, imperf (1698b), top margin mail early se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged, select
example, Extremely Fine, only 140-160 blocks reported,
Scott $550.
Estimate $200 - 300
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639

640

96

HH
1981, 20¢ Flag Over Supreme Court coil, partial missing color (1895), left margin plate number strip of
20, o.g., never hinged, eye catching block showing dramatic partial missing portions of the red color in the flag from
just a trace in a couple to nearly entirely missing on many, a
dramatic freak printing, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

641

HH
1982, 4¢ Stagecoach coil, untagged
(precancelled), imperf (1898Ac), pair, o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine, only 50-75 pairs issued, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

642

HH
1981, 18¢ Edna St. Vincent Millay, black (engraved) omitted (1926a), o.g., never hinged, fresh and
choice, regularly issued stamp included for comparison,
Extremely Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

643

HH
1983, 20¢ Scott Joplin, imperf (2044a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, small area of offset on gum,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 50 pairs issued, Scott
$400.
Estimate $150 - 200

HH
1983, 1¢ Omnibus coil, imperf (1897b), pair,
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 150-250 pairs issued,
Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300
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644

645

646

HH
1987, 22¢ Girl Scouts, litho colors omitted
(2251a), top margin single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine,
Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

647

HHa
1988, 22¢ Maryland (2342), dramatic plate shift
affecting the top margin and top row on 10 stamps in the
sheet resulting in an ink smear in the selvage and a distinctly different lighter blue sky in the top 10 stamps versus
the normal blue sky in the other 40 stamps, attractive printing freak, complete sheet of 50, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

648

HH
1990, 15¢ Beach Umbrella, blue omitted
(2443c), booklet pane of 10 in unexploded booklet with normal pane, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 20-25 panes
issued, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $400 - 600

HHa
1983, 20¢ American Inventors (2055-2058),
impressive and eye catching sheet showing dramatic printing shift of the black shifted downwards resulting in each inventor's name printed on incorrect stamp below it, bottom
left complete sheet of 50 with plate number, o.g., never
hinged, pretty piece, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

HHa
1985, 22¢ Abigail Adams, imperf (2146a), bottom margin block of 40 with plate and ZIP blocks of 4 very
faint vertical perfs mar the left margin with some extending
horizontally ruining two vertical imperf pairs leaving 16 horizontal and 2 vertical pairs including the plate block, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, only 150-200
pairs issued, Scott $3,600.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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649
649

650

HH
1991, 5¢ Canoe coil, imperf (2453a), pair, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $100 - 150

650

HH
1991, 19¢ Fawn, red omitted (2479b), o.g.,
never hinged, regularly issued stamp included for comparison, Very Fine, Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300

651

HHa
1990, $2 Bobcat, black omitted (2482a), top
left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, select example, Extremely Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $400 - 600

652

98

653

HH
1992, 29¢ Eagle & Shield, no die cutting
(2595d), booklet pane of 17, Very Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $300 - 400

654

P
1993, 29¢ Country Music, imperf proof of finished design as issued (2775-2778aPg), strip of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, extremely fresh and choice, mint & gummed,
a very elusive issue, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

HHa
1990, 25¢ Sea Creatures, black (engraved)
omitted (2511b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
normal single stamp included for comparison, Very Fine,
less than 40 blocks issued, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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655

HHa
1994, 29¢ Legends of the West, recalled
(2870), full pane of 20, o.g., never hinged, with original envelope, Very Fine, Scott $240 (no photo). Estimate $200 300

659

HHa
1995, 32¢ Flag Over Porch, imperf (2897a),
bottom left plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, lovely example of this elusive plate block which is unlisted and unpriced
in Scott which lists only vertical imperforate pairs at $55.00
each, Post Office fresh and choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott $110 for 2 pairs.
Estimate $300 - 400

660

HH
1996, 32¢ Flag Over Porch (red 1996), die cutting omitted (2921e), complete and unexploded with two
error panes, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

656

655

HH
1993, 29¢ Country Music, imperf proof of finished design as issued (2778aPg), booklet pane of 4,
o.g., never hinged, crease, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

656

HH
1993, 29¢ Country Music, imperf proof of finished design as issued (2778aPg), booklet pane of 4,
o.g., never hinged (fingerprints on gum), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

657

658

HH
1994, 29¢ Garden Flow ers, imperf (2833b),
booklet pane of 5, o.g., never hinged, crease, Very Fine,
Scott $800.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Airmail

661

HH
1996, 32¢ Madonna & Child, black insciption
at bottom missing (3107 var.), o.g., never hinged, eye
catching example of this stamp, the embossing is present
for the bottom inscription, but no color, Extremely Fine, only
10 are known to exist; 2011 Weiss certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

664

HH
1918-23 Airmail sets complete (C1-C6), o.g.,
never hinged, brilliant fresh and choice, well balanced set,
Very Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

Ex 665

662

663

100

HH
2003, 37¢ Toy Fire Pumper (3645h var), serpentine cuts are shifted almost bisecting stamps, booklet
pane of 20 + label, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
1959-91, EFO sheets selection, of four items:
#2479 19¢ Fawn with color shifted causing unusual looking
animal; #2067-70 20¢ Winter Olympics with most-unusual
perforations at left; #C115 color almost missing causing
purple wing on plane, most striking! and lastly #J89 1¢ postage due with shifted value upward into tablet, a useful group
for re-sale, postage due sheet with some gum problems
(lightly adhered and removed, some thinning), otherwise
fresh and F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

666

667

665

HH/H
1918 First Airmail complete (C1-C3), o.g., 2
stamps never hinged, 16¢ lightly hinged, nice looking
group, brilliant colors, 6¢ reperforated at right, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $345.
Estimate $100 - 150

666

HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged,
absoluely gorgeous GEM quality stamp, huge boardwalk
margins and precise centering, fiery bright color, a common
stamp in uncommon quality, Superb, Scott $140.
Estimate $300 - 400

667

HH
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous large margined example with bold rich color, wonderful stamp for the collector building their set of First Issue
Airmail stamps one select example at a time, Extremely
Fine; 2011 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-90. SMQ $250,
Scott $140.
Estimate $150 - 200

668

HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive rich shade, lower left stamp with
minor inclusion spot showing on face above plane, otherwise a gorgeous plate, Very Fine, Scott $1,050.
Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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669

HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous top quality example, well centered amid
large balanced margins, deep rich color, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2008 P.S.E. certificate graded XF-SUP-95 (only 24
examples grade higher). SMQ $400, Scott $140.
Estimate $200 - 300

670

Ha
1918, 16¢ green (C2), top plate block of 6, o.g.,
barest trace of hinge, impressive examplw, glowing rich
shade, all 6 stamps are never hinged, just a bare trace of
hinging in the ungummed portion of the top selvage, Very
Fine, Scott $925.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

671

HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top margin pair with plate number, o.g., never hinged, pristine Post
Office fresh colors, handsome multiple, each stamp with
large margins, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott
$280.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

672

Ha
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), top plate
block of 12, o.g., 10 stamps never hinged, top center 2
stamps very lightly hinged, impressive example with sensational rich colors, Scott catalog value for 10 N.H singles and
2 lightly hinged singles is $1,530.00, more than a lightly
hinged plate block/12 catalogs, Very Fine, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

673

HH/Ha 1923 Airmail complete (C4-C6), set of blocks
of 4, o.g., hinged or never hinged, marvelous premium quality group of three blocks, the C5 block is hinged, the bottom
two examples on the C6 block are Extremely Fine mint examples, the C4 block is a well centered GEM quality block,
a great lot for the dealer who wants to pick out the GEMS
and get them graded, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$940.
Estimate $500 - 750

674

HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), left plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, handsome example with dazzling rich
color, immaculate mint condition without any skips or
bends, a quality plate, Very Fine, Scott $330.
Estimate $250 - 350
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675

676

677

102

HHa
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), left plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, absolutely gorgeous example with full
wide selvage at left, pristine mint plate with vivid color, very
scarce when found in this marvelous quality, Very Fine,
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, matchless quality example, beautifully
centered with remarkably fresh color, a GEM quality plate
destined for the finest collection, Extremely Fine, Scott
$2,850.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

678

HH
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
never hinged, impressive well centered set with dazzling
rich colors, extraordinary quality, Extremely Fine; C13 and
C14 with 2002 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,900.
Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

679

HH
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
never hinged, each stamp possesses individual character
and beauty and are fresh without the normal blemishes that
so plague this issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine a truly premium and choice set, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,500 2,000

HH
1927, 20¢ Map & Planes to 1941, 50¢ Transport (C9/C31), outstanding group of 13 different GEM quality Airmail issues, including C9-C10, C12, C20-C22, and
C25-C31 complete set, o.g., never hinged, hand selected
large margined examples that would please the most quality conscious collector, a great group, Extremely Fine to Superb; each stamp accompanied by 2008 P.S.E. certificate
graded XF-SUP-95. SMQ $840, Scott $87.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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680

HH
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
never hinged, impressive well centered set, each stamp
with bold rich color, the C14 with a couple light natural gum
bends, otherwise exceptional, Very Fine, Scott $1,900.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

682

681

HH/H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
high value never hinged, nicely balanced set, each stamp
with bold rich color, 65¢ faintly hinged, $1.40 just a bare
suggestion of hinge mark, pretty set, $2.60 with small natural gum crease at left, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$1,555.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

HHa
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15),
blocks of 4 with plate numbers, o.g., never hinged, handsome set with marvelous colors, light natural skips and
bends typical of this issue, a visually stunning group with
great eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $7,600
as singles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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683

684

685

686

104

HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), bottom plate
number single, o.g., never hinged, handsome example with
vivid fresh color, couple tiny natural gum skips of little consequence, Extremely Fine, Scott $275. Estimate $200 300

687

HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), block of
4, o.g., never hinged, choice multiple with intense color,
lower right stamp with light natural gum bend, Very Fine,
Scott $360 as singles.
Estimate $150 - 200

688

HHa
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a),
two vertical pairs in block of 4, o.g., never hinged, very
fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

689

HH
1969, 10¢ Moon Landing, rose red omitted
(C76a), in horizontal pair with right stamp normal, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, only 250-300 issued, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

m
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), neat duplex
cancel, wide margins, choice, Extremely Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $300 - 400

HH
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), top plate
number single, o.g., never hinged, impressive example with
scintillating rich color, extremely fresh and choice, Very
Fine, Scott $975.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), block of
4 with plate number, o.g., never hinged, brilliant color,
handsome multiple, light vertical gum crease affects left two
stamps, F.-V.F., Scott $360 as singles.
Estimate $200 - 300
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The Rare Buffalo Balloon Issue

690

H
1877, 5¢ Buffalo Balloon (CL1), part o.g., extremely handsome example of this rare stamp, extremely
large margins and impressive bright color, one of the nicest
appearing examples of this desirable Air Post Semi-Official
stamps, small thin spots, typical of this issue, Extremely
Fine, only 300 known to exist, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

693

Ha
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), block of 4, o.g., small hinge
remnants, fabulous well centered example with super color
and razor sharp impression, tiny bits of hinge reinforce the
perforations, an impressive multiple with centering second
to none, upper right stamp with a tiny thin spot in the hinge
area, otherwise Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $2,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

694

691

H
1877, 5¢ Buffalo Balloon (CL1), o.g., hinge
remnants, attractive example with lovely warm rich color,
desirable example of this incredibly rare stamp, small tear
at bottom, small thin spots, and a small inking flaw at bottom
center, Very Fine, only 300 examples known to exist; 2002
P.F. certificate, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

695

694

H
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., hinge remnant, immaculate fresh shade, well centered and choice, Extremely
Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

695

H
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), o.g., lightly hinged, lovely
fresh color, sound and choice, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200

696

Ha
1888, 10¢ blue (E2), block of 4, o.g., small hinge
remnant, incredibly fresh and choice multiple with dazzling
rich color, tiny bit of hinge reinforcement keeps the bottom 2
stamps from being immaculate never hinged examples, a
gorgeous block in remarkable conditon, F.-V.F., Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Special Delivery

692

H
1885, 10¢ blue (E1), disturbed o.g., handsome
example with impressive large margins, lovely fresh color,
very pretty, Extremely Fine, Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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697

698

699

106

700

H
1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), slightly disturbed
o.g., premium quality example with strong color and choice
centering, Extremely Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

701

HH/Ha 1902, 10¢ ultramarine (E6), block of 4, o.g.,
hinge remnant (2 stamps never hinged), extremely fresh
example of this elusiave block, beautiful vivid shade, Fine,
Scott $1,510.
Estimate $200 - 300

702

HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), left margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, impressive example with gorgeous rich color,
Post Office fresh and choice, Extremely Fine to Superb,
Scott $150.
Estimate $150 - 200

703

HH
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), top plate number
single, o.g., never hinged, awesome example with huge
boardwalk margins, impressive fresh color, an outstanding
showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1992 P.F. certificate,
Scott $240.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), block of 4, o.g., never
hinged, a handsome multiple in immaculate mint condition,
an incredible mint state with bright vivid color, Fine, Scott
$2,700.
Estimate $500 - 750

H
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), bottom
single with plate number, o.g., lightly hinged, impressive
copy of this elusive stamp, well centered with large margins,
intense color and impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $900.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

HH
1895, 10¢ blue (E5), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, lovely deep rich color, extremely
fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $475.
Estimate $200 - 300
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704

Ha
1911, 10¢ ultramarine (E8), left block of 4 with
engraver's initials, o.g., hinge remnants, extraordinary bold
rich color, the right two stamps are absolutely gorgeous examples with huge margins, a lovely block with great eye appeal, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $460.
Estimate $200 - 300

705

706

705

HH
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), top plate number
single, o.g., never hinged, marvelous example in an intense
deep shade, Post Office fresh and choice, Very Fine, Scott
$425.
Estimate $250 - 350

706

HH
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), bottom single with imprint, o.g., never hinged, a most impressive example with perfect centering amid huge boardwalk
margins, immaculate never hinged example with brilliant
rich color, simply stunning, tiny inclusion dropout on face
difficult to detect, Superb; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott
$700.
Estimate $500 - 750

707
707

708

709

HH
1879, 2¢ brown (J2), o.g., never hinged, a most
impressive example in immaculate mint condition, impressive bold rich color, very scarce when found in this remarkable condition, Very Fine; 2005 P.S.E. certificate, Scott
$1,100.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

710

H
1879, 10¢ deep brown, Special Printing
(J12), o.g., lightly hinged, attractive example of this rarely
offered Special Printing, of which a mere 174 examples are
known to exist, brilliant fresh color with finely detailed impression, a rare opportunity, couple slightly nibbed perfs at
top, Fine; with clear 2002 P.S.E. certificate, and 2007
P.S.E. certificate which mentions "shorter perfs at the top",
Scott $8,500.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

711

HH/Ha 1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), block of 21, o.g.,
many never hinged, outstanding large multiple, 6 stamps at
left with small hinge remnants, other 15 stamps are in pristine mint condition, natural straight edge at left, several select well centered examples in the center of the block,
F.-V.F., Scott $4,290.
Estimate $500 - 750

708

H
1916, 10¢ pale ultramarine (E10), o.g., hinge
remnant, impressive well margined stamp, vivid fresh color,
a tough little stamp, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate,
Scott $320.
Estimate $200 - 300
HH
1927, 10¢ red lilac (E15a), o.g., never hinged,
impressive large margins, bright vivid shade, a beauty, Superb; 2007 P.S.E. certificate graded SUP-98 (only 11 grade
higher). SMQ $90, Scott $2.
Estimate $50 - 75
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712

713

108

714

Ha
1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), top plate block of 14,
o.g., some with hinge remnants, most never hinged, extremely fresh, strong color, a scarce early Postage Due
plate block, small selvage tear in selvage only of position 2
well above "No." could be trimmed away, several perf
seperations, Fine, Scott $2,330.
Estimate $300 - 400

715

H
1884, 5¢ red brown (J18), o.g., lightly hinged,
impressive large margined stamp, astounding color and impression, gorgeous, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $250 - 350

716

HH
1884, 30¢ red brown (J20), o.g., never hinged,
bright color, extremely fresh, F.-V.F.; 1979 A.P.S. certificate, Scott $550.
Estimate $250 - 350

717

ma
1894, 2¢ vermilion (J30), block of 29, light
black "New York" cancellations, impressive multiple of this
scarce stamp, splendid rich color, an extremely rare exhibition quality block, lower left stamp with trvial light crease,
F.-V.F., Scott $10,150.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

HHa
1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), top right block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, wonderfully fresh block, freak perfs from
pre printing foldover at top right selvage, with a couple perf
seps neatly reinforced by a small piece of hinge, not affecting any of the stamps which are all immaculate mint examples, Fine, Scott $1,500.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH/Ha 1884, 2¢ red brown (J16), right margin block of
9, o.g., 7 stamps never hinged, impressive large maultiple
with brilliant rich color, bottom right 2 stamps with hinge
remnant, others are in immaculate fresh condition, Fine,
Scott $1,930.
Estimate $200 - 300
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718

HH
1894, 1¢ deep claret (J31), bottom left corner
margin single, o.g., never hinged, the "ultimate" example of
this tough stamp, massive JUMBO margins, vibrant rich
color, simply amazing position showpiece, light diagonal
crease at bottom left, Extremely Fine; 2004 P.F. certificate,
Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

719

HH
1894, 10¢ deep claret (J35), o.g., never hinged,
impressive well centered exmaple with lively bright color
and razor sharp impression, a top quality stamp in pristine
mint condition, Extremely Fine; 1988 and 2000 P.F. certificates, Scott $1,100.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

720

HH
1914, 5¢ carmine lake (J55), left margin single
with part imprint, o.g., never hinged, splendid position
piece, incredibly well centered amid large balanced margins, bright color and sharp clear impression, a wonderful
showpiece for the discerning collector, Extremely Fine to
Superb; photocopy of 1995 P.F. certificate for block/6, from
which this stamp was taken, this being left center stamp
from the block, Scott $160.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

721

H
1914, 50¢ carmine lake (J58), o.g., very lightly
hinged, attractive example of this stamp, the rarest of all
regularly issued Postage Due issues, fantastic brilliant
fresh color with crisp, clear impression, much nicer centering than nomally encountered on this notoriously difficult issue, a great rarity missing from even the most advanced
collections, Fine; 2008 P.F. certificate graded Fine-70,
Scott $12,500.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

722

HH
1917, 30¢ carmine rose (J66), o.g., never
hinged, Post Office fresh, wide margins, select stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $260.
Estimate $200 - 300

723

HHa
1959, ½¢ carmine rose & black (J88), 13 complete sheets of 100, o.g., never hinged, spectacular holding
of these elusive sheets (5) top left positions (4) lower left (2)
top right (2) lower right, Post Office fresh and choice, Very
Fine, Scott $3,432.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Offices in China

729
724
724

725

729

HH
1919, 40¢ on 20¢ deep ultramarine (K13),
o.g., never hinged, very choice example with generous
margins, brilliant fresh color, and sharp detailed impression, Extremely Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400

730

HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., never
hinged, appealing example with glowing rich shade, a wide
margined stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2001 P.S.E.
certificate, Scott $280.
Estimate $250 - 350

731

Ha
1922, 2¢ on 1¢ green (K17), overprint with severe shift to right so that "S" in Shanghai is missing, top
plate block of 6, traces of o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $850.
Estimate $250 - 350

732

HH
1922, 4¢ on 2¢ carmine (K18), o.g., never
hinged, very choice, with bright color and nice big margins,
a beauty, Extremely Fine, Scott $230.
Estimate $150 - 200

726

H
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), o.g., hinge remnant, spectacular example with immense margins and dazzling rich color, the most impressive JUMBO we have ever
seen on this issue, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2011 P.F.
certificate graded XF-SUP-95J, Scott $60.
Estimate $100 - 150

725

HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., never
hinged, remarkable GEM quality example with large even
margins and fiery bright color, a Superb example deserving
placement in the finest collection, Superb; 2007 P.F. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was taken, this being
the lower right stamp from the block, Scott $220.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

726

HH
1919, 12¢ on 6¢ red orange (K6), o.g., never
hinged, impressive large margins, vivid bright shade, outstanding example, Extremely Fine; photocopy of 2007
P.S.E. certificate for block/4, from which this stamp was
taken, this being the lower left stamp from the block, Scott
$220.
Estimate $300 - 400

727

HH
1919, 14¢ on 7¢ black (K7), top plate number
single, o.g., never hinged, handsome example with deep
rich color, quality position piece, Very Fine, Scott $225.
Estimate $200 - 300

728

Ha
1919, 14¢
on 7¢ black (K7),
block of 4, disturbed
o.g., extremely fresh,
attractive
multiple,
Very Fine, Scott
$400.
Estimate $100 - 150

730

728

110
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733

737

HH
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., never
hinged, handsome example with bright vivid shade, a premium quality large margined stamp, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

738

H
1913, 50¢ carmine rose (Q10), o.g., hinge remnant, vivid color, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200

739

HHa
1913, $1 carmine rose (Q12), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate mint condition, an incredibly
fresh block with the most beautiful deep rich rich you'll ever
see, looks like it was just passed over the Post Office counter, a gorgeous multiple of this top value stamp, top left
stamp with trivial gum inclusion, Very Fine, Scott $3,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

HH
1873, 30¢ War Dept. (O92), right margin single,
o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh example with strong
color and wide margins, Very Fine, Scott $275.
Estimate $100 - 150

Newspaper Stamps

734

H
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), part disturbed o.g.,
bright color, small faults, Fine, Scott $1,250.
Estimate $200 - 300

Postal Notes
735

H
Postal Note, 1945, 1¢-90¢ complete
(PN1-PN18), impressive complete sets of single stamps
and plate blocks/4, a few show light hinging, Scott $519 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

Parcel Post

736

HH
1913, 20¢ carmine rose (Q8), o.g., never
hinged, extremely attractive and immaculate example of
this stamp, intense color and impression, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Parcel Post Postage Due

740

741

112

Ha
1913, 2¢ dark green (JQ2), left plate block of 6,
o.g., hinge remnants, lovely rich shade, a very scarce plate,
light vertical crease affects left 3 stamps, small internal selvage tear at LL selvage (could be trimmed off), V.G.-Fine,
Scott $3,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

Booklets
742

HH
1958, 97¢ on 37¢ booklet, violet on buff cover
(BK106), 112 complete and unexploded, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $6,720 (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

743

H
Vending Machine Booklets, Fascinating
"Vended in Seattle", an amazing, keenly assembled and
splendidly annotated specialized mounted collection of the
1972-1973 $1 O'Neil and 60¢ Special Delivery stamps,
which were prepared for use in 5 Seattle self-service vending locations. Each item is designated by cover design and
contain a single $1 O'Neal stamp or 60¢ Special Delivery
stamp. Includes good supporting documentation, including
a complete listing of types, as well as a copy of the 1973
"The united States Specialist" article fully detailing this
unique operation. A "must see" lot for the advanced booklet
collector, assembled in accordance with the Furman catalog listings, Very Fine, a fascinating and unique-type specialized collection. Be sure to view entire collection on the
internet (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

744

H
Booklet Pane, wonderful collection, scarce
booklet pane collection housed in Scott's National album;
many better booklet panes including #279Be, the light red
shade, vertical watermark variety, N.H. with P.F. certificate,
301c N.H., 319g (2), one N.H., 319q o.g., 331a o.g., 375a
o.g., 405-6a, 425e, 463a Pos. D N.H., 498-502b, 583a,
C10a; this remarkable lot contains almost all the modern
booklets from 1927 to 1998 which includes an enormous
amout of face value, plus 3 Express Mail booklets; Fine to
Very Fine overall, with a Scott value of over $4,000 this collection is remarkable (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

745

HH/H
Booklet & Pane Collection, 1912-1985, outstanding collection of booklets and panes in two albums,
better includes 405b, 425e with plate number, 502b, nice
airmails, please investigate, o.g., hinged or never hinged,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

746

H
Booklet Pane, collection, don't light a match
around this fabulous unexploded booklet pane collection,
it's hot and loaded with over 130 different examples, including BK56 to about 1998 issues; also include Airmail booklets including BKC1 the 10c Lindbergh, containing 2 panes;
lots of catalog value here, and even substantial face value
of over $450, an immaculate group (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

Ha
1913, 5¢ dark green (JQ3), right plate block of
6, o.g., hinge remnant, choice example of this very tough
plate, vivid bright shade, F.-V.F., Scott $525.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Locals
747

H
I.P.S.A. Local Post, complete set of sheets
1-50, 5 plus a FDC plus eight Pictorial Bulk Mailing Permit
envelopes created by John Lutz of Hartford Ct, purportedly
the first of its kind, Linns 1972 article included, three have
been used, interesting and unusual (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

748

H/(H)
Wells Fargo & Co. Issues (143L3/143L9),
handsome group of 6 different, including 143L3-143L5, and
143L7-143L9, beautiful brilliant fresh colors, 25¢ value
(143L9) with full o.g., wonderful opportunity, mostly without
gum, Fine, Scott $670.
Estimate $400 - 600

751

m
1916, 1¢ green, die 1, with Hotchkiss CO private 1½¢ surcharge (U420 var.), cancelled by 1925
Hotchkiss CO duplex with purple "1½¢" surcharge with
manuscript "Pd", to Paonia CO, unlisted, cut square, Very
Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

752

H
1925, 1½¢ on 2¢ carmine, die 1 (U520), wonderful full corner measuring 45 x 45mm, handsome example of this eluisve cut square, cut square, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

753

H)
1952, 6¢ on 5¢ carmine, die 1 (UC21), Extremely Fine, Scott $1,505 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

754

H)
1952, 6¢ on 5¢ carmine, surcharged in red
(UC23), UC17 with red "Revalued/6¢/P.O. Dept." surcharge, Very Fine, Scott $2,000. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Postal Stationery
749

SH)
Universal Postal Congress Entires, complete
set of 59 entires comprising different knives and sizes of the
sixteen different designs, clear "Universal Postal Congress" overprints, immaculate condition, F.-V.F., Scott
$6,000 (no photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
According to the Thorp book, the government overprinted
the then current series for presentation to delegates
attending the Universal Postal Congress in Washington
DC in 1897. They were presented in a cardboard box with
inscription (does not accompany). Most sets have been
broken, so this is a rare opportunity to acquire the
completer set.

750

H
1870, 10¢ brown on amber, with surcharge
"½c Paid/Santa Rosa Cal." (U92 var.), notation on reverse in Bartels handwriting states "Not in Scott 1931/Very
Rare/Abt 300 were printed/mostly used up/JMB", cut
square, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Revenues

755

H)
1958, 6¢ + 1¢ orange, die 2a (UC27), complete
mint entire, Very Fine, Scott $375. Estimate $250 - 350

756

H)
1958, 6¢ + 1¢ orange, die 2c (UC29), Very
Fine, Scott $4,000 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

757

H)
1971, 10¢ + 1¢ red (UC45), four boxes of revalued airmail postal entires, total number approximately
1,900, Extremely Fine, Scott $4,750 (no photo). Estimate
$200 - 300

758

114

759

Revenues, 1866-1947, 12 documents, including receipts, Certificate of Commissioner, indentures, etc.,
ten from the 19th century, nice variety of revenues, please
inspect, generally F.-V.F. (no photo). Estimate $100 - 150

760

m
Revenues on CDV's, 35+ photos with revenues, includes 10 with 2¢ playing cards, 1 with 3¢ playing
cards and 1 & ½ 2¢ Banknote used as 3¢, includes three officers, plus four without revenues, great lot with some beautiful images, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate
$200 - 300

761

HH
1862, 2¢ Express, blue, imperf (R9a), pair,
o.g., never hinged, impressive pair in immaculate mint condition, gorgeous fresh color, quite elusive as only 25,000
examples were issued, small margin nick at bottom right
corner of the richt stamp, could be easily trimmed away, Extremely Fine; 2011 P.F. certificate, Scott $2,700. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

H
1958, 2¢+1¢ carmine rose on buff, “General
Electric” (UX47), two postal cards, both varieties: "D" of
"Paid" beneath "O" and beneath "D", rare set, Very Fine,
Scott $500.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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762

763

762

m
1863, $2 Probate of Will, imperf (R83a), neat
manuscript cancellation, bold rich color, attractive example
of this incredibly rare stamp, two small thins, and a small
margin tear at lower left, F.-V.F.; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate,
Scott $6,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

763

m
1863, $3.50 Inland Exchange, imperf (R87a),
neat manuscript cancellation, wonderfully centered stamp
with vibrant color, extremely attractive example of this major Revenue rarity, missing from even the most advanced
collections, small faults, including thins and a light vertical
crease, Extremely Fine appearance; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

764

765

m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf'd
(R102c), pen cancelled on VF centered stamp, bright, fresh
& attractive, pressed out horizontal crease, otherwise
F.-V.F., Scott $900.
Estimate $600 - 800

766

m
1871, 5¢ blue & black, center inverted
(R107a), herringbone cut cancellation, eye catching invert
with bold rich color, a very scarce stamp, affordable example for the Revenue collector not wanting to spend a fortune
on the rarities, V.G.-Fine, Scott $3,500 as normal cancel.
Estimate $500 - 750

767

m
1871, 10¢ blue & black, center inverted
(R109a), lightened manuscript cancellation, attractive copy
of this rare stamp, bright shade, very pretty and eye catching example, light diagonal crease, Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $500 - 750

m
1862, $10 Charter Party, imperf (R93a), neat
manuscript cancellation, impressive well margined example with ward rich color, a choice stamp, purple number "90"
on reverse does not bleed through to the face of the stamp,
Extremely Fine; 2011 P.S.A.G. certificate, Scott $825.
Estimate $200 - 300
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768

769

116

770

(H)
Wines, 1942, $7.14 to $800.00 yellow green &
black (RE159A/RE182E), impressive group of 11 values,
all with brilliant rich colors, included are #'s RE159A, 165A,
167A, 167B, 179A, 180A, 182A, 182B, 182C, 182D, 182E,
plus unpriced in Scott examples of RE183A and 183B, extremely scarce group of these elusive Wine stamps, without
gum as issued, Very Fine, Scott $1,925+.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

771

(H)
Beer, 1947, 1bbl//$100 (REA193-5, REA197),
without gum as issued, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$575.
Estimate $300 - 400

772

(H)
1947, 1bbl to 100bbl Beer (REA193/197), horizontal pairs, without gum, handsome and eye catching
group of 4 different Beer stamps imperforate pairs, including REA193-195, and 197, with gorgeous rich colors, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
Stock Transfer, 1928, $1 green & $2 carmine
rose (RD30-31), blocks of 15 and 20, o.g., never hinged,
eye catching large multiples in immaculate condition and vibrant colors, the 1c block/15 with natural straight edge at
bottom, Fine, Scott $3,150.
Estimate $500 - 750

HHa
Stock Transfer, 1928, $1 green (RD30), blocks
of 10 and 50, o.g., never hinged, impressive large multiples
in pristine mint condition, with bright color, a natural gum
crease affects 5 examples in the large block/50, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,325.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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773

774

(H)
Silver Tax, 1941, 1¢-80¢ gray, imperf
(RG58a-RG69a), horizontal pairs, without gum as issued,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott $950.
Estimate $400 - 600

775

(H)
Silver Tax, 1944, $1,000 gray (RG132a), booklet pane of 4, without gum as issued, impressive example of
this rare intact unexploded booklet, warm rich color, minor
edge wear on edges of stamps, Very Fine, Scott $5,000.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

776

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet (RJA80), pair,
o.g., never hinged, handsome multiple in pristine mint condition, quite scarce, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

777

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet (RJA80), pair,
o.g., never hinged, handsome multiple in pristine mint condition, quite scarce, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

(H)
Silver Tax, 1941, 1¢ to $10.00 gray, imperf
pairs (RG58a-75a), impressive and extremely scarce
group of 18 different values complete up to the $10.00
value, the lower values up to the 80c value are all regular
vertical imperf pairs, while all 6 of the higher denomination
examples are wide bottom sheet margin pairs with great
eye appeal, extremely fresh and very choice, without gum
as issued, Extremely Fine, Scott $4,600.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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778

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 2¢ violet (RJA80), pair,
o.g., never hinged, handsome multiple in pristine mint condition, quite scarce, Extremely Fine, Scott $750.
Estimate $200 - 300

779

HH
Narcotic Tax, 1963, 20¢ violet, imperf
(RJA99a), o.g., never hinged, fabulous well centered example with incredibly rich color, listed but unpriced in Scott,
Extremely Fine, Scott $500 est.
Estimate $200 - 300

780

HH
Marihuana Tax, 1937, $1, $5, $10 (RJM1-3),
o.g., never hinged, pristine mint set in Post office fresh condition, great colors, Very Fine, Scott $1,675.
Estimate
$500 - 750

781

118

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

(H)a
Marihuana Tax, 1937, $1 yellow green,
imperf, Specimen (RJM1a), left margin block of 10 with
"Specimen" in wide sheet margin, without gum, handsome
block with extremely rare "Specimen" in margin, brilliant
color, quite rare and possisbly unique, Very Fine, Scott
$6,000 as 5 pairs.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Duck Stamps

782

)
Virginia Embossed Revenue Stamped Paper, 1799 (RM244), clear complete 30¢ embossed revenue
on loan agreement dated 1799, rare item, Very Fine, Scott
$500.
Estimate $300 - 400

783

m
Ayer & Co., 4¢ vermilion, old paper (RS13a),
cut to shape, deep color, clear impression, missing from
Joyce, Tolman and Cunlife sales, small thins and edge
faults, an exceedingly rare stamp that seldom appears for
sale, Scott $10,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

784

785

H
1934-63 complete (RW1-RW30), o.g., collection of mint ducks, hinged to quadrille pages, RW1, 2 & 3
are very fine, all are at least F-VF, a beautiful lot, F.-V.F.,
Scott $3,730.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

786

HH
1934-97 nearly complete (RW1,3,5-64), o.g.,
mostly never hinged, few small faults, Generally Fresh,
Well Centered and Attractive Stamps, few small faults, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, nice group, Scott $5,016.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

(H)
Scheetz's Bitter Cordial, 4¢ black, perf'd, silk
paper (RS210b), unused, small faults as usual, Fine, Scott
$900.
Estimate $500 - 750
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787

788

120

HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), handsome and desirable position piece with bright vivid color and extra large
margins, an eye catching showpiece, top left corner margin
single, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely Fine,
Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

789

HHa
1970, $3 Ross's Geese (RW37), bottom right
plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, well centered with dazzling color, choice top quality example, Extremely Fine to
Superb, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300

790

HHa
1971, $3 Cinnamon Teals (RW38), top right
plate block of 4, o.g., never hinged, GEM quality multiple,
intense colors, a beauty, Extremely Fine to Superb, Scott
$200.
Estimate $100 - 150

791

HH
1984, $7.50 Widgeons, Special Printing
(RW51x), extremely well centered, fiery bright colors, lightly
noted in pencil "IX-2-22" on lower left corner of reverse noting the position number that this Special Printing came from
the sheet, light ink handstamp "Special Comm. Issue" at
bottom right of reverse, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine;
1988 P.F. certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

(H)
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), affixed to 1934 Michigan resident hunting and trapping license, choice copy of
this stamp with a popular usage, stuck down to license,
Fine, Scott $150.
Estimate $50 - 75
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792

793

794

795

HHa
2000, $15 Mottled Duck (RW67), complete
sheet of 20, o.g., never hinged, handsome complete pane
with deep rich color, eye catching large multiple, Extremely
Fine, face value is $300, Scott $720 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Test Stamps
796

HH/H
Test Stamps, 1910-44 (TD37//TD88), includes
TD37,TD 65, TD73 listed but unpriced in Scotts, TD88 strip
of five, scarce group, o.g., hinged or never hinged, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

797

m
Test Stamp, 1922, Mail O Meter, on company
ad cover (TD60), perfed 10½ vertically, on The Postage
Meter Company corner ad cover with notation that envelope was stamped & sealed by the Mail O Meter, creased
vertically at center, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

798

HH
Test Stamp, 1962, orange (TD110), pair, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh and scarce, Very Fine, Scott $2,000.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Duck Print, 1989-1990, “Lesser Scaup”, Artist Signed, choice lot of the 1989 Federal Flyers 4 page authorized dealer sheets each autographed by 1989 Duck
stamp artist Neal Anderson, great lot for the autograph
dealer, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

Duck Print, 1993-1994, “Canvasbacks”, Artist Signed, outstanding "Executive Edition" Duck print of
#RW60, signed by artist Bruce Miller with gorgeous remarque below the print, extremely scarce with this being
#149 of 600 printed, simply gorgeous, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Duck Print, 1996-1997, “Surf Scoters”, Artist
Signed, impressive example of this rare "Medallion Edition" artist signed Duck print, signed by artist Wilhelm J.
Goebel, numbered #52 of the mere 200 printed examples,
Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Computer Vended Postage

801

799

HH
Computer Vended Postage, 1992-2002,
PNCs, 1¢ - $14, plate number strips of 5, many strips of
seven, o.g., never hinged, Plate #1, Type II, shiny gum, 107
strips in total, 1¢-1.00 (each denomination), $2, $2.90, $3,
$4, $5, $9.95, $14, total face value alone is over $450.00,
retail (amount collector paid) was $4,000.00, Very Fine,
would be difficult to find.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

800

HH
Computer Vended Postage, 1992-2002,
PNCs, 1¢ - $14, plate number strips of 5, o.g., never
hinged, Plate #1, Type I, Dull Gum, 107 strips in total,
1¢-1.00 (each denomination), $2, $2.90, $3, $4, $5, $9.95,
$14, total face value alone is over $450.00, retail (amount
collector paid) was $3,000.00, Very Fine, would be difficult
to find.
Estimate $500 - 750

122

The Sultana was involved in the greatest maritime disaster
in US history. On April 27 1865 the Sultana's boilers
exploded killing at least 1,547 people. Most of the dead
were paroled Union prisoners from Vicksburg. The exact
cause of the blast was never determined.

800

799

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
Cairo Letter Discussing Steamer Sultana,
3¢(65) cancelled by segmented target with "Cairo
IL/Nov/16" cds to Randolph MA, letter discussing travel via
steamer on the Mississippi during the Civil War, reads in
part "I arrived at this place, which by the way is about the
end of creation…on board this boat the steamer Illinois of
Missouri…we shall be about a week going down as this is
not a regular passenger boat…Don't give yourself any uneasiness about guerrillas…The Sultana leaves here for
N.O. tomorrow night and will probably arrive there as soon
or sooner than we shall…" With newspaper article on the
one hundredth anniversary of the disaster, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

802

CDV's Of Grant Sherman & Butler, three
cdv's, none with imprints of portraits of these three famous
Civil War generals, Butler has a couple of small corner
creases not affecting image.
Estimate $150 - 200

803

)
Cover & Letter Lot, interesting lot that includes
Northampton Moon & Star cancel on cover, 1864 poem
cover, Civil War patriotic damaged at right, one page poem
concerning the Civil War, and three personal letters, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
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804

)
Family Correspondence Civil War & After
1861-1867, 57 covers, to Mr or Mrs Amos Millar of Seneca
NY, 45 have contents, two are patriotics, three are mourning covers, a few are from the frontline with wonderful detailed war news, many are on Miller & Carpenter
Commission Merchants letterhead, needs further research,
a chance to acquire an unpicked correspondence, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

805

)
Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) cancelled by target with
"Fort Jefferson Fla/Feb/6" cds on cover to Portland ME,
post office was open from 1861-1868 with a peak population of 1,729, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

806

)
Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) cancelled by "PAID"in
circle with "Fort Jefferson Fla/May/1" cds on cover to West
Enfield NH, post office was open from 1861-1868 with a
peak population of 1,729, Very Fine. Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

807

)
Fort Jefferson With Carved Bone Rings,
3¢(65) tied by target with two strikes "Fort Jefferson
Fla/Oct/21" cds on cover to Bradytown PA with enclosed
letter to writers mother asking to loan him money, two hand
carved rings made of bone both with "5" die faces are included, post office was open from 1861-1868 with a peak
population of 1,729, F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

808

Magnus Illustrated Military & Patriotic
Songs, folder with green covers and six full color illustrated
songs, includes Our Grandfathers' Days, The Captain,
Want A Substitute, Dixie's Land, Young America & Ould Ireland, and Kingdom Coming, no splits at folds, slight wear to
upper right corner, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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809

810

124

)
[Slavery Related] Alabama Court Document
Willing Slave To Daughters, 1828 State of Alabama court
document which has Benjamin Williams willing to his
daughters Emily Ann and Emiline Williams "…a negro man
named Roderick, about thirty years of age which is a
slave…", with Moulton AL cds and ms "20" rate to Huntsville
AL, wonderful early slave document, F.-V.F.
Estimate
$300 - 400

)
[Slavery Related] Last Will & Testament
Leaving Slaves To Various Family Members, 1832 two
page last will and testament of Margaret Ashby willing
slaves to various family members, reads in part "…said sister Betsy give and bequeath to her my negro woman
Judy…", continues with willing slaves to her other relatives,
Lexington KY cds and ms "18¾" rate to Mt Zion KY, vertical
filefold and splits at folds with a few mended, a glimpse into
the splitting up of what was probably a Negro family, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

811

)
[Slavery Related] Letter Discussing Loss Of
Hired Boys, ms "Paid 10 c/Jany 17th 63" to Lesters Districk
GA, reads in part "I have written you a few lines to inform
you that two of the boys that you hired from me has come in
to me. They came in the same day. The other two was
caught. Mepher & Gregory bought Ben & Harrington. Telfa
& Ed are here at this time. Thought it was useless to send
them to you unless someone was with them…" Interesting
contents discussing the difficulty of moving slaves during
this time of the War., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

812

)
[Slavery Related] Letter Discussing Women
Slave's Quest For Freedom, intriguing letter from John W
Ogden to Col Stephen F Ogden in Kentucky discussing
Lydia, for whom they are trying to get a trial for her freedom,
the ".Marshall is now scouring the Country and employing
villains to find her.", and she is advised to go to Rockport,
letter needs further research, an important early slave related letter, has been heavily mended along a tear and at
the folds, Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400
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813

)
Soldier's Letter From Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65)
cancelled by target with complete bold strike of "Fort Jefferson Fla/May/10" cds on cover to York ME, with enclosed letter, reads in part "…I arrived here …along with 280 more all
of whom are the same as myself…we have the same Liberty as the Regiment that is doing duty here it is very
hot…P.S. I shall receive all my pay and bounty when the
war is over", signed W.F.G., scarce cover from a southern
fort that was never taken by rebel forces, Dr. Mudd was imprisoned here after his conviction in the Lincoln assassination, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

Patriotic Covers

815
814

)
Sixteenth Regiment New Hampshire Volunteers, 3¢(65) cancelled by circle grid with "Port Jefferson
Fla/Dec/14" cds on illustrated patriotic cover to East Washington NH, reduced at right, edge faults, cannot find any record of the 16th stationed at Fort Jefferson, needs
research, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
Civil War Patriotics Balance, 25 items, includes six patriotics used, one missing stamp, patriotic
used front with #68 from Cal, 13 mint patriotic fronts, 2 mint
patriotic covers, and two covers addressed to Washington
DC, one with letter, most faulty, generally Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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816

)
7th N.H. Regiment Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) pen
cancelled with "Fort Jefferson Fla/Mar/26" cds pn illustrated
patriotic cover with red soldier in front of emblem flag and
cannon(Bischel-2431, W-1345) to Hollis NH, reduced at
right, the 7th New Hampshire Volunteers Regiment was assigned to Fort Jefferson from February 12 1862 until June
16 1862, was very active in the Atlantic Seaboard warfare,
the regiment lost 16 officers and 410 enlisted men killed or
lost to disease, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

817

)
7th N.H. Regiment Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65)
cancelled y target with "Fort Jefferson Fla/Mar/17" cds on illustrated patriotic cover with red soldier in front of emblem
flag and cannon(Bischel-2431, W-1345) to Hollis Depot
NH, reduced at right, the 7th New Hampshire Volunteers
Regiment was assigned to Fort Jefferson from February 12
1862 until June 16 1862, was very active in the Atlantic Seaboard warfare, the regiment lost 16 officers and 410 enlisted men killed or lost to disease, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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818

)
7th N.H. Regiment Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) pen
cancelled with "Fort Jefferson Fla/Mar/4" cds on illustrated
patriotic cover with red soldier in front of emblem flag and
cannon(Bischel-2431, W-1345) to Francestown NH, reduced at right and staining, with enclosed letter, discusses
trip to Fort Jefferson, talks of a man dying from seasickness, writing is faded and difficult to transcribe, the 7th New
Hampshire Volunteers Regiment was assigned to Fort Jefferson from February 12 1862 until June 16 1862, was very
active in the Atlantic Seaboard warfare, the regiment lost 16
officers and 410 enlisted men killed or lost to disease,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

819

)
7th N.H. Regiment Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) pen
cancelled with "Fort Jefferson Fla/Mar/11" cds on illustrated
patriotic cover with red soldier in front of emblem flag and
cannon(Bischel-2431, W-1345) to Francestown NH, reduced at left, staining and edge flaws, with enclosed letter,
discusses life at Fort Jefferson, writing is faded and difficult
to transcribe, the 7th New Hampshire Volunteers Regiment
was assigned to Fort Jefferson from February 12 1862 until
June 16 1862, was very active in the Atlantic Seaboard warfare, the regiment lost 16 officers and 410 enlisted men
killed or lost to disease, Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

info@kelleherauctions.com
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820

821

822

)
Lincoln & His Cabinet, 3¢(65) cancelled by
grid with Harrisburg PA cds on red, white & blue allover image(Bischel 376, W-210) to Middleport, publishers imprint
on reverse, small mended tear at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

823

)
New Jersey For The Union, two panel green
Magnus design with 3¢(65) cancelled by circle grid with
"New Brunswick NJ/Dec/16/1861" cds to New Jersey, reduced at left, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

824

)
"Not Married Yet" Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) tied
by target with "Fort Jefferson Fla/May/29" cds on patriotic
cover with poem to New Haven NY, reduced at right affecting stamp, post office was open from 1861-1868 with a
peak population of 1,729, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
7th N.H. Regiment Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) tied
by target with "Port Royal SC/Jun/24" double line cds on patriotic red illustrated cover(Bischel-2431, W-1345) to Harvard College Cambridge MA, the 7th New Hampshire
Volunteers Regiment was assigned to Fort Jefferson from
February 12 1862 until June 16 1862, was very active in the
Atlantic Seaboard warfare, the regiment lost 16 officers and
410 enlisted men killed or lost to disease, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Co. C 157th N.Y. Vols, 3¢(65) tied by target with
"Fernandina Fla/Jun/2/'64" double circle cds on cover with
"Co. C 157th N.Y. Vols" imprint(Bischel-Unlisted, W-Unlisted) to Linklaen NY, reduced at right, F.-V.F. Estimate
$100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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825

)
"United We Stand-Divided We Fall" Fort Jefferson, 3¢(65) tied by circle grid with complete bold strike of
"Fort Jefferson Fla/Feb/2" cds on patriotic cover with red &
blue
hands
shaking
over
constitution
and
flag(Bischel-5082, W-2800) to Ripley OH, rare in this condition, from a southern fort that was never taken by rebel
forces, Dr. Mudd was imprisoned here after his conviction in
the Lincoln assassination, Very Fine. Estimate $400 - 600

826

)
Washington On Shield Label Pensacola FL,
3¢(65) tied by target with "Pensacola Fla/Nov/18/1864"
double circle cds on cover with red, black & blue affixed label(Bischel 203, W-Unlisted) to Mount Vernon ME, reduced
at right, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

827

H)
Collection Unused Civil War Patriotic Covers, exciting collection of 98 patriotics, scarcer designs includes Major General Geo B McClellan(Bischel-517,
W-Unlisted), Scott Brave in the Field…(Bischel-456,
W-235),
Col
Corcoran,
Mulligan
&
Meacher(Bischel-844var, W-559var), Camp Dennison
Near Cincinnati(Bischel-1370, W-783), and Capitol At
Washington(Bischel-1159, W-Unlisted), along with three
covers with labels pasted on, plenty of id'd officers, caricatures of Davis, and patriotic themes, please inspect, sure to
please, generally F.-V.F. (photo on web site).
Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500
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828

)
1861, 5¢ green (1), beautiful four margin copy
with olive green shade tied by "Richmond VA/Jan/23/1862"
cds on cover to Farmville VA, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $300 - 400
GEM Stamp on VF COVER.

829

)
1861, 5¢ green (1), green shade with four large
to ample margins cancelled by target, with Charlottesville
VA cds on cover addressed to Lieut Col L. Wilber Reid, 36th
Regt Va Vols, "Now at American Hotel", at Richmond VA,
pencil notation top right, Very Fine, Scott $300.
Estimate $200 - 300
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830

831

832

)
1861, 5¢ green (1), deep green shade with four
ample margins, tied by circle grid with "Charlottesville
VA/Jan/30/1862" cds on cover to Marion Courthouse SC,
ms "less than 500 miles", Very Fine to Extremely Fine, Scott
$300.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1861, 5¢ green (1), 5¢ tied by "Montgomery
Ala/Jan/25/1862" cds on cover to Greenville AL, edge
flaws, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
1861, 10¢ blue (2), enormous margined copy
with large part of adjacent stamp at bottom, tied by
Uniontown AL cds on cover to McKinley AL, small tear at
top right behind stamp, Extremely Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $350 - 500

833

)
1861, 10¢ blue (2), huge margined copy with
sheet margin at top tied by "Lynchburg VA/Apr/26" cds on
cover to Cumberland County VA, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, Scott $325.
Estimate $300 - 400
A GORGEOUS STAMP ON A VF COVER.

834

)
1861, 10¢ light blue (2a), light blue shade,
three large margins, small piece out of upper left margin,
tied by Bladon Springs AL cds on cover to Raleigh NC, 1855
patent envelope, F.-V.F., Scott $325. Estimate $200 - 300

835

)
1861, 10¢ dark blue (2b), attractive dark blue
shade with four margins tied by Tudor Hall VA cds on cover
to Unionville SC(?), reduced at left, Very Fine, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

A GEM STAMP ON A FINE COVER.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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836

)
1862, 5¢ blue (4), 5¢ tied by blue Tuskegee Ala
double circle cds on cover to La Grange GA, F.-V.F., Scott
$275.
Estimate $200 - 300

837

)
1862, 5¢ light blue, De La Rue printing (6), ms
town cancel "Houston Fla/May 7/62" on cover to Savannah
GA, cover turned with pair #6 margins all around, tied by
Savannah GA cds to Marietta GA, split to reveal origin,
tears at top, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

838

130

839

)
1863, 10¢ blue (11), four margined 10¢ tied by
Mobile AL cds on adversity cover made from printed legal
document to Richmond VA, address has been inked out,
cover exploded for display, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

840

)
1863, 10¢ blue (11), tied by "Whytheville VA
Nov 22" cds, on turned cover, to Mack's Meadows VA, with
10¢ tied by indistinct cds to cover to Wytheville VA, Fine,
Scott $100.
Estimate $100 - 150

841

)
1863 Correspondence Between Husband &
Wife, five covers, two stampless from Eufaula AL to Fort
Valey GA with "10/Paid" reates, another franked with #10,
another franked with #10 forwarded with ms "Due 10" and
one franked with pair of #10, forwarded with "Due 20", interesting personal letters, please inspect, generally F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

)
1862, 5¢ blue, Archer & Daly printing (7), pair
5¢ tied by blue "Petersburg VA/Apr/23" cds on homemade
envelope to Louisburg NC, F.-V.F., Scott $95. Estimate
$100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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842

)
CSA & US Mixed Franking On Flag Of Truce,
CSA 10¢(11) and US 3¢(65) tied by indistinct SC cds and
the 3¢ additionally tied by target with "Port Royal
SC/Nov/21/'64" double line cds, ms "By Flag of Truce", at
left ms "From Capt Gilbert Pettit/Prisoner of War/near Columbia SC", to New York City, with enclosed letter asking
for a blanket, shoes and provisions, and asks for letters to
be addressed to Camp Military Prison near Columbia SC
Per Flag of Truce near Hilton Head, rare combination and
origin, needs further research, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

845

)
Richmond Stampless Cancellations, six of
the stampless marking on seven Richmond stampless covers, includes "Paid/5 cts" italics, "Due 10" sl and "Due 10"
italics, excellent lot for the specialist, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 600

846

)
Treasury Department 2nd Auditor's Office
(11), 10¢ tied by Richmond VA cds on cover to GA, with ms
"Treasury Department./2nd Auditor's Office/Official",
scarce usage, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

847

)
Turned Cover Charlottesville To Lynchburg
To Lexington, #12 tied by Charlottesville VA to Lynchburg
VA, turned and franked by horizontal pair of #7 tied by cds to
Lexington VA, envelope exploded for display, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Captain Gibert Pettit enlisted in 1862 with 120th New
York Volunteers, Co. F, he was from Lexington NY and
was the son of Willial Warren Pettit who was a NY
assemblyman.
843

844

The Daily Citizen Vicksburg Adveristy Newspaper Reprint, reprint of the famous July 2 1863 newspaper which had to be printed on wallpaper because of the
Union siege, this is one of the earlier reprints, and as such,
quite collectable, splits along several folds and missing top
right corner, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

)
The Daily Richmond Enquirer, very rare February 17, 1864 issue of this newspaper that was published
from 1844-1867, one page, filled with war,economic and
political news, with two fully struck CSA type 138 date
stamps, probably had a wrapper when it was sent out by the
post office, some light overall wear and tiny splits at the intersection of the folds, CSA newspapers are very rare and
much sought after, a wonderful opportunity, please inspect,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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848

)
Turned Cover Lynchburg To Charlottesville
To Greensboro, #6 tied by Lynchburg VA cds to cover to
Charlottesville VA, cover was turned, franked with #12 tied
by Charlottesville VA cds and sent to Greensboro NC,
cover opened on three sides for display, c, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

850

H
1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center,
overprint reading down (39e), bright fresh example centered slightly to top, o.g., F.-V.F., Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

CUBA

849

132

851

m
1899, 2c on 2¢ reddish carmine, type IV, inverted surcharge (222Ad), defective, Fine for this, presentable example of this rare stamp which is always found
with faults, exceedingly rare used; 1986 PF cert, Scott
$5,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

852

m
1899, 2c on 2¢ deep claret, inverted surcharge (J2a), defective, Fine appearing, one of the more
presentable examples of this stamp, very few are known,
most are faulty; 1986 PF cert, Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
Virginia CSA Covers, three covers, includes #4
pencancelled on cover with ms Chester, stamp has irregular edges and toning, #11 on cover with Richmond
handstamp, pencancelled #12 on front only with ms Cedar
Bluff town cancel, generally F.-V.F., Scott $465.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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853

)
1897, Honolulu Allen & Robinson Lumber
Merchants, 5¢(76) tied by "Honolulu H.I./May 31/10 AM
1897" duplex on corner ad cover to San Francisco CA, sunning at right edge, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

854

)
1908, registered cover to Honolulu, two
4¢(280) and 2¢(319) tied by 1908 cds to cover to Honolulu
HI, registry number, with violet "Honolulu Hawaii/Registered/Dec/10/1908" double circle cds on reverse, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

855

)
1941, Pearl Harbor Ships, a remarkable group
of 40 covers from various ships that were present or based
at Pearl Harbor on the day of the attack, with write-ups
about each ship, very hard to duplicate, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

856

m
1853, 5¢ blue, thick white paper (5), attractive
example of this scarce stamp, vibrant rich shade, neat black
cancellation, faint stain at bottom right confined mostly to
the back of the stamp, Fine, Scott $1,800.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

857

)
Envelope, 1884, 1¢ light green and 2¢ carmine
(U1,
U2),
U1
cancelled
with
"Lihue
Kauai/Jan/19/1893" double circle cds to Waioh, and U2
cancelled by "Paia Maui/1890/Jun/3" double circle cds to
Hamakuapoko, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

858

H)
Postal Cards, 1882-97 complete (UX1-UX9),
Very Fine, Scott $380 (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

859

)
Postal Cards, 1882-94, used to Germany
(UX2, UX3, UX9), nine cards, includes three UX2(x3), UX3,
and UX9(x5), all with Honolulu duplexes, generally F.-V.F.,
Scott $775 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

860

H)
Paid Reply Postal Cards, 1883-89 complete
(UY1-UY4), unsevered, UY2 has hinge reinforcement at
both ends of fold, with extra UY2 & UY4, and UY2m and two
UY2r, generally F.-V.F., Scott $2,800 (no photo). Estimate
$500 - 750

861

SHH
Revenue, 1913, 50¢ yellow orange, overprinted “Specimen” (R13S), from the American Bank
Note Co. Archive, with security punch in each stamp as always, two singles that were an adjoining pair at one time,
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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UNITED NATIONS

864

862

H
Souvenir Card, 1972, Art on U.N. Postage
Stamps, signed by Marc Chagall (SC2), clear signature
at right of his 6¢ Stained Glass Window issue, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

H
Cigarette Tax Paid Revenues, 1930's, Selection of 6 different, in blocks of 4, also 5 different specimens (singles), ungummed, Very Fine.
Estimate $350 - 500

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
863

134

)
1913, yellow (OX9), three copies tied on registered cover from Mambajao Philippines to Chicago with 291
& 297 tied by cds & target, purple boxed registry, cat value
three singles on cover, F.-V.F., Scott $4,500.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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Lots 865-1577
British and Foreign, also World Air Post and Literature
In Our Offices in Danbury, Connecticut

Stamp Boxes
865

Stamp Box Collection, a remarkable assembly
of approximately 650 stamp boxes and cases with an excellent variety of types; Stamp Boxes including approximately
200 wooden boxes with an assortment of early European
hand carved tourist (many from Switzerland),
Mauchlinware, Japanese and Chinese lacquer, early
leather bound, etc., over 100 metal type boxes including a
section of over 50 Austrian “Gez Gesch” large and small
boxes with an array of design types, 30+ pewter boxes
many with wooden inlay and detailed engraving type designs, 60+ brass boxes including 5 letter holder combination types and a few coil roll containers, only a few common
ca. 1930's U.S. metal/plastic type boxes as well as a few
plastic types, 12 porcelain boxes most with detailed handpainted designs, selection of several dozen silver boxes including English windowed, stone inlay, etc., 26
cloisonné/enamel boxes from Europe and China, well over
100 Stamp Cases with the majority silver/silver plated with
others mostly brass and aluminum, wide variety of designs
including stamp/match holder “book” types, envelopes,
Washington portrait, Columbian Expo, mercantile advertisement, etc., also a selection of leather stamp wallets, celluloid cases, turn of century Massachusetts Life Assoc.
vulcanite cases, etc. Condition mixed with some rubbed silver plating and the occasional hinge flaws and outer defects
on a few to be expected, overall a wonderful and diverse
intact collection (photos on this page and on the next two
pages).
Estimate $40,000 - 60,000
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866

868

H)
1840, 2d Mulready envelope (SG ME4), Stereo A198, unused and folded more than once, F.-V.F., SG
£400 ($624).
Estimate $200 - 300

869

)
1840, 1d black (SG 2), plate 10, position SG,
with clear margins on three sides, including. portion of adjoining stamp at left, and tied on folded letter by black Maltese Cross cancel, datelined March 2, 1841, backstamped
Shoreham postmark, F.-V.F. Scott 1. S.G. Spec. AS66;
£3,000 ($4,680).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
[Propaganda] Great Britains Greatest Gift,
unused, illustrated cover with "The World Awaits Great Britain's Greatest Gift/An/Ocean Penny Post" and "To Make
Home Everywhere And All Nations Neighbors", illustration
of steamer, published by Henry Anelay, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

The letter is fascinating: from one Sussex lawyer to
another, who evidently was also a magistrate. Clemency is
urged for a widow charged with "short weight" selling.
867

138

H)
1840, 1d Mulready envelope (SG ME1), Stereo A51, unused, mounted and opened for display, with
postal rates and other useful information printed on the
sides, F.-V.F., SG £300 ($468).
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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870

871

)
1840, 1d black (SG 2), large to huge margins,
tied by black Maltese Cross cancel on a Feb 22, 1842
folded letter sheet from Bristol (backstamped) to London,
Extremely Fine, a beautiful stamp and a very late usage.
Scott 1; $625, SG £600 ($936).
Estimate $300 - 400

872

)
1841, 1d red brown (SG 7), plate 10, position
GG, printed from "black" plate on paper more or less blued,
with clear to large margins, and tied on black-edged mourning folded letter sheet from Oban to Edinburgh by black
Maltese Cross cancel, backstamped September 3, 1841
dispatch & receiving postmark, F.-V.F. Scott 3 var. S.G.
Spec. AS69; £250 ($390).
Estimate $100 - 150

873

)
1841, 1d red brown (SG 7), plate 2, position
PG, printed from "black" plate on paper more or less blued,
with clear to large margins on three sides, and tied on folded
letter cover from Halifax to Derbyshire by black Maltese
Cross cancel, backstamped May 22, 1841 receiving postmark, F.-V.F. Scott 3 var. S.G. Spec. AS18.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1840, 1d gray black (SG 3), plate 1a, position
EB, with clear to large margins, tied on business folded letter from Liverpool to London by light red Maltese Cross cancel, backstamped Liverpool May 21, 1840 & London May
22, 1840 datestamps, Fine-VF, F.-V.F. Scott 1b. S.G.
Spec. AS3.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
The Penny black was issued on May 6, 1840, but plate 1
was not hardened properly and it soon showed signs of
wear (known today as plate 1a). As a result it had to be
withdraw on May 23 and re-entered. The earliest use of
this plate in its repaired state, "Plate 1b" as it is called, is
June 12, 1840.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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874

876

)
1847, 1s green (SG 55), pair 1s with 1p(3) tied
by number grids on 1850 folded letter sheet to Boston, with
red "PAID" sl and matching "42/cents" arc, ms "Per Atlantic"
crossed out and "Pacific" added, Liverpool cds on reverse,
one penny stamp paid for late fee, on exhibition page, Very
Fine. Scott 5; $2,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

877

)
1847, 1s green (SG 55), 1s with four clear margins cancelled with number grid on 1855 outer folded letter
sheet to Philadelphia, with red Phila Paid cds and matching
"21/cents" arc, on exhibition page, Very Fine. Scott 5;
$1,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

878

)
1847, 1s green (SG 55), 1s tied by grid and red
"5/Cents" arc with matching "PAID" arc on 1849 folded letter sheet to New York, with "India/Street" and ms "P Steam
Packet", transits on reverse, vertical filefold affects stamp,
on exhibition page, F.-V.F. Scott 5; $1,100.
Estimate $350 - 500

)
1841, 1d red brown (SG 8), positions AK-AL &
AJ-AL/ BJ-BL, horizontal pair & block of six, former from the
top right corner of Plate 148, latter from the top right corner
of a another sheet from a different alphabet II penny plate,
printed on paper more or less blued, and with mixed margins, tied and cancelled on registered business folded letter
from Leicester to Wellington by multiple barred oval numeral cancels "449", blue November 12, 1852 dispatch
double-arc datestamp, backstamped transit & receiving
postmarks, cover has been refolded to display the block of
six, which were originally overlapping onto the back, F.-V.F.
Scott 3.
Estimate $250 - 350
The 6d registration fee could have been paid using three
2d stamps, but was not. The embossed 6d stamp, which
made fee-payment easier, did not appear until 1854.

875

140

)
1850, 1d red brown, perf 16 by Henry Archer
(SG 16b), on penny pink postal stationery envelope, both
cancelled by barred oval numeral cancels "18" (London
GPO), addressed Reading, Berkshire, backstamped June
14, 1854 transit & receiving postmarks, minor faults on top
backflap from rough opening, F.-V.F.; 1950 RPS Certificate. Scott 3 var., SG £1,800 ($2,808).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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879

881

)
1857, 4d rose (SG 66a), strip of three 4p tied by
number grids and London cds on 1860 outer folded letter
sheet to New York, with red "PAID" arc and matching
"5/cents", ms "p packet", scattered tiny toned spots, on exhibition page, F.-V.F. Scott 26.
Estimate $250 - 350

882

)
1862, 4d vermillion & 6d lilac (SG 82,85), plate
4 with distinctive hairlines, latter with left wing margin, both
tied on envelope to Calcutta by two Edinburgh duplex with
star numeral obliterators "131", February 25, 1865, "VIA
MARSEILLES" embossed imprint on top left, backstamped
London transit & receiving postmarks, small faults affecting
stamps, F.-V.F. Scott 34b,39d.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1847, 1s green (SG 55), with two clear to ample
margins, tied by barred numeral cancel "171" and red
Boston arrival, adjacent "5/ CENTS" rate handstamp for
mail onwards from Boston, sent from Haddington,
Somerset to Brooklyn, NY, backstamped February 27,
1851 dispatch & Liverpool transit postmarks, F.-V.F. Scott
5, SG £1,100 ($1,716).
Estimate $500 - 750
The U.S.-U.K. Convention of 1848, stated that inland and
sea rates were combined to form one rate that could be
fully prepaid or left unpaid, but not partially paid. The total
international rate was 24c or 1sh (12d). The Convention
also stated that U.K. inland postage was 1-1/2d (3c) while
U.S. inland postage was 5c (2-1/2d).

Routed by steamship from Marseilles to Alexandria,
overland to Suez and thence by steamship to Calcutta; the
letter was 37 days in transit.

880

)
1848, 10d brown (SG 57), Die 4, with clear to
large margins on three sides, and tied on folded letter cover
from London to Bordeaux by barred oval numeral cancel
"10," adjacent red "P.D." in oval and Calais May 24, 1854
transit circular datestamp, backstamped British dispatch,
plus Paris transit & Paris-Bordeaux railroad postmarks, vertical file fold through center not affecting stamp, F.-V.F.
Scott 6.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
883

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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)
1862, 6d lilac (SG 84), pair 6p tied by number
barred ovals with Carlisle cds, on cover to San Francisco
with red Paid cds, red "Not Called For" sl and "Advertised"
sl, red "21/cents" credit, San Francisco Advertised on reverse, on exhibition page, Fine. Scott 39.
Estimate $250 - 350
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884

885

886

)
1862, 1s green (SG 90), 1s cancelled by barred
numeral cancel with red "5/Cents" arc and red N.York Paid
on cover addressed to corporal stationed at Charleston
Harbor SC, with enclosed letter from addressee's father, on
exhibition page, stain at lower left, F.-V.F. Scott 42; $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1865, 3d rose (SG 92), 4p tied by E Dundee
barred number with ms "Via Queenstown" on 1871 folded
letter sheet to Andover MA, with red "New York Paid
All/Oct/27" cds, two vertical filefolds, on exhibition page,
Very Fine. Scott 44; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

887

)
1865, 1s green (SG 101), 1s tied by number
oval grid with Liverpool cds on 1867 folded letter sheet to
New York, with faint red New York Br Pkt Paid handstamp
and "5/Cents" arc credit, on exhibition page, Very Fine.
Scott 48; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

888

)
1865, 1s green (SG 101), 1s tied by number
oval grid with London cds on 1867 outer folded letter sheet
to New York, with faint red New York Paid All and matching
"5/Cents" credit, horizontal filefold, on exhibition page, Very
Fine. Scott 48; $375.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1865, 4d vermilion (SG 94), plate 14, vertical &
horizontal pairs on envelope to H.M.S. Flying Fish in East
Indian Station, Aden, bottom stamp of vertical pair tied by
Barnstaple duplex with numeral obliterator "50", July 27,
1876, other tied by three barred numeral cancels "50",
manuscript reading "via Brindisi," backstamped transit
postmark, minor cover faults affecting stamps, F.-V.F.
Scott 43.
Estimate $400 - 600
On March 1, 1876 a 4d vermillion stamp was issued using
plate 16 (S.G. 152), so this cover represents a very late
use of the 4d vermillion plate 14 issued in 1873.
Additionally is addressed to an unusual destination.
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889

m
1840, 1d black (SG 2), lightly struck red Maltese
Cross cancel, large even margins, Very Fine. Scott 1; $350,
SG £300 ($468).
Estimate $150 - 200

890

m
1857, 1d rose red (SG 40), die II, excellent, very
old-time mounted plate study comprised of 288 (48 are SG
#43) used examples, assembled on 24 pages by lettered
corners A-T, each with 12 stamps with corner letter A-L.
quite an accomplishment these days, F-VF. Scott 20 (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

891

E
1879, Queen Victoria, Perkins, Bacon Essays, group of twelve mounted on exhibition page, including. 1/2d (3) blue, black and lilac, 1d (4) two imperforate in
green & two imperforate in blue, each originally printed in
strip formation, 1-1/2d (4) blue, black, red-brown & turquoise-green, plus 2d blue, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

892

(H)
1880, 2s brown, Plate 1, "Specimen" overprint (SG 121), with straight edge at left, unused, thin, Fine;
Signed. Scott 56, SG £3,000 ($4,680).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

893

H
1884, £1 brown lilac (SG 185), Imperial
Crowns watermark, disturbed o.g., nicely centered, faults
including crease, Very Fine appearance, an extremely rare
stamp. Scott 110; $30,000, SG £32,000 ($49,920).
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

894

m
1883-84, "Lilac & Green" issue complete (SG
187-196), F.-V.F. Scott 98-107; $1,534.
Estimate $400 - 600

895

H
1891, £1 green (SG 212), o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh bright color, light crease, Very Fine appearance,
signed A. Diena. Scott 124; $3,750, SG £3,600 ($5,616).
Estimate $600 - 800

In April 1879 the Board of Inland Revenue sent an enquiry
to seven firms inviting them to tender for the printing of
stamps. Perkins, Bacon submitted many diff. designs
mostly engraved by W. Ridgway. Unfortunately De La Rue
was awarded the contract.
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896

m
1902-11, King Edward VII, ½d-10s values (SG
215/265), not checked for printing varieties, F.-V.F. Scott
127-141; $1,238.
Estimate $300 - 400
900

H
1937 Dhow, 1/2a-10r complete (1-12), o.g.,
lightly hinged, very fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. SG
1-12; £850 ($1,326), Scott $1,001. Estimate $400 - 600

ANGUILLA

897

m
1902, King Edward VII, £1 dull blue green (SG
266), key stamp for the set with Registered Lombard St.
Jan. 20, 1905 oval datestamps and traces of red cancel,
Very Fine. Scott 142; $750, SG £750 ($1,170). Estimate
$300 - 400

898

HH
1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, F.-V.F. Scott 209; $1,400 as n.h., SG £750 as hinged
($1,170) (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

901

m
1967,“ Independent Anguilla” overprints,
½¢-50¢ part set (1-12), neat corner cancels, 50¢ with small
faults (postally used), otherwise F.-V.F.; 2002 APS certificate for 50¢. SG 1/12; £986 ($1,538), Scott $917.
Estimate $300 - 400

ASCENSION

899

HH
1929, £1 P.U.C. (SG 438), o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine; with 1987 P.F. certificate, which calls it “previously hinged”. We find absolutely no evidence of hinging.
As hinged catalogs $875. Scott 209; $1,400 as n.h., SG
£750 as hinged ($1,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

902

H
1924, King George V, 1/2d-3s complete
(10-21), incl. 1s torn flag, o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. SG
10-11,12-17,18b,19-20; £593 ($925), Scott $404.
Estimate $300 - 400
Scott price does not take into consideration 1s plate flaw.
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903

905

H
South Australia, 1902-04, Queen Victoria,
3d-£1 complete (121-131), o.g., some hinge remnants,
and irregular perfs. as usual, F.-V.F. SG 268-79; £799
($1,246), Scott $1,019.
Estimate $400 - 600

907

S
South Australia, 1886-96, Queen Victoria,
2s6d-£20 group of thirteen with "SPECIMEN" overprints (81b//93a), incl. 2s6d (2) perf .10, 10s (3) two perf.
10, other perf. 11.5, 5s (2) perf. 10 & 15s (2) one perf. 10,
other perf. 11.5, o.g., paper hinge remnants, 2s6d (1) thin,
£5 brown value missing, F.-V.F. irregular perfs. as usual.
SG 195s-204s,206s-208s; £900 ($1,404). Estimate $400 600

908

m
Tasmania, 1853, “Van Diemen's Land”, 1d
blue, fine impression, soft paper (1), barred numeral “61”
cancel, ample to large margins all around, small thin in the
margin, Very Fine appearance; 2002 APS certificate. SG 2;
£1,300 ($2,028), Scott $1,600.
Estimate $300 - 400

909

H
Western Australia, 1854, Swan, 1s dark
brown (5a), large part o.g., lovely, fresh copy, four margins
Very Fine, pretty stamp. SG 4b; £550 ($858), Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

HHa
1924, Badge of the Colony, ½d gray black &
black, 3 varieties: Cleft Rock, Torn Flag and Split Flag
(10 vars.), each in a marginal block of 4 with 3 normal, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, nice specialist's lot. SG 10a, b, c,
SG £358 ($558).
Estimate $150 - 200

AUSTRALIAN STATES

904

906

H
New South Wales, 1904, Queen Victoria, 10s
violet & rosine, perf 11¼ (108c var.), o.g., hinge mark,
handsome example, Very Fine. SG 277a; £300 ($468).
Estimate $150 - 200

m
New South Wales, 1856, Registration Stamp
(6d) vermilion & Prussian blue, imperf (F2), tied on piece
by “69” cancel, large margins, Very Fine. SG 102, Scott
$475.
Estimate $150 - 200
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910

H
1913, Kangaroo and Map, 1s to 5s First Issue
(10-12), o.g., 1s and 2s small hinge remenants, wonderfully
fresh and well centered Very Fine. SG 11-13; £680
($1,061), Scott $870.
Estimate $400 - 600

BERMUDA

914

H
1918, King George V, £1 purple & black on
red (54), o.g., LH, exceptionally fresh and well-centered
Very Fine. SG 55; £325 ($507), Scott $400.
Estimate
$200 - 300

BRITISH EAST AFRICA

911

912

m
1913, Kangaroo and Map, 10s gray & pink
(13), vivid color, fresh and Very Fine used. SG 14; £600
($936), Scott $700.
Estimate $300 - 400

m
1930, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose
(102), small multiple watermark, Sidney double-ring circular datestamp, Very Fine. SG 114; £700 ($1,092), Scott
$925.
Estimate $400 - 600

915

H
1895, Queen Victoria, 1/2a-5r complete
(54-58,62-71), except the 2-1/2a on 1a6p bister brown
which is not listed as part of the set by Stanley Gibbons,
o.g., hinged, few gum creases on high values, F.-V.F. SG
49-63; £650 ($1,014), Scott $792.
Estimate $300 - 400

916

H
1895, Queen Victoria, 1a6d bister brown,
"Br1tish" for "British" (56var), o.g., hinge remnant,
F.-V.F.; owner's backstamp. SG 51a; £500 ($780).
Estimate $200 - 300

BRITISH HONDURAS

913

m
1934, Kangaroo and Map, £2 black & rose
(129), C of A watermark, unusually light cancel, choice and
well centered example, Extremely Fine. SG 138; £550
($858), Scott $800.
Estimate $300 - 400
917

146
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H
1922, King George V, $5 black on emerald
(104), a superb quality example, fresh with vivid colors,
o.g., Very Fine. SG 124; £200 ($312), Scott $275.
Estimate $150 - 200
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BRITISH OMNIBUS ISSUES
918

H
1935, Silver Jubilee complete, o.g., lightly
hinged, F.-V.F., SG £1,300 ($2,028) (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

BRUNEI

922

919

H
1906, 1¢ to $1 First Issue complete (1-12),
o.g., fresh, bright set, Very Fine. SG 11-22; £550 ($858),
Scott $698.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1905, black (OX1P), several diagonal creases
as many of these examples display, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine appearance. Unitrade OX1P; C$1,000 ($987).
Estimate $200 - 300
A plate of 50 was assembled including imprint. A print was
made on bond paper and was sent to be approved and
was on 6/28/04. The sheet was then crumpled up and
thrown out as waste. Whoever threw it away realized he
should not have done so and salvaged it from the trash,
straightening it out as best he could.

CANADIAN PROVINCES: NEWFOUNDLAND

CANADA

923

920

921

HH
1923, 1¢, 4¢, 5¢ and 8¢, imperf (131b, 134a,
135a, 137a), 1¢ and 8¢ vertical pairs, 4¢ & 5¢ horizontal
pairs, pairs, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine. SG 149 var. Unitrade 131b, 134a, 135a, 137a;
C$1,500 ($1,480), Scott $850 ++.
Estimate $400 - 600

924

923

H
1851, 6d red violet, trial color plate proof on
India (2), large margins, attractive and scarce, Very Fine.
Unitrade 2TC.
Estimate $150 - 200

924

H
1898, 10¢ brown violet (73), o.g., very lightly
hinged, huge jumbo margins, Extremely Fine, Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

925

HH
1912-25 King George V “Admiral”,
1¢-$1complete (104-122), incl. 7c (2), one yellow ocher
(113), other olive bister (113a), 10c (2), one plum (116),
other reddish purple (116a) & 50c black (2), one black
brown (120), other black (120a), o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, F.-V.F., Scott $4,040.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

SHH
1905, black on blue (OX1S), red "SPECIMEN"
overprint, small 2mm security punch as always, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F. Unitrade OX1S; C$1,500 ($1,480).
Estimate $500 - 750
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926

927

928

148

H
1928-29, 1¢-$1 “Scroll” definitives complete
(149-161), includes coil singles, o.g., hinge remnant,
F.-V.F. Unitrade C$1,231 ($1,215), Scott $820.
Estimate $300 - 400

m
1929, 50¢ Bluenose, “man on the mast” variety (158 var.), corresponding to position 58, reasonably
well centered for this variety, and with light cancel well clear
of the re-entry, Very Fine A celebrated and scarce stamp
worthy of the finest collection. SG 284 var. Unitrade 158iii;
C$1,250 ($1,234), Scott $950.
Estimate $500 - 750

P
Special Delivery, 1935, 20¢ dark carmine,
plate proof on card (E6P), vertical pair, nice margins, very
scarce, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 198 examples recorded, only 99 pairs could exist. SG S8. Unitrade E6P;
C$700 ($691).
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

929

H
Special Delivery, 1938, 20¢ dark carmine,
plate proof on card (E8P), vertical pair, nice margins, very
scarce, Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 200 examples recorded, only 100 pairs could exist. SG S10. Unitrade E8P;
C$700 ($691).
Estimate $200 - 300

930

HH
Booklet, 1912, 25¢, green on pale green
cover (Unitrade BK3a), containing 4 panes of 6 of KGV
Admiral 1¢ green, Very Fine. SG SB4; £450 ($702),
Unitrade C$600 ($592) (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300

931

HH
Booklet, 1923, 25¢, black on red cover, slogans inside (Unitrade BK8b), containing 2 panes of 4 of
KGV Adminral 3¢ carmine, Very Fine. SG SB10; £200
($312), Unitrade C$300 ($296) (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

932

HH
Booklet, 1912, King George V, 2¢ carmine
(Unitrade B5), complete booklet of 2 panes, o.g., never
hinged, fresh, Very Fine, Unitrade C$750 ($740).
Estimate $200 - 250
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CAYMAN ISLANDS

933

H
1932, Assembly Centenary complete (69-80),
o.g., hinged, colorful and fresh, F.-V.F. SG 84/95; £450
($702), Scott $558.
Estimate $200 - 300

FALKLAND ISLANDS

936

H
1938-46, King George VI, 1/2d-£1complete
(84-96,101-102), including 2½d deep blue & black, and 6d
gray black issued in 1949, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. SG 146-63;
£450 ($702), Scott $315.
Estimate $200 - 300

CYPRUS

GOLD COAST

937
934

H
1928, British Rule Anniversary complete
(114-123), o.g., exceptionally fresh and well-centered Very
Fine. SG 123/32; £300 ($468), Scott $398. Estimate $200
- 300

H
1902, King Edward VII, ½d-20s complete
(38-48), Crown CA watermark, o.g. varying from lightly
hinged to hinge remnant, fresh colors, well centered
throughout, Very Fine. SG 38/48; £350 ($546), Scott $369.
Estimate $150 - 200

HONG KONG

CYRENAICA

938

935

HH
1950, the country complete (65-77, J1-J7),
set of 20, o.g., never hinged, immaculate, Very Fine. SG
136/148, D149/155; £505 ($788), Scott $718.
Estimate
$300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

939

940

938

m
1891, 2¢ Jubilee (66), F.-V.F. SG 51; £130
($203), Scott $140.
Estimate $100 - 150

939

m
1891, 2¢ Jubilee (66), top diagonal in "K" short,
F.-V.F. SG 51; £130 ($203), Scott $140. Estimate $100 150

940

m
1907-11, King Edward VII, 1¢-$2 complete
(86//105), Multiple Crown CA watermark, F.-V.F. SG 91-99;
£375 ($585).
Estimate $200 - 300
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944

941

H
1948, King George VI Silver Wedding complete (178-179), o.g., F.-V.F. SG 171/2; £303 ($473), Scott
$402.
Estimate $150 - 250

INDIA

942

943

150

(H)
1854-55, Queen Victoria Issue, Reprints, incl.
1/2a block of four in reddish-brown, and underprinted
"SPECIMEN," 1/2a block of four in blue, and without
underprint, 1a horizontal strip of three & horizontal strip of
four in red, plus 1a single in black, all mounted and described on page as received from owner., without gum, Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

945

946

947

945

H
1855, Queen Victoria, 4a black on blue
glazed paper (9), exceptionally fresh with good perforations, o.g., Very Fine SG 35; £700 ($1,092), Scott $725.
Estimate $250 - 350

946

H
1855, Queen Victoria, 8a rose on blue glazed
paper (10), full o.g., fresh and scarce, F.-V.F. SG 36; £600
($936), Scott $650.
Estimate $200 - 300

947

H
1865, Queen Victoria, 8a rose, Elephant Watermark (25), full o.g., fresh, atractive example, with vivid
color, few shorter perfs, centered to top Fine. SG 65; £2,750
($4,290), Scott $1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

948

Ea
1878, Queen Victoria, 4a essay in carmine,
imperforate (26B), block of 4 corresponding to Die II, and
with left selvage, without gum, Extremely Fine. SG 71.
Estimate $200 - 300

949

H/(H)
1902-09, King Edward VII definitive series
complete (60-76), o.g., ½a no gum (Scott 61), a lovely,
fresh mint set, with the 15r and 25r high values particularly
nice, F.-V.F.+, scarce. SG 119-147; £1,900 ($2,964), Scott
$1,434.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
Bombay Dossabhoy Merwanjee & Co, ms
"overland via Southampton", with ms rates "2" crossed out,
"24" crossed out and "66", "New York/Jul/20" cds with
boxed "Indiaunpaid" on 1857 cover to Haverhill MA, on reverse "Forwarded/By/Dossabhoy Merwanjee/& Co/Bombay" oval(40x25mm, with Bombay cds and red London
transit, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Calcutta Atkinson Tilton & Co, "New York Am
Packet/Jul/17" cds with matching "53" rate, red boxed "India", datelined Calcutta on 1856 folded letter sheet to New
York, "Forwarded By/Atkinson Tilton & Co/Calcutta" oval,
37x23mm, on reverse with British transit, shipping business
letter, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Ex 950

951

950

H
1902-09, King Edward VII, 3d to 15r
definitives (60-75), o.g., fresh, F.-V.F. or better. SG
119-146; £400 ($624), Scott $509. Estimate $200 - 250

951

H
1902, King Edward VII, 25r ultramarine and
orange brown (76), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and beautifully centered, scarce, Very Fine. SG 147; £1,000 ($1,560),
Scott $925.
Estimate $350 - 500

952

955

H/(H)
1926-36, King George V definitive series
complete (106-125), o.g., 3a carmine no gum, F.-V.F. SG
209-19, 236, 239; £425 ($663), Scott $322.
Estimate $200 - 300

956

HH/H
1926-36, King George V definitive series
complete (106-125), o.g., hinged, 15r and 25r high values
never hinged, fresh, Very Fine, Scott $322.
Estimate $200 - 250

953

952

m
1909, King Edward VII, 25r brownish orange
& blue (76), light Calcutta cancel, fresh, F.-V.F. SG 147;
£1,200 ($1,872), Scott $925.
Estimate $500 - 750

953

H
1911-23, King George V definitive series
complete (80-98), o.g., 6a bistre roundeded corner, some
light, typical even gum toning, otherwise F.-V.F.+. SG
151-191; £800 ($1,248), Scott $544. Estimate $500 - 750

957

954

H
1911-23, King George V definitive series
complete (80-98), o.g., fresh mint, nice set, Very Fine. SG
151-91; £550 ($858), Scott $544.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Ex 958

957

m
Official, 1866, 4a purple "Service Postage"
(O13), lightly soiled with minor internal usage crease (as often), Very Fine appearance; attractive example of this rarity. SG O17; £2,250 ($3,510), Scott $1,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

958

H
Officials, 1912-22, King George V complete
(O52-65), the set of 14, o.g., fresh, Very Fine. SG O73/96;
£475 ($741), Scott $316.
Estimate $200 - 300
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959

H
Official, 1948, 3½a Gandhi (O112B),
o.g.,some slight gum disturbance, otherwise F.-V.F.,
scarce. SG O150b; £1,600 ($2,496), Scott $1,300.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

INDIAN STATES

960

961

962

152

m
Gwalior, 1942-49, 1r to 25r King George VI
high values (112-117), 15r nibbed corner perf, otherwise
F.-V.F. used, scarce group. SG 112-117; £465 ($725),
Scott $662.
Estimate $250 - 350
963

)
1841 (Feb 4) 1d black on cover, Belfast, Ireland to Antrim, four margin copy, tied by red Maltese
Cross cancel to folded letter. Reverse show clean strikes of
Belfast FE 4 1841 cds, blue ()urgan FE 4 1841 transit and
Antrim FE 5 1841 receiver. Fresh and F-VF, Rare Penny
Black usage within Ireland.
Estimate $500 - 750

964

m
1884, G.B. £1 brown violet, used in Ireland
(110), a particularly choice used example, cancelled by
splendid, clean strike of "Belfast T MY 30 90" cds; fresh and
sound, Very Fine, scarce Irish usage. SG 185; £2,400
($3,744), Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

m
Gwalior, 1949, King George VI overprints
complete (118-126), fresh and F.-V.F. used, scarce set.
SG 129-137; £350 ($546), Scott $461.
Estimate $200 - 300

HH/H
Nabha, 1885-97, ½a//5r definitives (11-14,
16-25), the set complete, less 2a (CV $4.50), o.g., hinged,
high value never hinged, fresh and mostly Very Fine. SG
14//33; £528 ($824), Scott $740.
Estimate $300 - 400
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968

965

H
1922, ½d and 1d Provisional Government, inverted overprint varieties (1a-2a), o.g., scarce pair, Very
Fine; 1979 BPA cert for 1d. SG 1a-2a; £750 ($1,170), Scott
$800.
Estimate $250 - 350

E
1922, Dollard 2d lithographed mono-colored
essays, select quality group of pristine top margin singles,
15 of the 16 listed colors, o.g., never hinged, scarce group,
Very Fine. Hibernia E5//E20.
Estimate $400 - 600

969

966

967

970

969

H
1922, 1½d red brown, "PENCF" error (15a),
horizontal pair, o.g., fresh and scarce, Very Fine. SG 10a;
£375 ($585), Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

970

H
1922, 2d orange, Die II, inverted overprint variety (16a), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, rare. SG 13a;
£350 ($546), Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300

971

H
1922-23, "Irish Free State" Issue complete
(44-58), o.g., fresh, nice set, Very Fine. SG 52-66; £325
($507), Scott $542.
Estimate $200 - 300

972

Ha
1922-23, ½d-1d, 2½d, 4d and 9d "Accent" varieties (44b-45b, 48a, 50a 53a), group of 5 blocks, comprised of ½d & 1p, accent omitted and added by hand (1d
block of 6, ½d block of 4), plus 2½d, 4d and 9d blocks of 4,
each with accent omitted one stamp. Lovely, scarce group,
o.g., most lightly hinged, Very Fine. SG 52b-53b, 56a, 58a,
61a.
Estimate $300 - 400

P
1922, Dollard Printing House proof overprints, group of 3 comprised of low value, 5 line formats in
red on thin paper with bacstamp and black on thick paper
without backstamp, plus 4 line black overprint for high values with backstamp, fresh, nice group, F.-V.F. Hibernia
PR4, 7, 11.
Estimate $300 - 400

E
1922, 2d Valdivia Specimens, group of 4 comprised of perforated examples in slate green, an imperf at
bottom margin single and in lilac, plus corner margin
imperfs in orange and blackish brown, o.g., never hinged,
pristine, Very Fine. Hibernia E46, E49, E57, E64.
Estimate $200 - 300
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973

974

973

m
1922, ½d green, accent omitted variety (44a),
neatly cancelled, fresh, Very Fine, rare; 1986 BPA Certificate. SG 52a; £1,000 ($1,560), Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

974

H
1923, 3d bluish violet, accent omitted variety
(49a), pristine mint, horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very
Fine. SG 57a; £325 ($507), Scott $325.
Estimate $150 - 200

975

HH/H
1922-25, Government Printing Works Issue
complete (65-76, 77-79), o.g., mostly lightly hinged, the
10s high value never hinged, fresh, bright set, Very Fine.
SG 71-82, 83-85; £300 ($468), Scott $728. Estimate $200
- 300

976

154

HH
1931, 1d carmine (66a), booklet pane of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, pristine, scarce, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

977

HH
1925, 2s6d-10s Seahorses complete, narrow
overprints (77-79), sharp impressions and rich colors, including 5s with bottom selvage & 10s bottom right corner
selvage, o.g., never hinged, toned gum, F.-V.F. SG 83-85;
£225 ($351), Scott $390.
Estimate $300 - 400

978

H
1927, 2s6d and 5s Seahorses, wide and narrow types (77a-78a), horizontal pairs, o.g., fresh mint,
scarce, Very Fine. SG 83a-84a; £750 ($1,170), Scott
$1,325.
Estimate $400 - 600

979

HHa
1927, 2s6d chocolate brown Seahorse, wide
overprint (77b), left margin block of 4, with position 2 in
block showing only the slightest evidence of the "accent",
o.g., never hinged, pristine mint, pretty block, Very Fine. SG
86.
Estimate $200 - 300

980

HH
1934, 1d rose coil (87), strip of 4, o.g., never
hinged, pristine mint, Very Fine. SG 72c.
Estimate $100 - 150
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JORDAN

981

H
1935, 2s6d to 10s Harrison and Sons
Seahorses (93-95), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh
set, Very Fine. SG 99-101; £400 ($624), Scott $895.
Estimate $300 - 400
985

H
1933, Pictorials, 1m-£1 complete (185-98),
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Colorful and fresh. SG 208-21;
£750 ($1,170), Scott $901.
Estimate $400 - 600

LABUAN
982

H
1935, 2s6d to 10s Harrison overprint on
Waterlow Print Seahorses (93-95), o.g., lightly hinged,
exceptionally fresh and nicely centered, Very Fine. SG
99-101; £400 ($624), Scott $895.
Estimate $250 - 350

986

H
1880, Queen Victoria, 12¢ carmine (9), full
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh color, remarkably well centered for
this issue, Very Fine. SG 9; £300 ($468), Scott $330.
Estimate $150 - 200

LEEWARD ISLANDS

983

HH
Booklet, 1946, 2s, Edition 28-46 (SG SB6),
complete unexploded booklet, o.g., never hinged, a superb
quality, choice, scarce booklet, Very Fine, SG £900
($1,404).
Estimate $400 - 600

JAMAICA
984

987

)
1916, Jamaica Red Cross stamp on cover, 3
covers to the US, variously franked, one registered, each
with bi-plane Red Cross stamp tied, one with lower right corner block of 12 with "Half-penny" overprint on reverse. The
money raised from the sale of these private labels was used
to purchase a warplane for the WWI effort. A most interesting trio., F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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H
1938-51, King George VI, 1/4d-£1 complete
(103-14), and also including. 1/4d deep brown chalk-surfaced paper, 3d pale orange & 1s black ordinary paper, 1s
gray black on emerald & £1 purple black on carmine, o.g.,
some trivial bits of hinge remnant, immaculate fresh colors
and impressions, F.-V.F. SG 95-114, 95a, 107a, 110b,
110ba, 114a; £890 ($1,388).
Estimate $350 - 500
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MALTA

988

993

H
1914, G.R.I. 1s on German New Guinea 1m
carmine (12), “G.R.I.” and value 4mm apart, o.g., very
lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine, a lovely example of this very
scarce high value; signed Bloch, with copy of 2006 Rendon
certificate for set. SG 12; £2,750 ($4,290), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

994

H
1914, G.R.I. 2s on German New Guinea 2m
blue (13), “G.R.I.” and value 4mm apart, o.g., faint crease,
F.-V.F. appearance; signed Bloch, with copy of 2006
Rendon certificate for set. SG 13; £2,500 ($3,900), Scott
$2,500.
Estimate $600 - 800

995

H
1914, G.R.I. 5s on German New Guinea 5m
carmine & black (15), “G.R.I.” and value 4mm apart, Gibbs
setting VII, o.g., hinge remnant (interesting red ship offset
on gum), beautifully well centered, Very Fine, a lovely example of this Great Rarity; 2002 B.P.A. certificate. SG 15;
£11,000 ($17,160), Scott $11,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

HH
1965, 3d History of Malta, imperf (317a), horizontal pair, o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh, scarce,
Very Fine. SG 335e; £300 ($468).
Estimate $150 - 200

NEW BRITAIN

989

990

989

H
1914, G.R.I. 3d on German New Guinea 25pf
black & red on yellow (7), “G.R.I.” and value 6mm apart,
o.g., hinged, perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; signed
Calves, with copy of 2006 Rendon certificate for set. SG 7;
£300 ($468), Scott $350.
Estimate $150 - 200

990

H
1914, G.R.I. 3d on German New Guinea 30pf
black & orange on buff (8), “G.R.I.” and value 6mm apart,
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, quite attractive; with copy of
2006 Rendon certificate for set. SG 8; £375 ($585), Scott
$425.
Estimate $150 - 200

991

992

991

H
1914, G.R.I. 4d on German New Guinea 40pf
black & carmine (9), “G.R.I.” and value 6mm apart, o.g.,
very lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 9; £375 ($585), Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200

992

(H)
1914, G.R.I. 5d on German New Guinea 50pf
black & purple on buff (10), “G.R.I.” and value 6mm apart,
Gibbs setting 8B (deformed “I”), without gum, perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, an excellent position piece; with
2000 APS certificate. SG 10; £650 ($1,014), Scott $650.
Estimate $150 - 200
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996

H
1914, G.R.I. 1d-2½d on German New Guinea
3pf-20pf, 4 different values (16, 18-20), “G.R.I.” and value
5mm apart, o.g., Very Fine; couple signed, all with copy of
2006 Rendon certificate for set. SG 16, 18/20; £363 ($566),
Scott $357.
Estimate $100 - 150

1001

1002

1001 H
1914, G.R.I. 3d on Marshall Islands 30pf
black & orange on buff (35), o.g., small hinge remnant,
fresh, Very Fine; 1998 Brandon certificate. SG 55; £400
($624), Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
1002 H
1914, G.R.I. 8d on Marshall Islands 80pf
black & carmine on rose (38), o.g., very lightly hinged,
perfectly centered, Extremely Fine; 1994 P.F. certificate.
SG 58; £450 ($702), Scott $525.
Estimate $200 - 300

997

H
1914, G.R.I. 3d on German New Guinea 25pf
black & red on yellow and 3d on German New Guinea
30pf black & orange on buff (22, 23), “G.R.I.” and value
5mm apart, o.g., F.-V.F. SG 22, 23; £300 ($468), Scott
$315.
Estimate $100 - 150
1003 H
1914, G.R.I. 1s on Marshall Islands 1m carmine (39), position 4, 3rd setting, o.g., bright fresh color,
tiny thin, Fine appearance; signed Champion, with 2006
Sismondo detailed certificate. SG 59; £3,250 ($5,070),
Scott $3,250.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

998

H
1914, G.R.I. 4d on German New Guinea 40pf
black & carmine, and 5d on German New Guinea 50pf
black & purple on buff (24, 25), “G.R.I.” and value 5mm
apart, o.g., Extremely Fine; each signed Champion, with
copy of 2006 Rendon certificate for set. SG 24, 25; £400
($624), Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

999
999

1000

HH
1914, G.R.I. 8d on German New Guinea 80pf
black & carmine on rose (26), “G.R.I.” and value 5mm
apart, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine and choice;
signed Calves, with copy of 2006 Rendon certificate for set.
SG 26; £400 ($624), Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300

1000 H
1914, G.R.I. 8d on German New Guinea 80pf
black & carmine on rose (26), “G.R.I.” and value 5mm
apart, position 8, o.g., very lightly hinged, Fine; 1998
Brandon certificate. SG 26; £400 ($624), Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1004 H
1914, G.R.I. 2s on Marshall Islands 2m blue
(40), Gibbs setting 11, o.g., hinged (with unusual strong offset of the overprint on the gum), rich fresh color, small surface abrasion at top and a small thin, F.-V.F. appearance;
1993 Holcombe certificate. SG 60; £1,600 ($2,496), Scott
$1,600.
Estimate $350 - 500

1005 HH
1915, G.R.I. 1d on 2d on Marshall Islands
10pf carmine (44), o.g., never hinged, fresh, Very Fine;
2005 Rendon certificate. Cataloged as hinged. SG 63;
£170 ($265), Scott $175.
Estimate $100 - 150
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NEW GUINEA

1010 HH
Airmail,
1939
Bulolo
Goldfields,
½d-£1complete (C46-C59), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG
212/25; £600 ($936), Scott $1,055 as hinged.
Estimate
$500 - 750

1006 H
1925-28, Native Village, ½d-£1 complete
(1-13), incl. £1 with part of imprint on bottom selvage, o.g.,
hinged, 10s tiny thin, F.-V.F. SG 125/36; £400 ($624), Scott
$492.
Estimate $200 - 300

1011 m
Airmail, 1939, ½d-£1 Bulolo Goldfields complete (C46-C59), mostly with light circular datestamps,
F.-V.F. SG 212/25; £750 ($1,170), Scott $827. Estimate
$500 - 750

NEW ZEALAND
1007 m
Airmail, 1931, ½d-£1 Bird of Paradise (with
dates) complete (C14-C27), mostly with light circular
datestamps, Very Fine. SG 163/76; £500 ($780), Scott
$680.
Estimate $300 - 400

1008 HH
Airmail, 1935 Bulolo Goldfields, £2 bright violet (C44), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. SG 204;
£325 ($507), Scott $325 as hinged. Estimate $150 - 200

1009 HH
Airmail, 1935 Bulolo Goldfields, £5 emerald
green (C45), o.g., never hinged, Superb. SG 205; £700
($1,092), Scott $700 as hinged.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1012 HH/H
Postal-Fiscals, 1940-58, 1s3d-£1 nearly complete, including both 1s3d (AR75-AR91, AR93-AR94,
AR100), set of 20 (missing only the rare £3 10s), o.g.,
mostly lightly hinged (£2 and £ never hinged), fresh and attractive, Very Fine. SG F191/208, F210/211; £2,250
($3,510), Scott $2,072.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1013 m
Postal-Fiscal, 1948, £3 10s rose (AR92), Multiple NZ & Star watermark inverted, neat fiscal cancel, fresh
and well centered, Very Fine, a handsome example of this
rarity; 2005 Sismondo detailed certificate. SG F209w;
£1,800 ($2,808), Scott $2,250. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1014 H
Great Barrier Island & Marotiri Copper Mines
Pigeon Mail, selection of five different items on old pages,
two unused: one shilling blue and bluish green; red one shilling and two different of the bluish green, one still attached
to small part of original fragment, interesting and useful,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

NORTH BORNEO

1017 H
1889, Coat of Arms, $5 bright purple & $10
brown complete (48-49), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. SG 49-50;
£650 ($1,014), Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

1015 H
1886-87, Coat of Arms, $2 high value (34),
o.g., hinged, Very Fine. SG 32; £550 ($858), Scott $500.
Estimate $200 - 300

1018 H
1939, Pictorials, 1c-$5 complete (193-207),
o.g., appears lightly hinged, F.-V.F. SG 303-17; £1,100
($1,716), Scott $629.
Estimate $500 - 750

1019 H
1926-28, Animals & Coat of Arms Issue,
1c-$10 complete (167-84), o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. Rich colors. SG 277-94; £950 ($1,482), Scott $995.
Estimate $500 - 750

1016 HHa
1887-92, Coat of Arms, 10c blue, imperforate
(43var), top margin block of 6, o.g., never hinged, natural
gum streaks, Extremely Fine to Superb. SG 44d; £144
($225).
Estimate $100 - 150
Priced by Stanley Gibbons in pairs, larger multiples should
command a premium.

1020 H
1916, War Fund Semi-Postal Issue, 1c-25c
complete (B1-13), o.g., hinge remnants, F.-V.F. SG
202-13; £1,100 ($1,716), Scott $1,113.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1021 H
1918, Red Cross Semi-Postal Issue, 1c+2c to
$10+2c complete (B14-30), o.g., appears lightly hinged,
F.-V.F. Uncommonly fresh for this issue. SG 214-34;
£1,000 ($1,560), Scott $1,112.
Estimate $400 - 600

1022 H
1918, Red Cross Semi-Postal Issue, 1c+4c to
$10+4c complete (B31-47), o.g., barely hinged if at all,
F.-V.F. Choice. SG 235-52; £700 ($1,092), Scott $837.
Estimate $300 - 400

1025 HH/H
1922, Kangaroo and Map, £1 bister brown &
gray blue (38), 3rd watermark, strip of 3, showing all 3 settings, o.g., hinged at top, 2 stamps never hinged, fresh,
F.-V.F., a great position piece, very rare; 2000 APS certificate. SG 118; £9,750 ($15,210), Scott $12,000.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

NORTH WEST PACIFIC ISLANDS
NORTHERN NIGERIA

1023 H
1915, Kangaroo and Map, £1 brown & ultramarine (10), 1st watermark, Setting c, o.g., small hinge
remnant, fresh and perfectly centered, Extremely Fine;
2005 Rendon certificate. SG 85; £450 ($702), Scott $700.
Estimate $350 - 500

1024 H
1916, Kangaroo and Map, £1 chocolate &
dull blue (26), 3rd watermark, Setting b, o.g., small hinge
remnant, fresh and well centered, a couple perfs lightly
toned on the reverse only, Very Fine; 2001 APS certificate.
SG 99; £375 ($585), Scott $425.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1026 H
1912 King George V, ½d-£1complete (40-52),
o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. SG 40/52; £250 ($390), Scott $307.
Estimate $150 - 200

NORTHERN RHODESIA

1027 H
1925 King George V, ½d-20sh complete
(1-17), o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F. Colorful. SG 1/17; £550
($858), Scott $587.
Estimate $250 - 350
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PAPUA

ST. HELENA

1028 H
1901-05, “British New Guinea”, ½d-2s6d
complete (1-8), with horizontal watermarks, o.g., hinged,
F.-V.F. SG 1/16; £850 ($1,326), Scott $911.
Estimate $350 - 500

1031 HH
1934, Centenary complete (101-110), o.g.,
never hinged, F.-V.F. Strong colors on fresh paper. SG
114/23; £400 as hinged ($624), Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300

SARAWAK

1029 HH
1932, Pictorials, 1/2d-£1complete (94-109),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. SG 130/145; £475 ($741), Scott
$527 as hinged.
Estimate $200 - 300

1030 m
Airmail, 1930, 3d sepia black & bright blue
green, Harrison printing on yellowish paper (C2a), with
very light Papua cancel, Very Fine. SG 115; £4,250
($6,630), Scott $3,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
The facts surrounding the printing and then overprinting of
the 3d have made philatelists look carefully at the 3d
Lakatoi stamp. As known, most of the Harrison 3d printing
was overprinted with the words "Air Mail" making the
non-overprinted 3d Harrison scarce and the 3d Harrison
aeroplane overprints exceptionally rare. In all there were
only ten of the Harrison sheets ever overprinted with the
aeroplane, of which eight were destroyed leaving only two
sheets in existence.

1032 H
1888-97, Sir Charles Johnson Brooke, 1c-$1
complete (8-21), o.g., hinged, few toning, F.-V.F. SG 8-21;
£450 ($702), Scott $506.
Estimate $200 - 300

SEYCHELLES

1033 H
1938-49, King George VI Pictorial Issues,
2¢-5r, group of twenty four on chalky paper
(125a//148,127a//145a), 1938 50c deep reddish violet,
1949 6c green, 18c rose carmine & 45c purple brown missing, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F. SG 135//149; £484 ($755), Scott
$446.
Estimate $250 - 350

SIERRA LEONE

1034 H
1903, King Edward VII, ½d-£1 complete
(64-76), o.g., barely hinged if at all, F.-V.F. SG 73/85; £450
($702), Scott $460.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1035 H
1907-12, King Edward VII, ½d-£1 complete
(90-102), o.g., some hinge remnants, minor gum loss but
high values are fresh, F.-V.F. SG 99/111; £350 ($546),
Scott $410.
Estimate $150 - 200

1036 S
1938, King George VI, ½d-£1 with "Specimen" perfins (173-81,182-85), 1s3d yellow-orange missing, o.g., barely hinged if at all, F.-V.F. SG
188s-96s,197-200s; £375 ($585).
Estimate $250 - 350

SUDAN
1037 m
Small Cancel Group, composed of Scott 3 with
British Army Service cancel, 22 three copies each with different Traveling Post Office cancels and MO6 with green
Military diamond grid. Nice clean group, F-VF + (photo on
our web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

TANGANYIKA

Ex 1038

Ex 1039

1038 H
1922-25, Giraffes, 5s to £1 (26, 27a, 28), group
of 3 high values, with the 10s watermark sideways variety,
o.g., £1 uncommonly well-centered, F.-V.F. SG 86a, 87,
88a; £435 ($679), Scott $361.
Estimate $200 - 300
1039 H
1927-31, King George V, 3s to £1 high values
(41-44), o.g., brilliant colors, fresh and Very Fine; nice
group. SG 104-107; £349 ($544), Scott $309.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1040 m
Albania Airmail Collection, 1925-50 (C1//59),
sixty used stamps & cover, better including. 1925 Airplane
Crossing Mountains 5q to 3fr (Scott C1-7), 1927 Overprints
5q to 3fr (C8-14), 1928 First Flight overprints 5q to 3fr, plus
5q, 10q x2 & 50q with "Shqyrtare" instead of "Shqyptare"
(C15-21), 1929 Overprints 5q to 3fr (C22-28; three high values signed Ricther & Stolow), 1930 King Zog 5q to 3fr
(C29-35), 1931 First Flight overprints 5q to 3fr (C36-42),
1940 Pictorials (C47-53), also registered airmail cover with
mixed franking tied by Tirane April 13, 1927 bridge cancels,
and including. 10c with inverted overprint (C9a), F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,350 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1041 m
Argentina Airmail Collection, 1928-64
(C1//65), 100 used stamps, better incl. 1928 First Air Mail
Issue (C1-19), 1930 Zeppelin overprints in blue (C20-24),
1930 Zeppelin overprints in green (C25-29), 1931 Anniversary (C30-34) & 1932 Graf Zeppelin (C35-37), F.-V.F.,
Scott $900 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1042 m
Asia Airmail Collection, 1930s-50s, Afghanistan 1939 (C1-3), 1951-54 (C7-10) & 1957 (C11-12), Cambodia 1953 (C1-9) & 1957 (C10-14), Korea 1951 inverted
surcharge (C5b), Siam 1930-43 (C1-14), Ryukyu Islands
1950 (C1-3), 1957 (C9-13) & 1959 (C14-18), Viet Nam
1952-53 (C1-4) & 1952 (C5-9), F.-V.F., Scott $300 (photo
on web site).
Estimate $100 - 200
1043 m)
Austria Airmail Collection, 1918-53, 56 used
stamps & cover, incl. 1918 First Air Mail Issue in grayish &
white papers (C1-3 & C1a-3a), plus 2.50k on 3k perf. 12-1/2
x 11-1/2, 1922-24 complete set on registered cover
(C4-11), 1925-30 Air Mail Issue complete (C12-31), 1935
Air Mail Issue complete (C32-46) & 1950-53 Birds
(C54-60), F.-V.F., Scott $670 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1044 m
Baltic States: Estonia, Latvia & Lithuania
Airmail Collection, 1920-34, better noted incl. Estonia
1923 10m on 5m+5m to 45m on 5m+5m (C4-6), 1923 20m
on 5m+5m(C8), Latvia 1921-28 10r emerald, 20r dark blue
& 25r ultamarine singles imperforate on-one side (C1-2vars
& C5vars), 1932 perforated & imperforate sets (CB6-8 &
CB6a-8a), 1933 perforated & imperforate sets (CB21-24 &
CB21a-24a), Lithuania 1922 Surcharges 10c on 20sk to 1L
on 5auk (C21-31), 1924 Air Post semi-postal set (CB1-4),
F.-V.F., Scott $2,000 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1045 m
Bolivia Airmail Collection, 1924-63 (C1//252),
approx. 150 used stamps, ten souvenir sheets & cover,
better incl. 1928 Emblem of Lloyd 15c imperforate pair
(C8a), 1930 Graf Zeppelin overprints (C11-12 & C14-18),
1930 Surcharges (C24-26), plus 1.50b on 15c & 3b on 20c
inverted surcharges (C24a & C25a), 1930 Airplane & River
set (C27-34) on cover to Germany & 1951 Athletic Championship souvenir sheets, also as a bonus many modern
complete sets, F.-V.F., Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1046 m
Brazilian Airmail Semi-Official Collection,
1927-34 (1CL1//3CLF5), 58 used stamps, incl. Condor
Syndicate 1927 First Airmail set (1CL1-7), 1930 Surcharges 50r on 700r to 750r on 1,300r (1CL10-13),
Luftschiffbau Zeppelin 1930 Surcharges 5,000r on 20,000r,
10,000r on 20,000r & 5000r on 1,300r (4CL4-6), Varig 1927
Surcharges & Overprints 700r on 1,300r to 1,300r
(3CL1-3), 1931-34 Special Delivery Surcharges (3CLE1-5)
& 1931-34 Registration Surcharges (3CLF1-5), F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,355 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1047 m)
Brazil Airmail Collection, 1927-60 (C1//100),
100 used stamps, two covers & two souvenir cards, better
noted incl. 1927 First Airmail Issue (C1-16), 1931-32 Zeppelin Surcharges (C26-27 & C29-30), 1937-40 Allegory
3000r vertical imperforate pair (C38var), 1943 Centenary
Sheet (C53), 1944 Surcharges: 40c on 400r+200r red surcharge (C56var), 60c on 400r+200r x3, one black surcharge, other two inverted surcharges (C57vars), 60c on
400r+200r to 1.20cr on 400r+200r vertical pairs imperforate
horizontally (C57-59vars), 1cr on 200cr+100cr (Sanabria
1966, 91), 1933 Postal Tax 100r imperforate pair (RA1var),
also first day censored cover with 1944 Airmail Issue & two
1951 souvenir cards commemorating XX Anniversary of
"Clube Filatelico do Brasil," incl. Tete-beche card, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,200 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1048 m
[Canadian Provinces] Newfoundland Airmail Collection, 1931-33 (C7//19), thirteen used stamps
on page, better incl. 1931 Transatlantic Mail 50c & $1 (Scott
C7-8), 1931 Transatlantic Mail 15c to $1 (C9-11), 1933 Pictorials 5c to 75c (C13-17) & 1933 Balbo Surcharge $4.50 on
75c (C18), F.-V.F., Scott $750 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1049 m)
Chile Airmail Collection, 1927-63 (C1//250),
180 used stamps and two covers, better incl. 1927 First Airmail Issue 40c on 10c to 2p on 10c (C1-5), plus registered
cover from Valparaiso to Santiago, franked with 1927 First
Airmail set (C1-5), 5c & 80c x4 regular stamps, 1928-20
Second Airmail set (C6-8), 1928-32 Third Airmail set
(C9-14) & 1948 Flora-Fauna block of 25 (C124), F.-V.F.,
Scott $900 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1050 m
China Airmail Collection, 1921-54 (C1//67),
95 used stamps mounted on pages, better noted incl. 1921
First Air Mail Issue 15c to 90c (Scott C1-5), 1929 Second
Air Mail Issue 15c to 90c (C6-10), 1948 $50,000 on $1 yellow green (C59), also Sinkiang Province 1921 First Air Mail
5c (C1), 10c tied on cover fragment (C2) & 1942 Air Post
stamps of China with handstamps: 15c to $1 (C5-12) & 25c
to $5 (C15-19), F.-V.F., Scott $1,660 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1051 m)
Colombia Airmail Collection, 1920-65
(C12//465), approx. 350 used stamps and cover, better incl.
1920-21 Scadta Seaplane 10c to 50c (C12-16), 1921
Scadta Issue 5c to 5p (C25-35), 1923-28 Scadta Issue 5c to
5p (C38-50), 1923 Surcharges (C51-2), 1928 Mendez
Overprints (C53-4), 1929 Scadta Issue (C55-67), 1929
Scadta Issue International Airmail (C68-79), 1930 Surcharges 10c on 80c to 30c on 1p (C80-82) on cover to
Berlin, 1932 Colombian Government Overprints (C83-95),
plus a group of 32 Scadta stamps with Consular overprints
(A, B & EU), and many sets & souvenir sheets in the modest
range, F.-V.F., Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1052 m)
Costa Rica Airmail Collection, 1926-63
(C1//377), approx. 250 used stamps, four souvenir sheets
& five covers, better incl. 1931-32 Surcharges (C11-13),
1940 Pan-American overprints (C46-54) & 1941 Soccer Issue (C57-66), also 1926 20c First Air Mail Issue & 1928 10c
on 12c Lindbergh Visit (C1 & 147) on first day cover, 1944
Mercury & Plane complete set (C94-102) on cover to N.Y. &
1945 Overprints complete (C104-16) on two censored covers to N.Y., plus many modern complete sets & some souvenir sheets, F.-V.F., Scott $700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1053 m)
Ecuador
Airmail
Collection,
1928-64
(C1//431), approx. 250 used stamps & six covers, better
noted incl. 1928 Provisional Air Mail 50c on 10c to 1-1/2s on
30c (C1-4), 1929 Provisonal Air Mails 50c on 10c & 1s on
20c (C1a & C3a), 1929 Plane over River Guayas set
(C8-15), 1929 Scadta 50c to 25s set (C16-25) & 1930 Flight
Bogota-Quito 1s to 10s set (C32-34), also 1947 cover with
Sanabria 206-8 "Aereo/ Primero la Patria/ Servicio Interno"
overprints & four covers with Roosevelt imperforate singles
from miniature sheets (Sanabria 277-78 & 281-82), plus
several modern sets & some souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1054 m
Egypt Airmail Collection, 1926-53 (C1//80),
135 used stamps & three covers, better noted incl. 1931
Graf Zeppelin Issue (C3-4), plus zeppelin flight cover
franked with 50m on 27m with "1951" instead of "1931"
(C3a) & 100m on 27m (C4), and tied by April 10, 1931 postmarks, other cover franked with 1933 Aviation Congress
set (172-76), and tied by Cairo December 20, 1933 first day
postmarks, also extra 50m on 27m example with "1951" instead of "1931" (C3a), tied on cover fragment, also as a bonus Sudan 1936-37 Gordon 15m to 10p (C23-30), 1938
Surcharges 5m on 2-1/2d to 5p on 10p (C31-4) & 1950 Air
Post Officials (CO1-8), F.-V.F., Scott $1,000 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1055 m)
Europe (Eastern) Airmail Collection,
1920s-60s, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland &
Romania, approx. 250 used stamps, seven covers & some
souvenir sheets, better noted incl. Bulgaria 1927-28 1L inverted surcharge (C4a), Czechoslovakia 1920 Airmail Surcharges (C1-6), Hungary 1931 Zeppelin 1p & 2p (C24-5)
tied on small pieces of paper, 1933 Allegory (C26-34), 1948
Chain Bridge souvenir sheet (CB1D) on registered cover to
N.Y., 1948 Chain Bridge souvenir sheet (CB2) on first day
cover, Poland 1938 Stratosphere Balloon souvenir sheet
(B31) on registered cover, plus extra example on reverse of
postcard, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1056 m
Europe (Western) Airmail Collection,
1920s-40s, includes Belgium, Lichtenstein, Luxembourg,
Netherlands & Switzerland. Better noted including. Belgium
1930 5fr dark violet on first day cover (C5) & 1949 Centenary 50fr (C12), Lichtenstein 1930 First Air Mail Issue 15rp
to 1fr (C1-6), 1931 Zeppelin 1fr & 2fr (C7-8), 1934-35
Golden Eagle 10rp to 50rp (C9-13), 1936 Zeppelin 1fr & 2fr
(C15-16), Netherlands 1951 Seagull 15g & 25g (C13-14),
Switzerland 1919-20 First Air Mail Issue 50c (C2), 1923-25
15c to 50c low values tied on cover (C3-9), 1923-25 65c to
1fr high values (C10-12), 1929-30 35c to 2fr (C13-15), and
two 1938 registered covers with Aarau Exhibiton sheets,
also 50c forerunner air mail stamp tied on cover fragment
by Herisau 31.III.13 postmark (Zumstein type V [e]825),
F.-V.F., Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1057 m
France Airmail Collection, 1927-60 (C1//40),
48 used stamps, better incl. 1927 First Air Mail Issue 2fr &
5fr (C1-2), 1936 Plane 85c to 50fr (C8-14), 1936 50fr Banknote (C15), 1936 Anniversary (C16-17) & 1949-50 Air
Views 100fr to 1000fr (C23-26), F.-V.F., Scott $1,400
(photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1058 Hm)
French
Colonies
Airmail
Collection,
1920s-50s, approx. 650 stamps and five covers, incl. many
desirable used sets such as Alaouites 1925 First Airmail set
(C1-6), 1929 Fourth Air Mail Issue (C17-19) & 1929-30 Fifth
Air Mail Issue (C20-21), Alexandretta 1938 Air Mail set
(C1-6), Cameroun 1940 Semi-Postal set (B10-13), Latakia
1931-33 Air Mail Issue (C1-11), French Morocco 1928 Air
Post semi-postal set (CB1-10), Madagascar 1942 Overprints & Surcharges (C27-36), New Caledonia 1932
Paris-Noumea overprints, each tied on piece (180-81),
1933 Paris-Noumea overprints (182-207), Reunion
1949-51 Surcharges (C39-41) & Tanger 1928 Air Post
semi-postal set (CB1-11), F.-V.F., Scott $3,000 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1059 m)
French Equatorial Africa, 1940s-50s, forty
used stamps and four covers, better noted incl. 1940-41
Overprints 1.50fr, 3.75fr & 8.50fr on registered censored
cover to Oran (C9, C11 & C14), 1940-41 2.50fr & 6.50fr
showing two different spacings between overprint lines
(C10 & C13), additional 2.50fr example with double overprint tied on cover fragment (C10a), also 1942 first flight
cover Belgian Congo to U.S., plus two 1942 registered censored covers, F.-V.F. An interesting lot, well worth a look.,
Scott $1,200 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1060 m)
Germany Airmail Collection, 1919-55
(C1//67), seventy used stamps, better noted incl. 1922-23
Carrier Pigeon (C3-14), 1923 Carrier Pigeon (C15-19),
1924 Carrier Pigeon (C20-26), 1929-27 German Eagle
(C27-34), 1928-31 Zeppelin (C35-7), 1931 Polar Flight
(C40-42), incl 4m tied on cover fragment, 1933 Chicago
Flight (C43-45), incl. 2m & 4m tied on different cover fragments, also 1943 fieldpost cover & 1944 postcard with 6pf +
4pf semi-postal (B252A), F.-V.F., Scott $2,500 (photo on
web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
1061 m
[Germany] Saar Airmail Collection, 1928-50,
nine used stamps & souvenir sheet, comprising 1928 First
Air Mail Issue (C1-2), 1932 Second Air Mail Issue (C3-4),
1934 Third Air Mail Issue (C5-8) & 1950 Council of Europe
200fr (C12), also 1948 25fr + 25fr scarce souvenir sheet
with Mettlach (Saar) December 30, 1948 bridge cancel,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,400 (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1062 m
[Germany] Danzig & Memel Airmail Collection, 1920-37 (C1//40, C1//29), 85 used stamps & two souvenir sheets, better noted incl. Danzig 1924 Plane
(C26-30), 1932 Surcharges (C31-35) & 1938-39 Plane
(C42-5), plus two souvenir sheets, Memel 1921 First Airmail Issue (C1-7) & 1922 Airmail Surcharges (C20-29),
F.-V.F., Scott $700 (photo on web site).
Estimate $200 - 300
1063 m
Greece Airmail Collection, 1926-58 (C1//80),
86 used stamps, better noted incl. 1926 First Air Mail 2d to
10d (Scott C1-4), 1933 Graf Zeppelin Issue 30d to 120d
(C5-7), 1933 Airmail Issue 50L to 50d (C8-14), 1933 Second Airmail Issue 50L to 50d (C15-21), 1940 Youth Organization 2d to 100d (C38-47), plus Ionian Islands 1d to 7d &
50L issued under Italian Occupation (NC7-11), F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,963 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1064 m)
Guatemala Airmail Collection, 1929-64
(C1//278), approx. 200 used stamps, five souvenir sheets &
five covers, better noted incl. 1935-37 Air Mail Interior complete (C32-46), 1935-37 Air Mail Exterior complete
(C47-69), 1937 Air Mail Interior complete (C70-79), also
1937 Air Mail Exterior complete set on first day cover
(C80-91) & 1951 First Flight Guatemala-Canal Zone, with
strip of three perforated 12 diagonally through center
(C181), F.-V.F., Scott $500 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1065 m)
Honduras Airmail Collection, 1925-64
(C1//316), 250 used stamps & four covers, better incl. 1925
First Airmail Issue 5c, 50c & 25c on 1c (C1, C8 & C10
signed Kessler), 5c, 10c & 20c (C2, C4 signed Diena & C6),
1930 Surcharge 5c on 20c (C22 signed Kessler), 1931 Surcharge 15c on 1p vertical pair imperforate horizontally on
cover to Long Island, NY (C59a), 1932 Surcharge 15c on
10c (C76 signed H. Bloch), 1933 Airmail Official 40c on 2c
green surcharge block of four, imperforate between
(Sanabria 1966, 130var), also two 1945 registered censored covers to the U.S. & several souvenir sheets, F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,500 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1066 m)
Italy Airmail Collection, 1917-48 (C1//125),
120 used stamps, better noted incl.1926-28 Third Airmail
Issue (C3-9), 1927 Surcharges (C10-11), 1930 Ferrucci
(C20-22), 1930 Virgil (C23-26), 1930 Rome-Rio de Janeiro
Flight (C27), 1932 Leonardo (C28-33), 1932 Garibaldi
(C35-39), 1933 Zeppelin (C42-47), 1933 Balbo Flight
(C48-49), 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires Flight (C52-5), 1934
Soccer (C62-5), 1934 Military Medal (C66-72), 1934 King
Victor Emmanuel (C73-8), 1935 Bellini (C79-83), 1936
Quintus Horatius (C84-8), also 1925 picture postcard with
Livorno semi-official stamp (Sanabria 1966, S2), F.-V.F.
High catalogue value., Scott $14,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
1067 m
[Italian Colonies] General Issues & Italian
East Africa Airmail Collection, 1932-34, fifty used
stamps, better noted incl. General Issues 1932 Overprints
50c to 10L + 2.50L (C1-6), 1932 Leonardo 100L (C7), 1932
Garibaldi Issue 50c to 5L + 1L (C8-12), 1933 Italian Government 50c to 50L (C13-19), 1933 Fascism 50c to 50L
(C20-27), 1934 Soccer 50c to 50L (C29-35), Italian East Africa 1938 First Air Mail Issue 25c to 25L (C1-11), F.-V.F.,
Scott $2,177 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1068 m
[Italian Colonies] Aegean Islands Airmail
Collection, 1930-40, sixty used stamps, better incl.1930
First Air Mail Issue (C1-3), 1930 Second Airmail Issue
(C4-7), 1932 Third Air Mail Issue (C8-13), 1932 Leonardo
(C14), 1932 Overprints (C15-19), 1933 Graf Zeppelin
(C20-25), 1933 Balbo Flight (C26-27), 1934 Soccer
(C28-31), 1935 Overprints (C32-38) & 1938 Overprints
(C39-43), also 1940 1940 Plane (C44-47) & Exposition
(59-65) tied on special page printed in connection with the
Triennial Exposition, F.-V.F. High catalogue value, Scott
$4,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1069 Hm
[Italian Colonies] Cyrenaica Airmail Collection, 1932-34, 38 stamps, better used incl. 1932 Third Air
Mail Issue (C6-11), 1933 Graf Zeppelin (C12-17), 1933
North Atlantic Crossing (C18-19), 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires overprints (C20-23) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel
(CB1-10), F.-V.F. High catalogue value, Scott $4,065 (no
photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1070 Hm
[Italian Colonies] Eritrea & Somalia Airmail
Collection, 1934-36, about 100 stamps, better (used unless otherwise noted) incl., Eritrea 1934 Colonial Arts Exhibition set mint (C1-6), 1936 Plane 25c to 10L set (C7-16) &
1934 King Victor Emmanuel air semi-postal set (CB1-10),
Somalia 1934 Colonial Arts Exhibition set mint (C1-6), 1936
Plane 25c to 10L set (C7-16), 1950-51 Airplane 30c to 10s
set (C17-27) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel air semi-postal
set (CB1-10), F.-V.F. A nice lot which should not be
missed., Scott $1,600 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1072 m)
[Italian Colonies] Tripolitania Airmail Collection, 1930-34, fifty used stamps & cover, better incl. 1931
Agricultural Insitute set on registered cover (C16-20), 1933
Mercury & Zeppelin (C21-26), 1933 North Atlantic Flight
(C27-28), 1934 Rome-Buenos Aires (C29-32), 1934 Circuit
of the Oases (C38-42, CE1-2) & 1934 King Victor Emmanuel (CB1-10), F.-V.F. High catalogue value, Scott $6,500
(no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1073 m
Japan Airmail Collection, 1919-62 (C1//38),
24 used stamps & souvenir sheet, better noted incl. 1919
First Air Mail Issue 1-1/2s on postal card fragment (Scott
C1) & 3s (C2), 1929-34 Second Air Mail Issue 8-1/2s to 33s
(C3-7), and accompanied with scarce souvenir sheet of
four with red commemorative cancels (C8), F.-V.F., Scott
$1,580 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1074 m)
Latin America Airmail Collection, 1920s-60s,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Haiti, Panama, Paraguay & El
Salvador, approx. 750 used stamps & some covers, incl.
many sets & sheets in the $10 to $30 range, with some
better such as Cuba 1960 Stamp Day (C211), Haiti 1933
New York-Port-au-Prince Flight (C4A), Paraguay 1933
Zeppelin (C79-83) & El Salvador 1935 Central American
Games (C36-40), 1935 "Habilitado" (C41-45) & 1942 Map
horizontal pair, imperforate between (C85a), F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1075 m
Lebanon Airmail Collection, 1924-61
(C1//308), approx. 250 used stamps & four souvenir
sheets, better noted incl. 1924 First Air Mail Issue 2p on 40c
to 10p on 2fr (Scott C1-4), 1924 Second Air Mail Issue 2p on
40c to 10p on 2fr (C5-8), 1928 Overprints 2p to 10p & 50c to
25p (C25-28 & C33-35), 1928 Surcharge 15p on 25p (C36),
1936 Tourist Publicity Issue 50c to 25p (C49-56), 1937 Lebanese Pavillion imperforate pairs 50c to 25p (C57-64vars
priced in Yvert [e]370) & 1944 Overprints 25p to 500p
(C91-96), also 1949 UPU sheet (C149a), F.-V.F. Attractive
collection, offered intact as received from consignor, Scott
$1,350 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1076 m)
Mexico Airmail Collection, 1922-60 (C1//257),
approx. 250 used stamps, better noted incl. 1922 First Airmail Issue 50c (C1), 1929 Plane 20c & 40c (C26-7), 1931
Plane 25c imperforate single with top selvage (C37a), 1930
Overprints 5c to 1p (C31-6), 1932 Overprints 5c to 50c
(C40-44), 1931 Surcharge 15c on 20c inverted & double
surcharges (C39a-b), plus 15c on 20c vertical pair, one
without surcharge (C39c), 1934 National University 20c to
10p (C54-60), 1940 Penny Black 5c to 5p (C103-107), 1929
Air Official Overprints 2c to 40c (CO3-9), also three 1945
covers to the U.S. & several sets in the modest range,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,250 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750

1071 m
[Italian Colonies] Libya Airmail Collection,
1928-41, fifty used stamps, better noted including.1928-29
First Air Mail Issue (C1-2), 1932 Seaplane (C4-7), 1933
Seaplane at Tripoli (C8-13), 1934 Eight Sample Fair
(C14-18), 1935 Ninth Sample Fair (C19-24) & 1941 Overprints (C46-9), F.-V.F., Scott $1,800 (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1077 m)
Netherlands Colonies Airmail Collection,
1929-45, Netherlands Antilles, Netherlands Indies & Suriname,115 used stamps & eight covers, better incl. Netherlands Antilles 1929 First Airmail Issue, 50c on 12-1/2c (C1)
& 1g on 20c (C2) on two different first day covers, 2g on 15c
single (C3), 1947 Plane complete (C32A-50), 1941 Flags
set (CB1-8) on censored cover to Washington, Suriname
1931 Overprints (C8-14) & 1941 Allegory of Flight
(C15-19), plus airmail cover to Amsterdam, and franked
with 22-1/2c on 60c inverted surcharge (C23a), F.-V.F.,
Scott $1,450 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600

1082 m
Russia Airmail Collection, 1922-49 (C1//90),
approx. 140 used stamps, better noted incl. 1931-32 Zeppelin imperforate set (C15-19), 1931-32 Zeppelin 50k gray
blue error (C23a), 1931-32 Zeppelin 15k perf. 10-1/2 & 14
(C25a-b), 1931 Graf Zeppelin & Icebreaker imperforate &
perforated sets (C26-33), 1932 Map & Airplane perf. 12
(C35a), 1935 Moscow-San Francisco Flight 1r on 10k tied
on cover fragment (C68), 1937 souvenir sheet (C75a),
F.-V.F. Definitely a useful collection with many desirable
singles & sets., Scott $3,400 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1078 m
New Guinea Valuable Airmail Collection,
1931-39 (C14//59), 66 used stamps and cover, better noted
incl. 1931 First Airplane Oveprints 2sh to £1 high values
(C10-13), 1931 Second Airplane Overprints 1/2d to £1
(C14-27), 1931 Third Airplane Overprints 1/2d to £1
(C28-43), 1935 Plane £2 & £5 (C44-45), 1939 Plane 1/2d to
£1 (C46-59), plus complete set on registered cover to N.Y.,
also as a bonus Papua 1930 Airplane Overprints 2d to 1sh
(C2-4), 1938 Anniversary 2d to 1sh (C5-9), 1939-41 KGVI
2d to 1sh6d (C10-15), F.-V.F., Scott $4,200 (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1083 m)
San Marino Airmail Collection, 1931-51
(C1//76), 62 used stamps & three covers, better noted incl.
1931 View of San Marino (C1-10), 1933 Zeppelin Surcharges (C11-16), 1949 Stagecoach sheet of six (304) on
first day cover, 1950 Stagecoach imperforate sheet of six
(C62b) on cover & 1951 Stagecoach sheet of six (C75) on
cover, latter two addressed N.Y., F.-V.F., Scott $3,055
(photo on web site).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1079 m)
Nicaragua Airmail Collection, 1929-56
(C1//371), approx. 500 used stamps & eighteen covers, we
noticed the following better: 1932 Overprints 1c to 1cor
(C32-39), 1932 Surcharge 8c on 10c (C43), 1932 Rivas
Railroad 15c to 1cor (C67-71), 1932 Leon-Sauce Railroad
15c to 1cor (C72-6), 1935 Overprints 15c to 1cor
(C112-16), 1935 Surcharges 30c on 50c to 55c on 1cor
(C117-20), 1935 Air Post Official 15c to 1cor (CO15-19),
1950 UPU 16c to 2.14cor souvenir sheets on registered
covers (C309-15) & 1950 UPU 5c to 2.60cor official souvenir sheets on registered covers (CO45-50), also President
Anastasio Somoza Debayle autograph on 1957 airmail
cover to N.Y., F.-V.F., Scott $1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1080 m
Peru Airmail Collection, 1927-64 (C1//191),
180 used stamps, better incl. 1927 First Air Mail Issue 50c
normal & inverted overprints (C1 & C1a, latter signed
Sanabria), 1935 Lima Centenary 5c to 10s (C6-12),
1936-37 Pictorials 5c to 10s (C16-39), 1938 Pictorials 5c to
10s (C49-61), plus several other sets in the modest range,
F.-V.F., Scott $500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
1081 m
Philippines Airmail Collection, 1926-61
(C1//87), 64 used stamps, better noted incl. 1926 Madrid-Manila Overprints 2c to 12c (C1-6), 16c to 10p (C9-15)
& 1p (C17), plus some other sets in the modest range,
F.-V.F., Scott $2,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1084 m
Scandinavia
Airmail
Collection,
1920s-1940s, sixty used stamps mounted on pages, better
noted incl. Denmark 1925-29 First Air Mail Issue (C1-5) &
1934 Second Air Mail Issue (C6-10), Finland 1930 Graf
Zeppelin (C1), Iceland 1929 Overprint (C2), 1930 Parliament 15a to 1k (C4-8) & 1931 Zeppelin overprints (C9-11),
Sweden 1920 50o on 4o (C5), also 20o on 2o faulty stamp
sold by Harmers at auction in 1985 as Scott C4, F.-V.F. A
collection well worth our estimate, viewing recommended.,
Scott $2,700 (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1085 Hm)
Spain & Colonies Airmail Collection,
1920-63, 190 stamps & five covers, better (used unless otherwise noted) incl. 1929 Seville-Barcelona Exposition
(C6-11), 1931 Pan-American Postal Union imperforate
(C62-7), 1931 Montserrat (C68-72), 1936 Philatelic Exhibition (C88-9), 1938 Surcharges (C92-96), 1938 Surcharge
(C97), 1938 45c + 2p + 5p semi-postal tied on first day cover
(CB6), 1940 Pillar Virgin (CB8-17), incl. two extra high values with "000,000" underprints, 1931 Pan-American Postal
Union imperforate officials (CO1-6), also Spanish West Africa, Cape Juby, Spanish Morocco & Ifni representation,
F.-V.F., Scott $1,600 (photo on web site).
Estimate $400 - 600
1086 m
Syria Airmail Collection, 1920-55 (C1//202),
about 240 used stamps, six souvenir sheets & two covers,
better noted incl. 1920 First Air Mail Issue 1p on 5c to 10p on
40c (Scott C1-3), 1921 Second Airmail Issue 1p on 20c to
10p on 2fr (C4-6), 1921 Third Air Mail Issue 1p on 20c to 10p
on 2fr tied on cover piece, incl. 1p on 20c gutter pair (C7-9),
1922 Fourth Air Mail Issue 2p on 40c to 10p on 2fr (C10-13),
1923 Fifth Air Mail Issue 2p on 40c to 10p on 2fr (C14-17),
1934 Village of Bloudan 50c to 100p (C57-66), also 1938
10p Maurice Nogues imperforate sheet on card (C88avar
priced in Scott $800), 1947 Archaelogical Congress sheet
of four (C141a), plus two 1946-47 registered covers to N.Y.,
F.-V.F. A nice collection including scarce and desirable material., Scott $2,400 (photo on web site).
Estimate $600 - 800
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1087 m
Uruguay Airmail Collection, 1929-64
(C1//267), approx. 250 used stamps, better incl. 1921-23
First Air Mail Issue (C1-3), 1928 Albatross (C14-25),
1929-43 Pegasus (C27-53), 1935 Pegasus (C63-82),
1937-41 Power Dam (C83-90) & 1939-44 Plane (C93-105),
also 1934 Airmail Overprints (C61-2) on registered first day
cover, F.-V.F., Scott $1,200 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400

World Airmail Covers
ALBANIA
1092 )
1925-32, 3 Albanian air covers, includes FF
Muller 17 (6000 pts.), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1088 m)
Venezuela Airmail Collection, 1930-64
(C1//854), used stamps & three covers, better incl. 1932 Fir
Airmail Issue (C17-40), 1937 Surcharges (C41-6), 1937
Fourth Airmail Issue (C47-63), 1937 Overprints (C66-78),
1938-39 Plane (C79-113), 1943 "Resellado" (C164-67 &
C169-80), 1944 Baseball Championship imperforate pairs
(C189-97vars) on three airmail covers, 1962 souvenir
folder issued to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the
Venezuelan Declaration of Independence, plus some souvenir sheets & sets in the modest range, F.-V.F., Scott
$1,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $300 - 400
1089 m)
Yugoslavia, Serbia & Trieste (Zone B) Airmail Collection, 1940s-60s, 80 used stamps & seven covers, better incl. Trieste (Zone B) 1950 Locomotive
perforated & imperforate souvenir sheets (C17 & C17a) tied
on registered cover to N.Y., 1953 Star & Flag-encircled
world 15d (84) & 300d C21) tied on first day cover, Serbia
German Occupation 1941 Overprints (2NC1-10 &
2NC11-15), Yugoslavia Lubiana, Laibach 1941 Italian Occupation (NC1-10) complete tied on cover, 1944 German
Occupation complete (NC11-17), F.-V.F., Scott $6,300
(photo on web site).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1090 H
Worldwide Highly Attractive Airmail Collection, 1918-40, approx. 500 mint stamps, and incl. many
sets & singles Never Hinged, we noticed the following
better: Austria 1935 Plane (C32-46), Australia 1934 Mercury never hinged (C4), Brazil 1929-30 Portraits (C22-24),
Canada 1930 Allegory (C2), Canal Zone 1939 Planes
(C15-20), Denmark 1925-29 Airplane & Plowman (C1-5),
Egypt 1933-28 Airplane over Giza (C5-25), 1933 Aviation
Congress (172-76), Estonia 1923 Surcharges (C4-6),
Greece 1933 Zeppelin never hinged set (C5-7), 1933 General Air Post never hinged set (C15-21), 1935 Mythology
never hinged set (C22-30), 1940 National Youth never
hinged set (C38-47), Iceland 1929 Airplane Overprint (C2),
1934 Plane never hinged set (C15-20), Somalia 1934 King
Victor Emmanuel (CB1-10), Italy 1933 Zeppelin never
hinged set (C42-7), 1934 Soccer never hinged set (C62-5),
Mexico Penny Black Type (C103-107), Russia 1931 Zeppelin & Icebreaker imperforate (C26-29), 1938 Balloons,
Dirigible & Planes never hinged set (678-86), Switzerland
1919-20 First Airmail Issue (C1-2), F.-V.F., Scott $4,000
(no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1091 m
Worldwide Airmail Collection, 1920s-50s,
approx. 150 used stamps & several covers, incl. Australia
1931 Official Overprints (O1-2 & CO1), Canal Zone 1939
(C15-20), Ethiopia 1947 Portraits (C21-22), India 1929-30
(C1-6), Iran 1930 Riza Shah Pahlavi (C34-50), Liberia
1944-45 Surcharge 70c on 2c (C48B) on airmail cover, New
Zealand 1931 (C4) & 1934 (C5), South Africa 1925 (C1-4),
South West Africa 1930 (C1-4), Turkey 1934 (C1-5), 1937
(C6-8) & 1941 (C9-11), Vatican City 1938 (C1-8), F.-V.F.,
Scott $500 (photo on web site).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1093 )
1931, Albania to Switerland, Muller 17 (6000
pts.), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

ALGERIA
1094 )
1924-30, 11 First Flight and commercial covers from Algeria, includes pair of Alger to Tunis and Tunis
to Alger covers with special labels and early commercial
covers., F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

AUSTRALIA

1095 )
1920, July 30 Australia, special flight by Herald Aerial Delivery, A major Australian rarity, Frommer 2d,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1096 )
1926-38, 7 First Flight + 2 commercial air
covers, including Frommer 14d & 36d, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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AUSTRIA
1097 )
1918, July 12, Vienna-Budapest military
flight, franked with C1, C2c & C3, AAMS #11 + 2 covers
with C4, 6-9, Very Fine (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300
1098 )
1923-1933, 7 Austrian Glider covers, Simone
Short #'s A23.1; A33.1b (2 with different markings. + 1 unused); A33.5a; A33.6-2; A33.6-3. A lovely fresh lot., Very
Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350
1099 )
1929-50, 20 glider, commercial and special
air covers, interesting franking and markings. 5 glider covers: January, 1933, July 1933 (3) and October 1950; 5 UPU
covers with souvenir sheets on 3 covers, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1100 )
1931, Zeppelin Flights from Austria, Si. 117B
& Si. 132 with Sc. C29 (€185), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

BAHAMAS

1105 )
1931, Antwerp Air Meet, 8 cards and covers
used from the Meet to various destinations, all franked with
special overprinted C1, specialist's lot, Mu. 122, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

BELGIAN CONGO
1106 )
1921-65, 26 First Flight and commercial covers, 9 First Flights (Muller 5000 pts.); early used postcard of
Royal Albert Line seaplane + a marvelous selection of early
commercial covers and a few from Independent Congo. A
difficult group., F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

BRAZIL
1107 )
1928-31, 5 early Brazil First Flight covers,
Muller 46 (with San. E2 x2), 47 (with San. C8), 110 (2), 118.
Clean lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1108 )
1930, South American Flight with special
stamps, two covers, each with one of the first two of the set
of special stamps for the flight., Very Fine. Sieger 57A-B;
€200 ($260) (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1109 )
1930, South American Flight, cover set with
special stamps, A remarkable group of 8 covers, each
franked with one of the special stamps produced for this
flight. Very difficult to assemble., Very Fine. Sieger
57A-57H; €1,625 ($2,112) (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1110 )
1930-5, 5 commercial Brazil air covers, one
with San C 11-14; one with San. V7, 120; one with San.
V11; one from Germany, stamps canceled with ship cancel
"Cap Ancona", difficult lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1101 )
1942, Bahamas commercial flight cover (48,
49), rare usage, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1111 )
1932-6, 8 Zeppelin covers from Brazil, The lot
consists of Sieger 139A, 151A, 151B, 178 (2), 184, 291 &
309A, all handstamps well struck, appropriately franked.
Useful lot., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

BELGIUM
1102 )
1912-51, 25 Belgium Air Meets and other
special events, starts with special postcard for the 1912
Tamise Meet, many other special cards and covers with
promotional stamps and special cancels, a couple of balloon flights, specialist's group. Noted C12a on cover, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1103 )
1920-29, 3 unusual covers from Belgium,
large piece of special label from 1920 Antwerp Aeronautical
Meet during the Olympic Games; 1922 Brussels Air Meet
(Mu. 85) & 1929 Brussels Air Meet (Mu. 101), F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1104 )
1930-7, 12 Belgium First Flight covers, including 1933 Belgium-Singapore, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1112 )
1932, Third South American Flight with rare
stamp (C6A, C26-7), franked with C6A (CV $425) as well
as C26-7 among others, registered to Germany, Very Fine.
Sieger 151.
Estimate $300 - 400
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BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
1113 )
1928-57, 21 commercial air covers from the
British Empire, includes Kuwait C3 on torn cover and GB
to South American on DHL flight 81. Inspect, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1114 )
1929-46, 11 British Commonwealth First
Flight covers, from Ceylon, Egypt, Malta, New Zealand,
Papua, South Africa and Sudan (Muller 7200 pts.), F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

BULGARIA
1115 )
1927-1941, 6 airmail covers, November 8,
1927 FF Sofia-Varna (Mu. 7); 1930 to Turkey (flap missing);
1932 registered. to NY via Paris; 1932 to Germany; 1933 to
GB on Legation of the United States envelope; 1941,
register4d to US. Variously franked, interesting markings, 4
with Mair A2 (4*) etiquette., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

CANADIAN PROVINCES: NEWFOUNDLAND
1117 )
1921, Newfoundland to Canada First Flight
(C3, C3a), November 26, 2 covers, one franked with C3, the
other with C3a (central crease not affecting stamp) (Muller
9, 10000pts.), F.-V.F.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1116 )
1919, New foundland $1 on 15¢ "Trans-Atlantic" Alcock-Brown Flight (C2), June 14, backstamped
"Atlantic Aerial Mail/Hadley Page" in black oval to Lt. Casey
of the B.E.F. "Army of Occupation" A marvelous example of
this rare flight, mild soiling. (Muller 5, 100000 pts.), F.-V.F.
SG 143.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

1118 )
1931-2, Newfoundland First Flights, 2 covers:
Jauary 6, 1931 Muller 20b; May 19, 1932 commercial Do-X
first flight, Muller 24, franked with C12, mild soiling in
cresing not affecting stamp (250000 pts.), F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
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CANADA

CHINA
1122 )
FAM 14 & CNAC First Flight covers from
China, a fascinating group of 5 FF covers from China, 3
registered, all appropriate cachets, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1123 )
FAM 14 First Flight covers to and from
China, 6 covers include AAMS Phil. 114 to China (rare), 3
FAM 214 and 2 CNAC FF covers, a lovely group with some
interesting markings, Very Fine (no photo). Estimate $500
- 750

1119 )
1936, Canada to Germany on First
Hindenburg Return Flight, with special USA handstamp,
franked with the "Bluenose." A lovely cover., Very Fine.
Sieger 409G; €500 ($650).
Estimate $400 - 600

1124 )
1935-1942, Air covers from China, 10 covers
including AAMS TO1230 to China forwarded from Hawaii, 3
CNAC FF, commercial covers with etiqeuttes, some censored, an interesting group, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

COLOMBIA

1120 )
1936, Eighth North American Flight, from
Canada, registered commercial cover to the Netherlands
with correct Frankfurt backstamp, rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1125 )
1919, First Flight Barranquilla to Puerto Colombia (C1), A major Colombian rarity. Two small tape
marks on back not affecting front, mentioned for the record,
Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1126 )
1924-7, 3 German SCADTA consular covers
to Colombia, August 8, 1924, with strip of 4 Sc # CLA27,
5X rate, shortpaid & taxed; December 21, 1926 with CLA 25
printed matter; May 6, 1927 with CLA 24 & 34, registered
shortpaid & taxed. CLA34 (10 mm "A") was a proof, later
pressed into service and scarce on cover. All have Mair
B1(5*) etiquettes. An interesting group., Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1121 )
1936, Canada to Germany on First
Hindenburg Return Flight, left Montreal May 11 arrived in
NY that evening. No USA handstamp applied and no
backstamp in Germany although there is a "Mail via Airship
Hindeburg" etiquette. It certanly could have made the flight.
An interesting cover., Very Fine. Sieger 409.
Estimate $200 - 300
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ESTONIA

1127 )
1925, Berlin to Bogota, SCADTA in Colombia, CLA27 (2 pairs) for internal carriage on large registered
cover from Berlin with Mair B1 (5*) etiquette, taxed 20¢.
Nice usage., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
1128 )
1928-32, 4 Colombia commercial air covers,
Manizales to US frankd with Scadta & local tax sramp; air to
US with special first flight label (unlisted); air to US with C81
(4), C82 (4); Scadta US to Colombia with Mair B7a (5*), fascinating group, Very Fine (no photo). Estimate $250 - 350

1134 )
1923, Estonia C7-8 on cover, November 28,
Tallinn to Helsinki (CV $1725), Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
1129 )
1920-5, 3 early flight covers, October 16,
1920, 2 express covers to Strasbourg and London, each
with special etiquettes (Mair A3 & A4, 6*) + October 8, 1925
registered to Poland with Mair A2 (6*), a rare group. (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1130 )
1924-48, 11 Czechoslovakia First Flight and
commercial air covers, includes Muller 13 (with unlisted
air etiquette), 18, 27 (4, 2 with unlisted etiquettes) + commercial covers, nicely franked, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1131 )
1936-7, 17 First Flight covers, Muller 94 (2);
Mu. 95 (5); Mu. 95a; Mu. 96 (3); Mu. 99 (3); Mu. 101 + Italy
Mu. 397. All but the last on graphically lovely special CSA
cards., Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

DENMARK
1132 )
1924-30, 3 Denmark First Flights, Muller 18,
36 (with special label) & 68 (with special label), Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1133 )
1925-33, 5 Denmark commercial air covers,
each cover is franked with first issue airmail stamps, total
Scott CV $975. The 1Kr. is on oversized Boy Scout Jamboree cover to Hungary., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1135 )
1928, Estonia C7 on cover, January 23, C2 &
C7 on registered cover Sindi to Olustvere (CV $1200), Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

FRANCE
1136 )
Famous French Aviators, set of 10
handcolored postcards, of famous French aviators including Bleriot, Latham, Garros, etc., some corner wear,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1137 )
1910 Nantes Air Meet, August 16, flown cover
with tied semi-official stamp (opened for display) + 2 cards
with untied stamps, rare, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1138 )
1910 Rouen Aviation Meet postcards, 3 color
postcards depicting posters of the Meet. Lovely group, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1139 )
1910 French Aviation Meets, May 7-15, Lyon,
card with special vignette and blue (unlisted) circular cancel, used; July 3-10, Reims, hexagonal cancel on used
card; August 7-17, Circuit de L'Est, Amien cancel on used
card for Roger Sommer + vignette and Troyes hexagonal
cancel on used card for Marcel Hanriot + 3 vignettes., Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1140 )
1911, Circuit of Europe Aviation Meet, 22 of a
set of 30 specially prepared cards depicting scenes of the
Meet and the pilots who attended., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1148 )
1923-29, 15 France commercial air covers,
interesting frankings include Sc. 198-201, 226B, 257 on C5
FDC, a nice group, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1149 )
1923-1930 French Aviation Meets, October 7,
1923 cover from Amiens Meet with full set of semi-official
stamps tied; June 9, 1924 cover from Vincennes Meet with
full set of semi-official stamps tied; June 8-9, 1924
Vincennes National Aviation Day with label tied by special
cancel to Germany; July 6-7. 1930 Clermont-Ferrand 5th
National Air Rally with 2 cards carried on special flights from
Paris + 7 vignettes. Also June 1930 Philatelic Exposition of
North Africa at Algiers, registered card with special label
tied to card to Marseilles., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1141 )
1912 Nancy Air Meet, July 31, semi-official tied
to special wrapper around Air Meet card, rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
1142 )
1922 French Air Meets, June, Bourges Meet
with 25¢ semi-offical tied to special card + set of 5 semi-officials tied to cover; September, Rouen Meet with 25¢ of 2Fr.
semi-official tied to card + set of 5 semi-oficials tied to cover;
September, Le Baule Meet, set of 8 semi-officals tied to
cover, a lovely lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1143 )
1922 Rouen Aviation Meet, September 2-3,
one card with semi-official 25¢ stamp tied, one cover with
entire set of stamps tied along with a large group of various
proofs and color trials for the stamps incl 2 sheets, 37 pairs
2 B4. Difficult group., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1144 )
1923, French Air Meets, June, Vincennes
Meet, set of 6 semi-officials tied to cover; September,
Montpellier Meet, set of 6 semi-officials tied to cover; September, Rouen Meet, set of 6 semi-officials tied to cover;
October, Amiens, set of 5 semi-officials tied to cover, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1145 )
1923 Hungary to France cover carried by Cie
Franco-Roumanie de Navigation Aerienne, November
1, registered with company handstamps and express markings. Rare., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1146 )
1923, French Air Meets, June, Vincennes
Meet, set of 6 semi-officials tied to cover + 2 surcharged
semi-officals tied to card; September, Montpellier Meet, set
of 6 semi-officials tied to cover; September, Rouen Meet,
set of 6 semi-officials tied to cover; October, Amiens, set of
5 semi-officials tied to cover, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 300
1147 )
1923-3 CIDNA ephemera, air baggage labels :
FR-181 (R), 184 (C), 185-6 (S); block of 8 special vignettes
for proposed Paris-Baghdad route; flown promo. card for
Paris-Budapest-Paris bi-directional flight; 3 different company envelopes. Very difficult group., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1150 )
1924-6, French Colonial air covers carried by
the military, 2 from Lebanon (one stampless) and 2 from
Morocco, various units, uncommon, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1151 )
1925 de Goys & d'Oisy survey flight, January
18, survey flight from Paris to Tchad signed by d'Oisy +
postcard of crew taking refreshment in the desert in the
shadow of the plane. (Muller 115), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1152 )
1925-46, French Air Expositions and other
special events, 20 covers and cards including the "Ballon
Monte" issued for the 1927 Strassbourg show and its companion "Par Avion" with "Avion" crossed out and changed to
"Ballon". A very useful group. Inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1153 )
1925 Arrachard & Lemaitre Survey Flight to
Senegal, February 3, survey flight from Montdesir to Dakar,
signed by Arrachard, with special vignette tied + upper left
corner block of 6 vignettes including the inverted center.
(Muller 117), Very Fine (no photo). Estimate $300 - 400
1154 )
1925 Roig Brazil Mission for CGA, March 7,
1925 survey flight by Roig for Latocoere from Buenos Aires
to Rio, this being the Pernambuco to Rio section, well-written up on album page. (Muller 8), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1155 )
1925, First amphibious flight Paris to London and return, June 30, Paris to London (Muller 133) and
July 1, London to Paris (Muller 115), special cards carried
by Robert Bajac. A scarce pair., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1156 )
1925-1970, 25 French First Flight cvovers,
Various first Flight and Special Flight covers, all appropriately franked and handstamped including several French
internal Air Bleu routes., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1157 )
1925-39, 11 France First Flight covers, Muller
117 with special label, 130, 143, 249, 259, 280, 384, 397,
451 & 460 & special night flight (9500 pts.), Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1158 )
1925-9, C.G.A. operations, February 25, 1925
registered cover Casablanca to Paris; June 22, 1926 registered cover flown Dakar to Switzerland by Latecoere-CGA
and May 12, 1929 souvenir cover for Casablanca meeting,
all covers are comapny stationery giving rate and/or route
information + 1928 letter regarding costs of postage on
South Atlantic flight of May 9, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1159 )
1927, June 25, FDC of first airmail stamps
(C1-2), tied by International Aviation Meeting at Marseilles
hexagonal cancel on card to Belgium. A rare item., Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1160 )
1927, Return Survey Flight Saigon to Paris
by Air Orient, November 3, Calcutta to Karcahi segment
with special etiquette tied (Muller 51). Scarce., Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1163 )
1928-37, 7 French South Atlantic covers, includes Mu. 185 (2, one on special Latecoere envelope, the
other commercial) + promotional postcard, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1164 )
1929 First Flight Buenos Aires to Bahia
signed by Saint-Exupery, October 31, one of 17 flown.
Rare (Muller 73), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1165 )
1929 First Flight Mendoza to Buenos Aires
on Aeropostale route, September 12, signed by
Guillaument, one of 30 flown (Muller 45), Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1166 )
1929 First Flight Paraguay to Buenos Aires
by Aeropostale, January 1, Aeropostale, in conjunction
with the Argentine Airpost Co. (C.A.A.), flew this, signed by
the pilot, Ficarelli (Muller 3), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1167 )
1929 First Flight Chile to Argentine, signed
by Mermoz, July 18 first regular service by Aeropostale,
carried and signed by Mermoz (Muller 22), Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1168 )
1929 First Argentina Flights Aeropostal /
CAA, March 21, registered cover from Buenos Aires-Paraguay (Muller 35); July 13, Buenos Aires to Posado, signed
by Ficarelli (Muller 37a) and September 12, Rivadavia to
Buenos Aires (Muller 46). Difficult group., Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1161 )
1928, France to Argentina First Flight,
franked Sc. 127, 131, registered, mild foxing. Muller 180
(10,000 pts.), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1169 )
1929-30 Farman Airlines ephemera, 2 baggage labels, FR-228 & 243, both S; block of 4 perforated labels, FR-226, rated S; postcard showing routes., Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1170 )
1930 First Return Flight by Aeropostale from
Chile, June 4, Chile to Switzerland (Muller 18). This first return was unsuccessful as an all-air route and the covers
were carried by the old air-sea-air route., Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1171 )
1930 First Return Flight by Aeropostale from
Brazil, June 5-7, Brazil to England and France (2, one commercial) (Muller 77). This first return was unsuccessful as
an all-air route and the covers were carried by the old
air-sea-air route., F.-V.F. (no photo). Estimate $400 - 600
1172 )
1930 Paris International Airmail Exhibition,
November 6-December 24, set of 3 cards, 2 used locally,
one with label on front canceled to Germany. Striking card
design., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1162 )
1928-1932 Aeropostale ephemera, March 1,
1928, special card for inauguration of Aeropostale South
Atlantic service; Mair B16 (5*) large etiquette for newspapers; 1931 ad. card used Brazil to GB; 1931 company card
from Uruguay; 1932 schedule; 1932 brochure; 1932 special
Christmas postcard Uruguay to France. Lovely and scarce
lot., Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1173 )
1930 Paris International Airmail Exhibition,
November 6-December 24, 2 Art Deco cards used + 3
cards for Paris-Brussels-Paris special flight, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
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1174 )
1931, Vincennes National Aviation Day, May
24-25, special vignette tied to CIDNA stationery {opened for
display] used as a wrapper for a newspaper sent to Romania and returned. A remarkable item. Rare. Also, special
postcard carried on the same bi-directional flight. (no
photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1181 )
French Colonies, 1921-43, 20 First Flight
covers, from French Equatorial Africa (2), Indochina, Lebanon (3), Madagasar (2), Morocco (2), New Caledonia (2),
Senegal, Syria (3) and Tunisia (5) (Muller 13500 pts.).
Some scarce frankings. Inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1175 )
1931-1943 Airmail Exhibitions and Air Meets,
May 2-3, 1931, Lypn Phlatelic Exhibition, crd and cover
both with red cds and tied vignettes + sheetlet of 4 vignettes; July 5, 1932 Limoges Air Meet special registered
card with two different vignettes tied; August 15, 1932,
Joigny Air Meet special card with tied vignette; August 5,
1934, Pontarlier Air Meet special card with tied vignette;
September 1, 1935, Pontarlier Air Meet with 3 different
cards, one with tied vignettes; June 21, 1936 Pontariler Air
Meet, two different vignettes, one tied; August 1, 1936
Biarritz Air Meet, special card for the Basque Aero Club
flown by Air Bleu; November 16, 1936, Paris Air Exposition,
Air France card with stamp tied by blue show cancel to Tunisia; July 24, 1938 Le Baule Air Meet, bi-directional card to
Belgium + Club Mermoz card, both with semi-official
stamps tied; October 1-17, 1943 Paris Air Mail Exposition, 2
commemorative cards with tied vignettes. A lovely group.,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1182 )
Cameroun, 1941-3, 4 commercial air covers
(B14-5), one franked with C14-15, rare; 3 registered, all
censored, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1176 )
1933 Mermoz "Arc-en-Ciel" Flight, delayed,
May 15, delayed first in Brazil and again in Dakar, addressed to Mermoz with special vignette (Muller 189) + full
sheet of 10 vignettes. Rare., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1183 )
Morocco, 1924, air cover with imperforate
stamps, February 16, C3a, C5a and C10b singles with
large margins, tied to registered air cover on Latecoere promotional cover, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1177 )
1933-40 Air France promotional postcards, a
lovely group of 16 cards (14 different) for Christmas or other
promotion, most postally used. Very difficult to put this
group together. Also, two covers on company stationery,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1178 )
1935-7 Attempted Survey Flight & Promotional Letter, February 17, 1935 special card prepared by
attempted survey flight from France to Buenos Aires by
Codos and Rossi. The attempt failed and the card was
handstamped thusly + real photo postcard of the pilots
andplane, signed by both men. Also, a promotional letter
advertising Air France, carried by Air France from the Paris
International Exposition to Brazil, thence by Pan Am to
Hong Kong, New York and return by Air France (Muller
416), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1179 )
1943, French Foreign Legion Courrier
Stamps, February 2, the pair tied to Feldpost cover to
Caen, Very Fine (photo on our web site).
Estimate $100 - 150

FRENCH COLONIES
1180 )
French Colonies, 1920-30s, 36 commercial
air covers, some fascinating routings and frankings. Inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1184 )
Reunion, 1937, First Flight (C1), January 25, 2
registered covers each with "Roland Garros" stamp, carried
by Laurent, backstamped February 12 (Muller 7000 pts.),
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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GERMANY

1185

Group of 45 DLH archival photos, These are
glossy post-contemporary photos "for editorial purposes
only" from official DLH archives, measuring 7" x 9½", some
having more than one image. Many different aircraft, personnel, facilities, catapults, D-OX, etc. A marvelous collateral group., Extremely Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1187 )
1912 Darmstadt Flights, 10 pf. overprinted "1
M." & "Gelber Hund", two cards, one with one stamp, the
other with two, Very Fine. Sieger 13, 13a.
Estimate $600 - 800

1186 )
1912, Gotha-Erfurt Flight, July 25, with
semi-official stamp tied by signature., Very Fine. Michel 5;
€1,000 ($1,300).
Estimate $500 - 750

1188 )
1912, Darmstadt Flights, set of three cards,
franked with 10 pf. (June 17), 20 pf. (June 22) and 30 pf. x3
(June 23) special stamps, Very Fine. Sieger 10, 11, 12a.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1189 )
1912, Nuremburg Meet, 4 items: unused BAEC
card, 2 cards used (October 4, 15) + BAEC spcial stamp
tied to Ocotber 17 cover, rare (Muller 57, 57a) (Michel
€330), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1190 )
1912, Wiesbaden-Frankfurt Flight, October
14, special card with Wiesbaden-Frankfurt cancel, sl. staining, F.-V.F. Sieger 16Aa.
Estimate $150 - 200

1193 )
1913, Feldburg-Mulhausen flight, September
11 with semi-official stamp, tied, rare, Very Fine. Michel 10;
€900 ($1,170).
Estimate $500 - 750

1191 )
1912-1924 German Pioneer and special
Flights, 1912, July 27, late use of Leipzig semi-official;
1913, May 15, Karlsruhe Prinz Heinrich flight card used, a
bit tatty; 1914, May 17, Mannheim-Speyer Prinz Heinrich
flight card used; 1924, August 10, Gorlitz flight card with
special label tied (Michel €400), F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1194 )
1913, Dusseldorf Flight, April 21, special card
with 10 pf. blue stamp, to Belgium, Very Fine. Sieger 17b.
Estimate $200 - 300

1192 )
Germany, 1912 LZ 11 Viktoria Luise, flown
picture post card with indistinct oval postmark tying 5pf
Germania, addressed to Karlsruhe, finder's notation at left
indicates a 14.3.1912 date, reverse with multicolor Zeppelin illustration, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

1195 )
1924, Junkers First Flight, Berlin-Angora,
July 5, semi-official stamp tied, Very Fine. Michel 12;
€1,200 ($1,560).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1201 )
1930, Round-trip South American flight with
3 copies of 4 Mk. stamp (C39), A glorious cover., Very
Fine. Michel 439. Sieger 57N; €675 ($878).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1196 )
1925, Regensburg Flight, April 13, two cards,
one with 10 pf. semi-official tied, the other with both the 10
pf. and 20 pf. semi-official stamps tied., a rare pair, Very
Fine. Michel 15-16; €685 ($890).
Estimate $300 - 400
1197 )
1929-35 German Catapult covers, 4 covers:
Haberer 1, 171, 193, 196 (300DM+) with proper
handstamps and frankings, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1202 )
1930, South American Flight to Pernambuco
(C39), with 4Mk. stamp, Very Fine. Michel 439. Sieger 57K;
€550 ($715).
Estimate $200 - 300

1198 )
1930-1, Zeppelin flights with better frankings
(C37-9), Si. 98Aa with C38; Si. 124Aa with C39 & Si. 129Aa
with C37. (Si. €220; Scott CV $625 as stamps), Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1199 )
1930s, Collection of Lufthansa meter slogans, 30 meter slogans promoting Lufthansa: 6 covers on
company envelopes, 6 on piece, 18 cuts with minimal duplication + 5 GB slogans from 1964 70 1972. Very difficult to
assemble., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1203 )
1930, South American Flight to Rio (C39),
with 4 Mk stamp., Very Fine. Michel 439. Sieger 57M; €550
($715).
Estimate $200 - 300

1200 )
1930, 5th Flight to Switzerland (C38), St.
Gallen drop franked with C38, Very Fine. Michel 438.
Sieger 71B.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1204 )
1931 (June 18), commercial catapult wreck
cover, catapulted from the "Bremen," the plane carrying
this cover (Hab. 49) crashed in Nova Scotia where it received "Recovered Mail" black straightline handstamp and
the addressee's arrival handstamp of June 27. Not mentioned as a wreck cover in Neirinck or Haberer. Accompanying news clip about recovery of pilot's body., Fine.
Haberer 49 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1205 )
1931, Polar Flight to the U.S. (C42), large
cover with a rare stamp, Very Fine. Michel 458. Sieger
119F; €425 ($552).
Estimate $300 - 400

1208 )
1932, Special Flight from Danzig to Germany
(C31-5), from Luposta to Ronne, crease at bottom not affecting stamps. (€125), F.-V.F. Sieger 170Aa.
Estimate $100 - 150
1209 )
1921-2, Memel air covers, 13 air covers variously franked, registered, some express, some creases, a
specialist's lot. Inspect. (stamps CV $1200), F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

GREAT BRITAIN
1206 )
1932, 6th South American Flight tranferred
to the "Bremen", stamp canceled on board with
Friedrichshafen dispatch on reverse and green cachet for
the Zeppelin flight but apparently trasfered to the "Bremen"
for delivery by catapult (Hab. 110) to NY. Unusual., Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1207 )
1936, Olympic Flight franked with full set of
German Olympic semi-postals (B82-9), canceled Frankfurt August 1arriving Berlin the same day, Very Fine. Sieger
427Aa; €350 ($455).
Estimate $200 - 300
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1210 )
1906-14, Pioneer Aviation postcards used in
England, November 1908 postcard of plane at Bac,
France, used from Brighton to Argentina in 1910; April,
1910 "Daily Mail" Grand Prize London-Manchester Flight
[KEVII stamp apllied but does not belong] +April 1914 London hand stamp on Monaco Air Rally card., Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1211 )
1912, Truro to Falmouth Flight, postcard with
appropriate message "This is going to you via Lands End
[Truro] and Falmouth." special "Daily Mail" card signed by
H. Salmet (in the printing) with hand written notation on the
face "Carried by aeroplane to Falmoiuth (via Lands end)
June 15th 1912." Muller 48 (30000pts.), rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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GREECE
1216 )
1929-1939, 6 covers with tied air etiquettes,
This lot has Mair A2 (FD of use, 4*), A3a (FD of use, 4*),
A3a (4*), B1a (5*), B1b (5*), B5 (FD of use, 5*). A very difficult group as it is hard to find early air etiquettes tied., Very
Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300
1217 )
1933, December 10 from Basutoland to Athens with air promotional label, Basutoland Sc. 1-6 on
registered air cover with Salonica air promotional label applied on arrival. Rare! Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1218 )
1933, air promotional labels tied on cover,
These labels, exhorting the public to use airmail, were
made in Athens and used on both incoming and outgoing
mail. This lot has four different colored labels on three covers, all tied. 2 are first day of usage. A rare group., Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1219 )
1934, November 22, newspaper to London
with etiquette, Mair B4 (5*) tied on piece of newspaper carried by air Athens to London. Rare, possibly unique. Also,
2 single B4 etiquettes., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1220 )
1934-5, air promotional labels tied on cover,
These labels, exhorting the public to use airmail, were
made in Salonica and used on both incoming and outgoing
mail. This lot has four different blue shades tied on cover,
one with Mair A1 (4*) tied. A scarce group. (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1212 )
1912-3, "Daily Mail" Aeroplane Circuits, June
13, postcard of Pilot H. Salmet "Carried by Mr. Salmet on
the Daily Mail Aeroplane" + unused postcard of Salmet during the 1913 Circuit, signed in ink. Cards show some wear
but are quite rare., F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1213 )
1933-4 England Internal First Flights with
Airway Letter stamps, Muller 232 (signed by pilot), 233a,
234, 234a, 241 (signed by pilot) & 263, each with correct private airway stamp (Muller 14000 pts) + September 21,
1933, 3d. KGV + GWR air mail to the U.S., backstamped on
arrival, Septmber 29. A scarce group., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1214 )
1939-54, Lundy Island Flight covers, 4 covers: 1936 Netherlands (Mu. 245 firt Flgith rotterdam to
Doncaster with extension to Lundy and ½d. large airmail
stamp); 1939, FDCs of first two Lundy small airmail stamps;
1954, FDC Jubilee aviation issue. (CV. £150+), Very Fine
to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1215 )
1951-57, England Internal Flights with British Air Letter Service stamps, 9 covers, all issues between 1951 and 1957 on first day or first flight covers, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

GUAM
1221 )
1935-1941, Survey and Commercial flights,
29 covers including 3 survey flights, 11 civilian usages, 10
naval covers and 5 from future POWs, a lovely group with
many surprises, e.g. cover to US, forwarded to GB with
1928 5¢ Air Conference stamp, examine, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

HAWAII
1222 )
1925-1943 Commercial flight covers from
Hawaii, 29 covers start with C5 single from Honolulu to
Michigan in 1925, then nice range of useful covers from Hawaii during the 1930s and early 1940s, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1223 )
1931, CAM 33, Hawaii Inter-Island First
Flights, 21 covers, 2 pilot signed + map of Hawaiian internal routes pilot signed, useful lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1224 )
1934-1937, Hawaii Naval Survey Flights, including AAMS TO 1200 (2), 1209 (2), 1934 mass flght covers, etc., inspect, a scarce lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1225 )
1935 Survey Flight to Hawaii with Hawaii Sc.
51S & 54 tied, a most unusual cover (AAMS TO1230a) to
which have been tied two Hawaiian stamps, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

HONG KONG
1226 )
1935-1941, Air covers to and from Hong
Kong, 13 covers inclkuding AAMS TO1324 Around the
World Flight & 5 FF covers + some lovely commercial covers, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1232 )
1917, 25c Rome-Turin Experimental Flight
(C1), May 16, 4 days before official first day of May 20 for
world's first official airmail stamp with charity seal tied onto
multicolor postcard flown on May 22 First Flight (Sass. CV
€1650), Very Fine. Sassone 1.
Estimate $500 - 750
1233 )
1933-35, Italy commercial air covers, 7 covers including to Saigon and internal air, registered express
cover (stamps CV $1075), Very Fine (no photo). Estimate
$300 - 400

HUNGARY
1227 )
1920-33, Hungary First Flights covers, Muller
11a, 22, 22a, 24a, 28, 62, 65a, 91 (3600 pts.) + May 27,
1932 "Justice for Hungary" flight to Rome & postcard of pilots + September 24, 1927 Budapest to Vienna registered
air cover, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1228 )
1933, June 24, special WIPA flight Budapest
to Vienna (C26-34), Complete set of airmail stamps used
on this special flight cover 4 days after issue. The 5p. is rare
on cover., Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

INDIA
1229 )
1920-48, India First Flight covers, Muller 3,
23, 111a (4000 pts.) + 2 internal first flights not listed + June
8, 1948 FF India to GB + April 17, 1930 cover with stamp
signed by designer, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

IRAN
1230 )
1927-29, Iran First Flight and commercial
covers, Muller 16, 21and 27 (4) (5750 pts.) + March 6, 1929
+ 4 covers with third series airmail stamps, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

ITALY
1231 )
1917-1951, Italy special air covers, C1 on 3 favor covers; C2 on favor cover; Muller 140, 342 (with C74
(CV $70) + 5 special event flights, one from 1946 with
"RFPV" perfins on 2L. (pair) airmail stamp, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1234 )
1934 Rome-Buenos Aires Flight complete on
First Flight cover (C52-C55), registered to Buenos Aires
(Mu. 322) (stamps CV$690), Very Fine. Sassone S.1511.
Estimate $400 - 600
1235 )
1938, Italy to Germany with full set of Augustus stamps (377-86, C95-9), May 4, airmail, registered express cover (Sass. €1000), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1236 )
1939-1941, 5 covers to South America by
LATI, includes December 18, 1939 First Flight acceptance
from Switzerand (scarce) + Sweden, Germany, Portugal &
Czechoslovakia, well-written up on album pages, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1237 )
1940-1, 16 Brazil to Europe covers by LATI,
Nice range of markings and frankings on these commercial
covers, including 2 with Mair B37 (4*) etiquette & 2 on LATI
envelopes. A clean and difficult lot., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
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1238 )
1940-1, 6 covers from South America to Europe by LATI, 2 from Argentina including one special LATI
advertising postcard; 1 Bolivia; 1 Chile & 2 Uruguay,
well-written up on album pages., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1239 )
1947-50, Italy AMG/FTT air covers, C13 (2) on
registered cover to US; C16 on registered cover to US, both
with mild gum stains from registry labels (Sass. €1410 for
the two) + 6 other air covers with AMG/FTT overprints,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1240 )
1933-45, Italian Colonies air covers, 13 covers: December 3, 1933 with C13-8 (CV $300); 4 covers
from Rhodes including CB1-4 to Haifa + 8 covers Eritrea
used in Ethiopia, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

1244 )
1933, Latvia-Africa set on air cover (C9-13),
May 28, flown to Germany properly backstamped (stamps
CV $1225), Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

LATIN AMERICA
1241 )
1925-31, 30 Latin American First Flight covers, from Argentina, Bolivia, Canal Zone (4), Chile, Costa
Rica, Cuba (6), Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti (3), Mexico (3)
and Panama (7).(Muller 23500 pts.) Some scarce stamps.
Inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1242 )
1927-56, 23 commercial air covers from Latin
America, noted a lovely pair of Honduras Sanabria 501 on
parcel tag,Dominican Republic C51b and other unusual
frankings. Inspect, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

LATVIA

LIBERIA
1245 )
1936, Liberia First Flight to Cape Palmas
(C1-3), Muller 1 (no value given) (stamps CV$825), crease
at bottom not affecting stamps or markings, rare, F.-V.F.
(no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

LIBYA
1246 )
1931-7, Libya air covers, 7 covers including
registered covers to Latvia and Belgium and valuable
frankings (stamps CV$550), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

LIECHTENSTEIN

1247 )
1931 (June) Vaduz-Lausanne Flight, complete set (Scott C7-8) on cover with Lausanne 10 VI 31 - 13
cancel, Very Fine. Sieger 110 B.
Estimate $150 - 200
1243 )
1928-37, Latvia air covers, 5 covers, various
frankings and destinations including CB4-5 to US &
CB18a-20a to Switzerland (with Hofmann cert.), F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400
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LITHUANIA

MEXICO

1248 )
1922-33, Lithuania air covers, 13 covers
franked with various airmail stamps, 4 registered, fascinating group, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1251 )
1939, Mexico-New York Sarabia Flight, May
23, all proper markings, Muller 175 (30000 pts.), rare, Very
Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
1249 )
1933, New York-Kaunas Flight, July 17, Muller
366 (7500 pts.), carried by Darius & Girenas on the
"Lituanica" from Kaunas to New York and returned, franked
both countries (C62 overprinted for the flight), appropriately
canceled, rare, Very Fine, very rare.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

MONACO
1252 )
1914 Monaco Air Rally, 3 cards with special vignette canceled in London, Madrid and Turin + postacrd of
Fischer in his Farman hydroplane in the harbor., Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

MONTENEGRO

1250 )
1935, Lt. Waitkus flight, New-York to
Kaunas, September 22, carried by "Lituanica II", franked
with Lithuania C80 overprint (CV$300), signed by Lt. F.
Waitkus, Muller 35 (12500 pts.), rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1253 )
1942, Montenegro under Italian Occupation
(2NC1-8), March 15, full set on air express cover to Albania
(CV $287.50), F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

MOZAMBIQUE
1254 )
1934-49, Mozambique air covers, 28 covers:
19 with Sanabria provisional labels, all commercial, usual
condition, a specialist's dream, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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NETHERLANDS

NEW ZEALAND

1255 )
1928, November 27 FF Amsterdam to Cairo
"Carberry" Flight, 2 "Carberry" labels tied to flown cover to
Cairo + extra full set of 4 labels. Scarce, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1258 )
1931-1940, Survey Flights from New Zealand, 15 covers include AAMS TO 1151, 1203, 1206,
1210a, 1292 (2 + 2 round trips), 1292a (4) & 1344 (2), a very
difficult lot to assemble, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

NORWAY

1256 )
1933, December 18, Christmas Flight from
Netherlands East Indies, 5 covers flown on this flight by
"Pelikaan," including 2 commercial. Originally to be flown by
"Zilvermeeuw" but replaced by "Pelikaan." One cover has
the scarce triangular label showing the "Zilvermeeuw." + 2
postcards, one of each plane. Nice group, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1257 )
1936, Olympic Flight by the Hindenburg,
stamps canceled with large purple Tenth International Star
Camp (Boy Scout) handstamp on July 31, backstamped
Berlin August 1 and Rotterdam August 3. A lovely cover,
Very Fine. Sieger 427; €300 ($390). Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1259 )
1926, Norway "Norge" North Pole Flight, 3
Trans-Polar Flight Expedition cards: 2 sent from US in
1924, returned during the 1926 flight; one signed by
Riiser-Larsen with purple "Norge" handstamp (Muller 9,
15000 pts.), uncommon usages of these cards, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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PARAGUAY

PORTUGUESE COLONIES

1260 )
1933, Third South American Flight of LZ127,
registered to Germany, with Mair A2 (5*) etiquette, all appropriate markings and franking., Very Fine. Sieger 221 (no
photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1267 )
1940, Portuguese Colonial stamps overprinted for 1939 New York World's Fair, 3 registered covers with airmail stamps overprinted as noted in Scott:
Portuguese India (C4), St. Thomas & Prince Is. (C16) and
Portuguese Guinea (C7), Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1261 )
1934, Third South American Flight of LZ127,
registered to Germany, with Mair A4 (5*) etiquette, all
proper markngs and correct franking., Very Fine. Sieger
258 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1262 )
1934, First South American Flight of LZ127,
registered to Germany with correct franking and markings.,
Very Fine. Sieger 249 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

PHILIPPINES
1263 )
1928-35, Philippine First Flights, 11 covers:
Muller 25, 32 (2), 34, 45, 64, 72, 101, 122 + unlisted Army
flight (15000+ pts.) + C36-45 FDC, variously franked with
appropriate stamps and markings., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1264 )
1928-1941, Air covers to and from the Philippines, 28 covers include British and Dutch special flights
and much commercial mail, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

POLAND
1265 )
1921-38, Poland special flights and LOPP
fund-raising stamps, 9 covers including 3 covers with
scarce LOPP labels, rare "Aerolot" ad label on 1928 Warsaw to Gdansk cover, cover with air etiquette for 1928 Lwow
Fair (Mair C2 (5*), 2 covers 1921 Poznan Air show with labels, interesting lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1268 )
1945-6, Angola provisional airmail stamps
and covers, A scarce group of 5 commercial covers and 16
stamps (San. 12-21, 23, 31, 41 + 2 duplicates.), Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

1266 )
1926, Poland to Japan Flight, May 22, Warsaw, arrived Tokyo September 5 with unlisted and rare
LOPP label tied by special oval black flight handstamp
(Muller 32, 2000 pts.), Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350
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RUSSIA

1271 )
1927-8, 6 commercial covers, to Latvia, Teheran, Germany + 3 to GB, 5 registered, 5 with etiquettes
(Mair 4, 5a (3) & 8a, all 4*), on exhibit pages, well-written up,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1269 )
1924, October 30, First Flight Moscow to Teheran, fown by Dereluft, properly franked, quite scarce,
Mu.20, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1272 )
1930, 4 commercial covers, 3 to London including two to the Jewish Telegraph Agency & 1 registered
+ 1 registered to Switzerland, with Mair 5a (2), 13a & 15 (all
4*), F.-V.F.
Estimate $300 - 400

1270 )
1924, 5 commercial covers, 3 to GB, 1 to Switzerland, 1 to Germany, 3 registered, 2 had addresses excised, all with Mair A2 (6*) etiquette, mounted on exhibit
pages, well-described as to rate and route + piece with
same etiquette, F.-V.F.
Estimate $600 - 800

1273 )
1932 2 commercial covers, registered to Sweden with Mair A27b (4*) etiquette + registered to Paris, forwarded to Czechoslovakia, with Mair A25a (4*) tied, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
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SPAIN

1274 )
1934, 5 commercial covers, to India, Austria,
Netherlands, Czechoslovakia & GB, all registered, with appropriate handstamps & various Mair labels, on well written-up exhibit pages, F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750

1277 )
1930, First South American Flight from
Spain, May 15, franked with C6, C7 (2), C8, C9, C10 (2) &
C11 (3) [creases and closed tears left affecting one C11],
F.-V.F. Sieger 58B.
Estimate $300 - 400
1278 )
1930, South American flight, to and from
Spain, One a round trip to and from Sevilla; the other from
Fredrichshafen to Sevilla., Very Fine. Sieger 57I & 58B;
€200 ($260) (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1279 )
1922-39, Spain air covers, 23 covers: noted
Spain C1-5 on February 20, 1921 cover; 1926 FDC B14-18,
CB1-5, etc; 12 from Canary Islands with various Civil War
overprints; 3 from Spanish Morocco with imperforate
stamps and 1 from Tanger, a delightful specialist's lot., Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

SWEDEN

1275 )
1935-1955, 10 commercial covers & a First
Flight, Czechoslovakia, Ukraine, Yugoslavia, Germany
(2), Poland & Sweden, 3 registered, 5 with etiquettes + 3
1955 air printed matter items, taxe percue. 2 are Soviet air
promotion cards. September 1, 1936, First Flight Moscow
to Prague (Mu. 88). An interesting group., F.-V.F.
Estimate $550 - 750

1280 )
1912-37, Sweden air covers, 1912 San. 501
semi-official NH single; C1-3 registered to GB; 1929 to Dominican Republic on First Flight Malmo to GB (mild crease)
& 1937 Children's Day special flight with San. 502 tied,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 250

SWITZERLAND

1276 )
1931, Polar Flight from Russia, Pair of registered cards, each franked with two of the 4 special imperforate stamps. (€250), Very Fine. Sieger 120 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1281 )
1913, Switzerland Pioneer Flight, May 4 card,
franked with special vignette, surface scrapes on picture
side not affecting stamp or cancel, F.-V.F. Zumstein VI; SFr
1,300 ($1,391).
Estimate $350 - 500
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1284 )
1913, Switzerland Pioneer Flight, April 27
card, franked with special vignette, Very Fine. Zumstein
V111; SFr 1,100 ($1,177).
Estimate $300 - 400
1285 Hm)
1913-54, Switzerland Airmail Cover Collection, fascinating collection of Swiss airmail covers and
stamps, starts with several Sanabria listed pioneer stamps
on cover, mint & used, C2 on cover with certificate, group of
airmail varieties, front with several airmails to Africa, page
with C15 mint, variety, used and on flight cover, five pages
of Liechtenstein airmails, ends with several pages of Swiss
varieties and mint NH set of the Pax Issue, on exhibition
pages, please review, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
1282 )
1913, Switzerland Pioneer Flights, 2 1913
cards, franked with special vignettes: March 9 (Zum II) &
March 30 (Zum. III), Very Fine. Zumstein II, III; SFr 810
($867).
Estimate $300 - 400

1286 )
1913, Switzerland Pioneer Flight, March 30
card, franked with special vignette, Very Fine. Zumstein IV;
SFr 1,100 ($1,177).
Estimate $300 - 400

1283 )
1913, Switzerland Pioneer Flight, March 30
card, franked with special vignette, Very Fine. Zumstein IV;
SFr 1,100 ($1,177).
Estimate $300 - 400

1287 )
1917-25, Switzerland early military flights, 3
covers: July 19, 1917 franked C2 canceled with octagonal
military air cancel; September 2, 1923 with C7 and May 10,
1925 registered with C4, 6, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300
1288 )
1923-59, Switzerland commercial air covers,
30 covers with a wide range of frankings (high CV), note
1925 C10-12 registered to Latvia, 1929 B49-562 FDC,
1932 C16-18 registered to Germany. Inspect, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1289 )
1924-27, Switzerland Semi-official air
stamps on cover, 42 covers and cards for special flights,
all with semi-official stamps properly tied: San. 501, card &
cover; San. 502, card & cover; San. 503, 2 cards; San. 504,
4 cards & 2 covers; San. 505, on cover + 2 special 40¢
cards; San. 506, 7 cards; San. 507, card; San 508, 2 cards;
San. 509, card; San. 510, 4 cards; San. 509-10 on cover;
San. 507-10 on cover; San. 511, card; San.512, card +
cover with promo label; San. 513, card; San. 514, card;
San. 515, 4 cards. Also 1927 Zurich Air Meet poster stamp
tied to official postal card. (CV 2000SwF) A marvelous specialist's lot with many fine frankings and markings., Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1290 )
1925-39, Switzerland First Flights, 20 covers
first and special flights, many franked with C4-10 and on
special postal stationery, all with appropriate handstamps,
note 1928 Basel to Geneva via La Chaux de Fond [signed
by pilot], 1929 Geneva-Montlucon among others, a specialist's lot (CV 1200SwF in 1977], Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800

1295 )
1929, Swiss flight canceled on board, on post
card of the air ship., Very Fine. Sieger 39a; €375 ($488).
Estimate $200 - 300

1291 )
1926-1969, Switzerland special flight covers,
82 covers, a wide range of special internal and external
flights, many franked with early airmail stamps (high CV),
note 2 covers from 1926 Africa Flight, a couple of balloon
flights, exhibition flights, etc., inspection recommended for
this specialist's lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1292 )
1926-35, Switzerland First Flights, 5 covers:
#26.2h (Swiss Airpost Handbook 1977 CV, 300SwF); 26.5o
(300SwF); 27.1r (1000SwF); 28.3 (135SwF) + 1935
Gordon Bennet Strasbourg to Warsaw Air Race from
Fribourg (Sept. 9) to Warsaw (9/11) to Russia (9/20), Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1293 )
1928-1931, Switzerland special National Fair
flights, 19 cards: August 1, 1928, 2 25¢ cards & 3 40¢
cards; June 16, 1929 official Flugtag postcard; August 1,
1929 (2) & August 12 25¢ cards + August 12, 40¢ card; August 1, 1930(2), August 2, 4 & 25 25¢ cards + August 1 (2)
40¢ cards; August 1 & 8, 1931 40¢ cards. (CV~1000SwF) A
lovely specialist's group, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1294 )
1929, St. Gallen to Heiden, on H&G 161 postal
card, Very Fine. Sieger 45d; €600 ($780).
Estimate $500 - 600
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1296 )
1930, South American Flight from Switzerland, Lovely franking on commercial cover., Very Fine.
Sieger 57; €220 ($286).
Estimate $150 - 200
1297 )
1930-1933, Zeppelin Flights to and from
Switzerland, group of six covers all with appropriate markings, franked with difficult stamps. A fine lot., Very Fine.
Sieger 87, 95(2), 116, 121, 232; €430 ($559) (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1298 )
1931, Switzerland to Brazil by DO-X, November 8, 1930, Romanshorn to Friedrichshafen, carried on
First Flight of the DO-X to South America, purple
handstamp of DO-X applied January 30, 1931,
backstamped on arrival at Rio, June 22, address excised,
franked C11 (2), C12 (2) & C15 (#SF30.10, 2000SwF, 1977
CV), rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1299 )
1933-4, Switzerland Catapult covers,
Haberer 117 (card), 150 & 167 (commercial cover with mild
central crease) with all proper markings (CV1350DM), Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1311 )
FAM 18 First Flight covers, 18 FF covers, no
duplication, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1312 )
FAM 19 to Australasia, 40 covers with all
stages included, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

UNITED STATES
1300 )
FAM 1, 4, 15-16, 17, 20, 24 & 27 First Flight
covers, 35 covers: FAM 1 (1); Fam 4 (3); FAM 15-16 (4);
FAM 17 (4); FAM 20 (5); FAM 24 (2) & FAM 27 (16), a useful
lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200
1301 )
FAM 5 First Flight covers, 18 covers, 3 pilot
signed, no duplication, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1302 )
FAM 6/10 first Flight covers, 20 covers, one pilot signed, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1313 )
FAM 19 First Flight covers, 33 FF covers, no
duplication, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).Estimate $250 350
1314 )
FAM 22: Wartime Route to Africa, 41 covers
with all stages present, 3 signed, inspect, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1315 )
FAM 22 First Flight covers, 17 FF covers, no
duplication, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350
1316 )
1911-80, US Airmail Flight Cover Collection,
very nice group of airmail covers, includes 1911 Garden
City cancel on piece, 1918 Washington DC to New York
cover, nice Roessler cover for Aero Mail East, Roessler
1920 Trial Flight, First Round The World Flight Graf Zeppelin card, 1936 Hindenburg cover, three catapault covers,
1931 first flight from Samoa, also includes two cover postmarked from USS Arizona, a exceptional opportunity for the
retail dealer, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1303 )
FAM 14 Survey Flights #1-4, #1: AAMS TO
1230 (1 + 2 round trips), 1230a; #2, TO 1236; #3, TO 1240
signed by pilot; #4, TO 1243 (one + 2 round trip); 1243a
(one + round trip) & 1243b, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1317 )
1920-1942, group of 18 air-related covers, Lot
includes AAMC 35a, 177; interesting frankings with C1-6;
several wartime usages; 4 "Akron" covers & 2 1925 "Los
Angeles" Bermuda covers. Good lot., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

1304 )
FAM 14: Hong Kong and Singapore Extensions, 45 covers from the Hong Kong Extension and 14
from the Singapore, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1305 )
FAM 14: the China Clipper, 41 covers for all
stages + an archive of telegrams pertaining to the 1936 preview flight, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $600 - 800
1306 )
FAM 14: the Hawaii Clipper, 20 covers for various First and Commemorative flights, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1307 )
FAM 14: the Philippine Clipper, 6 covers related to this aircraft, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1318 )
Airmail, 1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), 16¢ tied by
"Washington DC/Aug 17/830 PM 1923" slogan cancel to
The Shoreham Washington ad cover to Charleston WV,
Very Fine, Scott $600.
Estimate $300 - 400

1308 )
FAM 14 First Flight covers, album of 45 FF
covers, no duplication, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1309 )
FAM 18: the Southern Route, 39 covers with
all stages present, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1310 )
FAM 18: the Northern Route, 25 covers including 2 pilot signed, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1322 )
1927-1952, 7 airmail stamp FDCs, Starts with
C9 used both on first day on flight MY to SF, and then, on reverse, on the return flight 1/27; also C10, 771 (B4), C20 (B3;
B4) both used on FF SF to Philippines, C22 (B4), C23 with
photo cachet, C25A (full pane) & C46. A fine and clean lot.,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

1319 )
1941 air covers bearing 4th Bureau $2 stamp
(572), 2 covers, one registered, to Cochin, British India, via
China Clipper to Hong Kong. censored in India, scarce,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

1323 )
Zeppelin Flight Collection, 80+ covers or
cards in an album, includes twenty five Z56 covers or cards,
eleven Z72, seven Z75, Z404, Z505, Z507, LZ-127, incredible selection and range of frankings, set aside plenty of time
to peruse these great items, enormous retail value, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1320 )
1926, commercial cover Cleveland to
Springfield MA (C4-6, C7), September 9, specifying
Cleveland to NY then NY to Boston. A lovely small cover of
exhibition quality., Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1321 )
Zeppelin Covers With Toaspern Cachets,
three zeppelin covers, 2 flight #Z56 and one #Z72, all
franked with C11, one with 547, all with 571 and or 572, nice
group for the specialist, Very Fine. Estimate $100 - 150
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1324 )
Indian Motorcycle Covers, 23 covers, seven
with allover illustrated ad of motorcycles, 1929 Brisbane
Australia 1st Dirt Track motorcross race on Indian Motorcycle, seven covers with red logo, and eight covers with
allover illustrated ad on reverse and different logo on front,
great lot for dealer or motorcycle specialist, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1325 )
1933, Century of Progress Flight franked
with pane of C10a (C10a), rare use of the Lindbergh booklet pane, missing tab at top, complete unexploded booklet,
Very Fine. Sieger 241C; €250 ($325).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1326 )
First Flight and Airmail Collection, over 1,000
covers, mostly 1930's but a few from the 1920's and later,
includes CAM's, FAM's, airport dedications, air meets, anniversaries of Wright's flight, ect, most are of the common
variety but there are sure to be a few hidden gems in here,
inspection is a must, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1327 )
Z72 Around The World Flight Covers, eight
covers, all with First Around The World Flight, all franked
with #571 plus other values, impressive lot, please inspect,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1328 )
1929-1939, 17 First Flight covers, to places
such as India, London, Constantinople, Alexandria,
Tanganyika, N. Rhodesia, Singapore, Cyprus, Tripoli and
internal. A lovely group with interesting frankings and markings., Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1332 )
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), 2.60 tied by
"New York NY/City Hall Sta/May 7/230 PM" 1930 duplex to
flight cover with First Europe Pan America Round Flight diamond cachet and red Sudamerikafahrt handstamp, F.-V.F.,
Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

1329 )
1929 Zeppelin covers to and from the U.S.,
Si. 24a Roessler cover to U.S. with U.S. E15 added; si. 28A;
Si. 28D with Sc. 4571+ on 1¢ postal card; Si. 29A. [CV
€240], Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1333 )
Zeppelin Roessler Cachet Collection, six
covers, includes Akron Coast to Coast, Akron Tactical
Training, two aluminum cachet, Great Britain Shuttle Plane
and Dr Hugo Eckener cachet, excellent clean lot, Very Fine
(photo on our web site).
Estimate $150 - 200

1330 )
Akron & Macon Covers Plus Flights & First
Day Covers, intriguing lot of 30+ 1930's covers, includes
15 zeppelin covers, 2 catapult cover, Byrd cover, Roessler
Lindbergh cover, and 7 cacheted FDC's from the 1930's,
excellent lot for break up, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1331 )
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), $2.60 tied by
"Varick Sta NY/Apr 29/1930" machine cancel to flown cover
with purple diamond First Europe Pan-America Round
Flight cachet and red Graf Zeppelin South America flight
handstamp to Birdsboro, PA, aqua Lakehurst NJ cancel on
reverse, Very Fine, Scott $625.
Estimate $300 - 400

1334 )
C18 On Chicago Flight & First Day Covers,
six covers, includes first day cover on flight cover #Z216 to
Brazil, three C18 on flight cover #Z216d with Brazil cachet,
C18 on first flight #Z222b, C18 on Century of Progress
cacheted cover, and two C18 covers with blue zeppelin cachet, total of eight C18, good group, Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
1335 )
Akron Macon Cover Collection, 43 covers, includes rare Beazell photo cachet, "Lt Cmdr Wiley Takes
Command" unlisted in Ullmann, Macon Surprise Visit
signed by Cmdr A H Dressel and unlisted in Ullmann, lot of
forty different Akron/Macon covers, many better, worth
close inspection, generally F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1336 )
1933, Century of Progress Flight (C18), dispatched from Friedrichshafen (Si. 241), Akron (Si. 243C)
and Chicago (Si. 244C), each frankded with C18. (€600),
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
1337 )
Four Covers Signed By Capt Eddie
Rickenbacker Or FDR, three covers, one flown with
Rickenbackers signature, and one philatelic cover with
FDR;s signature, all signatures are dark and clear, please
inspect (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1338 )
Captain Edwin C Musick Autographed Covers, nine covers or cards, all signed by famous pilot Capt
Musick, includes PPC of Pan Am clipper, signed Philippines to San Francisco cover, all cover from FAM-14, unusual group, huge retail that would be difficult to duplicate,
please inspect, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1342 )
1936, Joseph Costa New York to Lisbon
flight, August 25, franked with Portugal 3S17 overprinted
for flight tied by special flight cancel, franked with US 2¢
Washington and CE2 (AAMS 1263, $300), Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
1343 )
1936-1940 air covers specifying particular
ships, an fascinating group of 8 covers addressed to passengers aboard ships (7) or noting the ship to carry it to an
airline, some forwarded or censored, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1339 )
1935, Experimental Survey Flight, Plamyra
to Kingman Reef, #10 envelope flown by Jack Wilson,
postmarked 3¢ purple by USS WRIGHT NOV 1,
backstamped Pearl Harbor Bridge Nov 5, Very Fine. AAMC
TORF 1244.
Estimate $200 - 300
1340 )
Pan Am Clipper First Day Covers, 20 FDC's,
all different cachets, or used on FAM 14 flights, twelve with
C20, four with C21 and three with C22, one combo C21 &
C22, a wonderful group with many premium items, Very
Fine. Mellone $1,400 (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1341 )
Pan Am Clipper First Day Covers, 20 FDC's,
all different cachets, or used on FAM 14 flights, ten with
C20, seven with C21,two with C22 and one combo C21 &
C22, a wonderful group with many premium items, Very
Fine. Mellone $1,400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1344 )
1937, 03/30 PAA Clipper 1st Survey Flight,
New Zealand to San Francisco, #10 cover signed by Captain Musick- US stamp is not cancelled as PAA did not hold
mail franchise (so United States Post Office refused to cancel it), Very Fine, One of it not the rarest PAA survey cover,
less than 5 recorded, ex- Krupnick.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1345 )
1937, Around the World on FAM 14 & 10,
franked with U.S., Hong Kong (Sc. 145) and Brazil stamps,
send air registered express with appropriate labels and fully
back stamped, an exhibition piece, Very Fine. Estimate
$400 - 600
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1346 )
1937-1941, Flight covers U.S. to China, 4 covers: FAM 14 to William Allen White in Peking; 1937 commercial cover to China forwarded to Hong Kong; 2 1941
commercial covers, one franked with Chinese 5¢ stamp for
poste restante fee, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1350 )
1939-1941, Canton Island Flights, 4 covers include AAMS TO 1329; FAM 19 FF; 1st anniversary of FF
cachet from Canton to SF & 1940 pre-FAM 19 commercial
cover to Canton, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1351 )
Post-WWII First Flights, 36 covers, various
routes and carriers, inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1347 )
1937 air cover to the Philippines with $2 & $5
4th Bureau issues (571, 572, 573), a marvelous cover
franked with the three high values of the 1923 set + 50¢
Transpacific air stamp for the 12 times rate, rare, Very Fine.
Estimate $250 - 350

1352 )
Returned And Franked From South & Central America, eleven covers, all franked with C27 on corner
ad covers, each cover has various "Return to Sender"
marking and is franked with stamps of that country, includes
Nicaragua, Chile, Uruguay, Argentina, Guadeloupe, Venezuela, Guatemala, Antigua, Panama, Curacao and Ecuador, intriguing lot, generally F.-V.F. Estimate $150 - 200
1353

1348 )
C23 FDC Collection Of Mostly Different Cachets, 50+ covers, includes Crosby thermographed & actual photo cachet of Kitty Hawk, Crosby photo cachet of
Orville Wright, awith 15+ covers with blocks of 4 and four
with plate blocks, includes over 50 different cachets, including Staehle, Fidelity, Reynolds, Ioor, excellent opportunity
for the retail dealer, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Pan American Airways ephemera, nice lot includes 12 original Radiograms, various letters written by
paassengers, 2 books [Crampton, Aerophlatelic Flights;
Jones. Aerial Mail Service] + 1937 English language edition
of the Osaka Manichi newepaper. Useful lot, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1354 )
U.S. Air covers, 13 covers: an useful group of
miscellaneous covers including Sieger 22B Zep cover
signed by Clara Adams, AAMS Gov't flight 110, Seattle-Victoria Seaplane, etc., inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $350 - 500

U.S. POSSESSIONS IN THE PACIFIC
1355 )
1935-1942, Midway Island Survey and Commercial/military air covers, 26 covers including AAMS TO
1234 (2) & 1234a, 7 civilian covers and 15 military including
9 Marine covers, with appropriate cachets, a difficult group,
Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1356 )
1935-1951, Wake Island Survey, First Flight
and Commercial covers, 9 covers including AAMS TO
1228 signed by pilot, 1936 USS Ramapo with striking cachet, a Clara Adams cover and others, inspect, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1349 )
1939 Survey Flight to Canton Island, AAMS
TO1329, scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1357 )
1923-6, Uruguay First Flights, 7 covers: Muller
7 (2), 12, 13, 13a, 15, 17 (10150 pts.), mild creases on
some not affecting stamps or markings, a difficult group,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

AUSTRIA

WORLDWIDE
1358 )
Transpacific Air covers, 20 covers: an interesting group of commercial covers to and from the Pacific
area, including Straits Settlements, Java, Cochin, New
Guinea, Thailand and a trans-pacific cover from Palestine,
a very useful group, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
1359 )
Trans-Atlantic Air covers, 30 covers including
7 Imperial First Flights and 23 useful commercial air covers,
inspect, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600
1360 )
1924-71, 25 commercial and special event air
covers, includes a number of Olympic flights, special Japanese card with C3, Manchukuo to Mukden, etc. Inspect,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1366 )
1936, 10s Dolfuss (380), a well centered example neatly tied on on an immaculate FDC, Very Fine. Michel
588, Michel €1,600 ($2,080).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1361 )
1929-39, 25 Worldwide First Flight covers,
from Cyrenaica, Ethiopia (3), Greece (2), Iceland, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg (2), Macau (2), Netherlands (2), Netherlands Indies (3), Norway (2), Portugal (3), Spain and
Suriname (2). (Muller 13000 pts.) Inspect, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $350 - 500
1362 )
1930s, 60 commercial air covers from Europe and Colonies, A useful lot with many unusual
frankings and better stamps. Inspect., F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1363 )
1934, MacRobertson England-Australia Air
Race, 5 covers: 4 originating from GB (two signed by Pilot
C.E. Kay, one by Roscoe Turner and one by C.W.A. Scott)
and one from the Netherlands addressed to Bandoeng,
Java. A most intresting lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1367 )
1931 Rotary complete (B87-B92), the full set
tied on on an immaculate registered FDC, Very Fine. Michel
518-523, Michel €700 ($910).
Estimate $200 - 300

1364 )
1936, Hindenburg Covers, Si. 406, from Switzerland + one from Germany; Si. 409 & 409A from U.S. Also
Hindenberg II special cancel (Si. 0457I) (€165), Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
1365 )
First Flight & Event Cover Dealers Stock,
1937-1947, 300+ first flights or FAM's, 50+ event covers, includes FAM15, 18 and 27, quite a few trans-Atlantic,
frankings from Fiji, New Caledonia, France and Portugal,
nice clean material, please take time to review, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1370 H
Airmail, 1925, 5g Plane & Pilot's Head, Horizontal Pair, Imperforate Between (C13a), Never Hinged,
couple of tiny toning spots on gum, mentioned just for the
sake of accuracy, Extremely Fine. Seldom offered. Michel
469UMs; €1,500 ($1,950), Scott $1,250. Estimate $750 1,000

BOLIVIA

1368 H
1933 WIPA souvenir sheet (B111), with "Wipa
1933/ Sezession 6 Juli Wien" special cancellation, Very
Fine. Michel Block 1; €3,000 ($3,900), Scott $2,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
Wipa 1933 took place from June 24 to July 9. There were
three exhibition buildings: Artist House, Military Casino &
Secession Hall. This sheet cancelled at the latter location.

1371 m
Airmail, 1930 Graf Zeppelin Issue (C11/18),
incl. 5c on 10c green surcharge, 10c blue surcharge, 15c violet surcharge, 25c red surcharge & 1b gold surcharge,
F.-V.F.; each backstamped Kessler & others, Scott $430.
Estimate $200 - 300

BRAZIL

1372 H
Airmail Semi-Official, 1930, 6 different overprinted Zeppelins (4CL1-3, 6, 8, 10), o.g., very lightly
hinged, Very Fine, Scott $1,235.
Estimate $300 - 400

1369 H
1933 WIPA souvenir sheet of four (B111),
fresh and well centered, lightly hinged on top margin only,
stamps Never Hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel Block 1;
€3,000 ($3,900), Scott $325.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1373 H
Airmail Semi-Official, 1930, 5000r on 10,000r
Zeppelin (4CL4-5), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, perfectly
centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $200 - 300
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CAMBODIA

1377 (H)
Airmail, 1920, 10c Compañia Colombiana de
Navegación Aerea (C4), without gum as issued, brilliant
colors and fresh white paper, trivial foxing spot gently lightened, otherwise Extremely Fine a lovely example of this rarity; signed Calves, with 2002 P.F. certificate. Michel 3;
€5,500 ($7,150), Scott $4,600. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1374 P
1956, Coronation and U.N. sets, deluxe
proofs (53-61 vars.), the Coronation set as 6 different
proofs (one of each value), the U.N. set as a single combined proof of the 3 values, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

CENTRAL LITHUANIA
1378 (H)
Airmail, 1920, 10c Compañia Colombiana de
Navegación Aerea (C5), without gum as issued, great
color and impression, small thin, otherwise Extremely Fine;
signed, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

CROATIA
1375 H
1920, 10m on 3auk and 10m on 5auk high values (21-22), o.g., hinge remnants, very fresh, Fine; each
with 2003 APS certificate, Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

COLOMBIA

1379 H
1942, Model Airplane issue complete,
imperfs and proofs (B7-B10 vars.), includes imperf
blocks of 9 in issued colors plus sheets or part sheets of
imperf proofs. Unusual lot, F.-V.F. Michel 70-73 vars. (no
photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

DENMARK

1380 m
1851, 2rs blue, 1st (Ferslew) printing (1a),
light numeral cancel (not a “1”), large margins all around,
excellent color, Extremely Fine, a gem! with photocopy of
1989 P.F. certificate. Facit 1 Iv3; SKr 40,000 ($5,840), Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1376 )
Airmail, 1919, First Overprint issue, 2c carmine (C1), used on an attractive typewritten-addressed
FDC, F.-V.F.; signed Sanabria, Holcombe, Thompson and
others, Scott $1,700 off cover.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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1381 m
1851, 2rs blue, 2nd (Thiele) printing (1), bold
numeral “1” cancel, large even margins, Extremely Fine
and choice; with 1979 Kaiser certificate. Facit 1 II; SKr
10,000 ($1,460), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

1382 m
1851, 2rs blue, 2nd (Thiele) printing (1), fresh
and sound with four margins Very Fine used. Michel 2 II.
Facit 1 II, Scott $1,200.
Estimate $300 - 400

1385 )
1870 Balloon Monte, General Renault
(BM41), folded letter addressed to Belgium, franked with
10c bister & 20c blue, cancelled and tied by star Etoile killers, adjacent Paris Ministere des Finances 9/ DEC/ 1870
postmark, backstamped France par Tournay & Le-Havre
datestamps, F.-V.F. Maury 41; €500 ($650), Scott $350.
Estimate $200 - 300

ECUADOR

Siege of Paris balloon flight which departed on December
11, from Gare d' Nord at 02:15 AM, landed at 05:30 AM in
Baillollet (Seine-Maritime) having carried aeronaut
Joignery, two passengers, 100 kilograms of mail & 12
pigeons.

1383 E
1940 Artist Photographic Essay of the 400th
anniv. of the discovery and exploration of the Amazon
River, unadopted design mounted on card, and with photo
set into the 2 Sucres frame, prepared by the Columbian
Bank Note Company and planned to have appeared in
1941, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

FRANCE

1384 m
1853, Napoleon III imperforate, 1fr lake on
yellowish (21), dotted cancel, large margins all around,
Very Fine, seldom seen this nice; with 2008 APS certificate.
Maury 18; €4,000 ($5,200), Scott $3,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1386 )
1870 Balloon Monte, Le-Ville-de-Paris
(BM42), folded letter addressed to Clisson, franked with
20c Ceres and tied by Star Etoile killer, adjacent Paris Pl. de
la Bourse 12/ DEC/ 1870 postmark, no arrival marking as
usual for this balloon, Very Fine. Maury 42; €650 ($845),
Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

www.kelleherauctions.com

Siege of Paris balloon flight which departed on December
15, from Gare d' Orleans at 04:45 AM, landed at 11:00 AM
near Wertzlur, Prussia having carried aeronaut
Delamarne, two passengers, 65 kilograms of mail & 12
pigeons.
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1387 H
1923, 1fr Bordeaux Philatelic Congress and
1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (197, 246), o.g.,
lightly hinged, Very Fine; each signed A. Diena, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $300 - 400

1391 H
Airmail, 1930, 1.50fr ultramarine, "E.I.P.A."
perfins (C6b), with extra perforation initials on selvage
reading in the opposite direction, thin in leftmost portion of
the selvage not affecting stamp, hinge remnants, Very Fine.
Maury 6A, Scott $450.
Estimate $200 - 300
1392 H
Airmail, 1936, 50fr emerald (C14), o.g., very
lightly hinged, perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott
$825 (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1388 H
1929, 2fr Le Havre Philatelic Exhibition (246),
o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine; signed, Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200

1393 H
Airmail, 1936, 50fr "Banknote" (C15), Fresh,
Never Hinged, Very Fine. Maury 15, Scott $1,700.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1389 H
1936, S.S. Normandie, 1f50c blue green
(300b), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and well centered example, Very Fine, an extremely rare and elusive color variety;
1995 APS Certificate. Maury €23,500 ($30,550), Scott
$19,000 (photo on web site).
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000

FRENCH COLONIES

1394 H
Tahiti, 1893, Peace & Commerce, 25c yellow
on straw (12), o.g., fresh, Fine, a very rare stamp; signed
twice, with 2008 Rendon certificate, Scott $8,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1390 )
1930, Paris Air Exhibition, 1F50 with "E.I.P.A.
30" perfins (C6a), Nobvember 6, first day of perfinned
stamp on flown cover to the US, rare, Very Fine. Maury 6a.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1395 )
1901, picture post card for the German
South Pole Expedition, with 10pf Germania canceled by
3-line violet “Deutsche Südpol-Exped / Kerguelen-Insel /
Royal-Sound 9-NOV-1901”; picture side shows a sailing
ship amid ice floes, seals and penguins. Attractive, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1398 H
1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), Never
Hinged, trivial margin flaws, incl. tone spot, Very Fine.
Michel Block 1; €1,600 ($2,080), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $500 - 500

1396 H
1900, 5m slate & carmine, type II (65A), Fresh
& Colorful, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine. Michel 66 II;
€1,800 ($2,340), Scott $1,459. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1397 )
1915-1916 Ruhleben Internment Camp
Postal Stationery, interesting group compresed of 4 different letter cards, plus 2 different postal cards and a used
inter-barracks cover franked by Ruhleben camp produced
adhesives. The lettercards are denominated ½d, 1/3d and
3/4d on linen surfaced cards, attractive, clean group, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1399 HH
1930, IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), o.g.,
never hinged, immaculate, Very Fine, unusually nice.
Michel Block 1; €1,600 ($2,080), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1402 HH
1933 Nothilfe souvenir sheet (B58), o.g.,
never hinged, flawless in every respect, Extremely Fine.
Michel Block 2; €7,000 ($9,100), Scott $5,250. Estimate
$1,500 - 2,000

1400 m
1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet (B33), with two
Berlin W62/ IPOSTA 21.9.30 commemorative datestamps,
and registration label on top, selvage faults, F.-V.F. Michel
Block 1; €2,000 ($2,600), Scott $1,500.
Estimate $250 - 350

1401 HH
1933, Nothilfe, 5pf-50pf se-tenant, from the
souvenir sheet (B58a-d), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Michel 508-511; €1,200 ($1,560), Scott $760.
Estimate $250 - 350

200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1403 H
1935 OSTROPA souvenir sheet (B68), bright
colors, original brownish gum, Never Hinged, Very Fine.
Michel Block 3; €1,100 ($1,430), Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400
1404 H
1945 Storm Trooper Study (B292-B293), ten
items included plus reference work, 8 covers and 1 card
each franked with a set, plus an imperf sheet of 24 with
"FAUX" in design, includes GPS article and SA-/SS Briefe
sind Nachkriegsproduktionen booklet relating to this issue
and why genuinely used covers cannot exist, ex-Werner
Bohne. Michel 909-910 (no photo). Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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GERMAN COLONIES

1405 m
Airmail, 1930, 2m-4m So. America Flight
Zeppelins complete (C38-C39), lightly cancelled, well
centered, Very Fine. Michel 438-439; €800 ($1,040), Scott
$600.
Estimate $150 - 200

1409 m
Cameroun, 1913, 5m slate & carmine, 26x17
perf holes (25), light 1914 Duala, Kamerun cancel, fresh,
well centered, Very Fine, a most handsome example of this
Colonial Rarity; signed several times including Bothe, with
2005 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel 25 IA; €4,800
($6,240), Scott $4,250.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1406 H
Airmail, 1930, 4m So. America Flight Zeppelin (C39), Never Hinged, Very Fine; Signed Schlegel.
Michel 439; €1,800 ($2,340), Scott $1,300.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

GERMAN OFFICES IN CHINA

1407 )
Forerunners, 1898, German Eagle, 3pf-50pf
complete, tied by Shanghai cds's on an 1898 registered
cover to Dresden Plauen. Light vertical file fold, F.-V.F., colorful and attractive early use. Michel M45-M50, Michel
€1,060 ($1,378).
Estimate $400 - 600

1408 m
1900, 3pf brown, 5pf green, 10pf carmine and
20pf ultramarine (17-20), light Tientsin cancels, the 5pf
being a pair on piece, Very Fine, handsome and quite rare;
all signed, 3pf with Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel
8-11; €3,750 ($4,875), Scott $2,850.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1410 H
Kiautschou, 1901, Kaiser's Yacht, 3pf-5m
complete (10-22), o.g., hinged or hinge remnant, well centered with fresh colors, Very Fine. Michel 5-17; €600
($780), Scott $513.
Estimate $150 - 200

1411 m
Kiautschou, 1905, 1¢-$2½ Yacht complete
(23-32), each with neat central TSINGTAU KIAUTSCHOU
cancel, 2m used on piece, Very Fine, a premium and very
rare set; with 2001 Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel
18-27; €6,500 ($8,450), Scott $6,436. Estimate $2,000 3,000

1412 H
Kiautschou, 1905, Kaiser's Yacht, $1½ black
violet (31), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine; 2002 APS
certificate. Michel 26; €1,400 ($1,820), Scott $1,200.
Estimate $400 - 600

www.kelleherauctions.com
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GERMANY: SAAR

1413 H
Mariana Islands, 1900, Eagle with 56º overprint, 25pf orange, inverted overprint (15b), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh color, Fine; signed several times, with 2006
Jäschke-Lantelme certificate. Michel 5b II K; €2,800
($3,640), Scott $2,400.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1416 H
1920 "Sarre" overprint on 80pf Germania
(16), top sheet-margin single, stamp Never Hinged, Extremely Fine, backstamped J.B. Michel 16; €600 ($780),
Scott $450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1414 m
Mariana Islands, 1899, Eagle with 48º overprint, 50pf red brown (16a), bold SAIPAN cancel, F.-V.F.;
with 1992 Lantelme certificate. Michel 6 I; €3,000 ($3,900),
Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1417 m
1920, Overprints on Bavaria, 5pf-10m complete (21//37), neat light cancels, 3m and 5m each on
piece, generally Very Fine, a premium set; signed Bürger.
Michel 18-31; €1,900 ($2,470), Scott $1,547.
Estimate $500 - 750

1415

Marshall Islands, 1901, 3pf-5m Yacht complete (13-25), a very attractive set, each tied on piece by
Jaluit cds, generally Very Fine. Michel 13-25; €1,200
($1,560), Scott $800.
Estimate $350 - 500
s

1418 H
1921, 10pf Miner, proof of the accepted design, but in enlarged format (69 var.), on ungummed
proof paper, apparently for presentation purposes. Interesting item, Very Fine. Michel 54 var. Estimate $150 - 200
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1419 m
1928, Volkshilfe complete (B9-B15), neat light
cancels, Very Fine, a magnificently choice used set; 10f
signed Hoffmann. Michel 128-134; €5,500 ($7,150), Scott
$4,800.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1422 H
Soviet Zone - Thüringen, 1945, 1st Christmas/ Anti-Fascist souvenir sheet (16N3a var), type VI,
and depicting dot in "S" of "REICHSMARK", Extremely
Fine. Michel Block 1xa; €2,500 ($3,250).
Estimate $500 - 750

GERMANY: MEMEL

1420 H
1923, 15c-60c surcharges on 50m-500m
complete (N83-N86), set of 4, o.g., hinge remnants, fresh
colors, F.-V.F. Michel 234 I-237 I; €650 ($845), Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

GERMANY AFTER 1945
1423 m
Soviet Zone - Thüringen, 1945, 2nd Christmas souvenir sheet (16N7b), neat central cancel, Extremely Fine; signed. Michel Block 2; €3,200 ($4,160),
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1421 m
Soviet Zone - Thüringen, 1945, 1st Christmas/Anti-Fascist souvenir sheet (16N3a), neat cancels,
Very Fine; with 2002 Ströh certificate. Michel Block 1x;
€1,100 ($1,430), Scott $825.
Estimate $400 - 600

1424 HH
German Democratic Republic souvenir
sheets, five S/S's, includes 10NB11, 144a one perf and
one imperf, and two 146a perf, clean fresh group, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $575. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1428 m
Saar, 1947, “Saar II”, 10c-50fr overprints
complete, first printing (175a-187a), a handsome, lightly
canceled set, well centered, Very Fine, extremely rare
used; with 1997 Ney certificate. Michel 226 ZI-238 ZI;
€17,000 ($22,100), Scott $15,263.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1425 HHa
Berlin, 1949, Red Overprints complete
(9N21-9N34), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, generally
Very Fine, choice and very scarce; signed Bloch with his report. Michel 21-34; €6,000 ($7,800), Scott $5,200.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1426 HHa
Berlin, 1949 U.P.U. Anniversary complete
(9N35-41), blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, 1m minor ink
spots on gum side affecting two stamps, Very Fine. Michel
35-41; €3,400 ($4,420), Scott $3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1429 HHa
Germany - Federal Republic, 1952 Welfare
complete (B327-B330), corner margin blocks of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Michel 156-159, Scott $480.
Estimate $150 - 200

GREECE

1427 H
Saar, 1947 Pictorials, Imperforate Pairs
(156/174), group of twelve, each with right selvage, comprising 3pf, 6pf, 8pf, 10pf, 15pf, 16pf, 20pf, 25pf, 30pf, 50pf,
60pf & 75pf, Never Hinged, Extremely Fine; mostly Signed
Ney BPP. Michel 207ZU/222ZU; €7,440 ($9,672).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1430 H
1906 Greek Special Olympic Issue Complete
(184-197), an exceptionally fresh, select quality set, o.g.,
VLH, F.-V.F.+, Scott $505.
Estimate $200 - 300
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GREENLAND

1434 HH
1945, 1öre Liberation, inverted overprint (19
var), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Facit 19v; SKr
9,000 ($1,314), Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1435 HH
1945, 5öre Liberation, inverted overprint (20
var), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, only 400 issued. Facit
20v; SKr 9,000 ($1,314), Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1431 HH
1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), beautiful set of this scarce overprint set with
color varieties issued for the Liberation Of Denmark, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Facit 19-27, Scott $4,450.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

1432 HH
1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete (19-27), pristine mint, Very Fine og, NH. Facit 19-27,
Scott $1,450.
Estimate $500 - 750

1433 m
1945, 1öre-5kr Liberation overprints complete, including the scarcer overprint colors (19-27,
22a-27a), neat light cancels, Very Fine. Facit 19-27,
22v2-27v2; SKr 21,000 ($3,066), Scott $2,665.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1436 HH
1945, 7öre Liberation, inverted overprint (21
var), corner margin single, o.g., never hinged, Extremely
Fine, only 400 issued. Facit 21v; SKr 9,000 ($1,314), Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1437 HH
1945, 10öre-5kr Liberation complete,
scarcer overprint colors (22a-27a), o.g., never hinged,
PO fresh, scarce thus, Very Fine. Facit 22v2-27v2, Scott
$3,000.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1438 HH
1945, 10öre Liberation, scarcer carmine
overprint (22a), o.g., never hinged, Stolow backstamp, Extremely Fine; only 400 issued. Facit 22v2; SKr 9,000
($1,314), Scott $1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1442 H
Parcel Post, 1905, 10öre blue, one side officially reperforated (Q4 var.), o.g., small hinge remnant,
light gum creases, Very Fine. Facit P3IIC2, Facit SKr 9,000
($1,314).
Estimate $400 - 600
1443 HHa
Thule Locals, 1935-36, 10öre-45öre complete, complete sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
Facit T1-T5, Facit SKr 20,000 ($2,920) (no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750

GUATEMALA

1439 HH
1945, 15öre Liberation, inverted overprint
(23 var), o.g., never hinged, Stolow backstamp, Extremely
Fine, only 400 issued. Facit 23v1; SKr 9,000 ($1,314), Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1444 HH
1984 Jumbo coffee stamps in sheets of six,
25c & 30c, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine and choice. Issued
to call international attention to Guatemalan coffee and
commemorating more than 100 years of fruitful labor, only
5,000 of each was issued. Complete sheets in excellent
state of preservation are seldom offered. Michel 1252-53;
€1,860 ($2,418), Scott $1,500 as singles (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

ICELAND

1440 HH
1945, 2kr Liberation, inverted overprint (26
var), o.g., never hinged, Stolow backstamp, Extremely
Fine, only 400 issued. Facit 26v1; SKr 9,000 ($1,314), Scott
$1,900.
Estimate $400 - 600

1445

1446

1447

1445 m
1873, 16sk yellow (4), light cancel, sharp color,
Fine, with 1986 APS certificate. Facit 4; SKr 22,000
($3,212), Scott $3,000.
Estimate $400 - 600
1446 m
1873, 4sk carmine (6), cancelled to order, good
color, reperfed at top, F.-V.F. appearance; 2003 APS certificate. Facit 6v1; SKr 6,500 ($949), Scott $2,500. Estimate
$400 - 600
1447 m
1898, 50a blue & carmine (30), light Reykjavik
cds, bright fresh color, F.-V.F.; 2006 P.F. certificate. Facit
31; SKr 6,000 ($876), Scott $450.
Estimate $150 - 200

1441 E
Airmail, 1932, Rockwell Kent essay, official
reprint, flawless, Very Fine, a most unusual item; with 1993
Pollak certificate.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1448
1448

1449

1897, large “þrir/3” on 5a green (31), tied on
piece by Reykjavik 1897 cds, Fine; 2004 Rendon certificate. Facit 35; SKr 5,500 ($803), Scott $600.
Estimate $150 - 200
s

1455 H
1907-08, 1e-5kr Two Kings complete (71-85),
o.g., lightly hinged, fresh mint, a particularly nice set, Very
Fine. Facit 76-90, Scott $661.
Estimate $200 - 300

1449 H
1897, large "þrir/3" on 5a green, perf 14x13½
(31a), neat corner cancel, fresh, F.-V.F.; with 1974 P.F. certificate. Facit 33; SKr 35,000 ($5,110), Scott $4,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1456 H
1920-22, 1e-5kr King Christian X complete
(108-128), o.g., lovely, select quality set, Very Fine. Facit
124-144, Scott $1,047.
Estimate $300 - 400

1450

1451

1452

1450 H
1897, small "þrir/3" on 5a green, perf 14x13½
(32b), neat light cancel, fresh and beautifully well centered,
Extremely Fine, outstandingly choice; with 2008 APS certificate. Facit 32; SKr 20,000 ($2,920), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1451 H
1902, 5a green, black “I Gildi” (52), perf 13,
o.g., fresh bright color, F.-V.F.; 2011 APEX certificate. Facit
51; SKr 3,000 ($438), Scott $400.
Estimate $150 - 200

1457 HH
1925, Kr. 10 on 50a claret, Kr. 10 on 1kr yellow and 2kr on 25a orange (140, 141, 149), o.g., never
hinged, fresh well centered examples, Very Fine. Facit
121-123; SKr 18,000 ($2,628), Scott $875 for hinged.
Estimate $500 - 750

1452 H
1902, 5a green, red "I Gildi" (60), perf 14x13½,
o.g., hinged, excellent color, nicely centered, Very Fine;
with 1985 Nielsen certificate. Facit 45; SKr 18,000 ($2,628),
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1458 HH
1929, Kr. 10 on 2kr olive brown & bright blue
and Kr. 10 on 5kr brown & slate (142-143), o.g., never
hinged, bright crisp colors, F.-V.F. Facit 103, 107; SKr
10,800 ($1,577), Scott $555 for hinged.
Estimate $300 - 400

1453

1454

1453 m
1902, 6a gray, red "I Gildi" (61), perf 14x13½,
neat cancel, F.-V.F., very rare, unpriced used; with 1994
Pollak certificate. Facit 46.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1454 m
1902, 3a orange, black "I Gildi" (63), perf
14x13½, light corner cancel, fresh and well centered, Very
Fine, choice; with 1998 Nielsen certificate. Facit 38; SKr
18,000 ($2,628), Scott $2,100.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1459 H
1930 Kr. 10 on 5kr Brown and Slate (143),
fresh mint, Very Fine og, VLH. Facit 107, Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1460 HH/H
1930, 3a-10kr Parliament Millenium regular
issues complete (152-166), a superb quality mint set, pristine, Very Fine. Facit 173-187, Scott $471.
Estimate $200 - 300

1461 H
1930, 3a-10kr Parliament Millenium regular
issues complete (152-166, C3), including the 10a Falcon
Airmail, o.g., very lightly hinged, fresh, Very Fine. Facit
173-188; SKr 3,000 ($438), Scott $496.
Estimate $150 - 200

1462 H
1931-33, 1e-10kr King Christian X complete
(176-187), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and near pristine, nice
set, Very Fine. Facit 145,147-157, Scott $1,118.
Estimate $300 - 400

1463 H
Airmail, 1933 “Hopflug Itala” complete
(C12-C14), o.g., lightly hinged, a fresh, well centered set,
Very Fine; signed Bartels, Dr. Debo, with 1992 Dr. Debo
certificate. Facit 165-167; SKr 17,500 ($2,555), Scott
$2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750

1465 m
Airmail, 1933 "Hopflug Itala" complete
(C12-C14), light cancels; with 1975 Grønlund certificate,
each value also signed Grønlund. Facit 165-167; SKr
43,500 ($6,351), Scott $5,275. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1466 H
Official, 1873, 4sk green (O1), o.g., hinged,
partly reperfed and with small tear at top left, otherwise
Fine, an attractive and very scarce stamp; 2001 Nielsen
certificate. Facit Tj1; SKr 65,000 ($9,490), Scott $9,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1467 HH/H
Officials, 1902, 3a-50a complete, “I Gildi”
(O25-O30), perf 14x13½, o.g., key values hinged, others
never hinged, fresh, F.-V.F.; copy of 1994 Pollak certificate
for O27. Facit Tj15-20; SKr 7,410 ($1,082), Scott $887.
Estimate $200 - 300

1468

1469

1468 m
Official, 1902, 3a yellow, "I Gildi" (O25), perf
14x13½, neat light corner cancel, Very Fine and choice;
with 1998 Nielsen certificate. Facit Tj15; SKr 12,000
($1,752), Scott $1,400.
Estimate $400 - 600
1469 H
Official, 1902, 10a blue, “I Gildi” (O27), perf
14x13½, o.g., hinge remnant, fresh and well centered, Very
Fine. Facit Tj17; SKr 3,600 ($526), Scott $475.
Estimate $150 - 200

1464 H
Airmail, 1933 “Hopflug Itala” complete
(C12-C14), fresh mint, Very Fine og, LH, nice set, 1993 PF
certificates accompany. Michel 172-174. Facit 165-167,
Scott $2,250.
Estimate $500 - 750
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ISRAEL

1470 m
Official, 1902, 10a blue, "I Gildi" (O27), perf
14x13½, light cancel, F.-V.F.; with 1998 Nielsen certificate.
Facit Tj17; SKr 6,500 ($949), Scott $900.
Estimate $150 - 200

1474 HH
1948, 250m-1000m First Coins high values,
with tabs (7-9), o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine. Bale
7-9, Scott $7,500.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
1471 m
Official, 1922, 5kr brown (O51), two town cancels, F.-V.F.; 1999 APS certificate. Facit Tj54; SKr 2,200
($321), Scott $290.
Estimate $100 - 150

1472 HH/H
Officials, 1930 Parliament Millenium complete (O53-O67), a splendid, superior quality set, Very Fine
and choice. Facit Tj59-74, Scott $1,010.
Estimate $400 - 600
1475 HHa
Postage Dues, 1948, 3m-50m first issue
complete (J1-J5), top right plate blocks of 6, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine. Bale PD1-5, Bale $1,800.
Estimate $400 - 600

1473 H
Officials, 1930 Parliament Millenium complete (O53-O67, C01), o.g., hinged or hinge remnant, a
lovely fresh set, Very Fine; 1999 APS certificate for 10kr.
Facit Tj59-74; SKr 6,500 ($949), Scott $1,032.
Estimate $250 - 350
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ITALIAN STATES

1476 m
Modena, 1855, Coat of Arms, "4C" instead of
"40" (8e), with large part of original gum, and complete
margins well clear of the framelines on all four sides, Very
Fine. Stamp corresponds to position 39 of the lower-right
pane (pos. 199 of the sheet of 240 subjects.; Signed by
Enzo Diena with 2008 Sismondo Photo Certificate.
Sassone 10g; €2,250 ($2,925), Scott $650.
Estimate $500 - 750

1477 m
Modena, 1853, 1L black, with period after
value (9a), tied on piece by light circular datestamp, small
corner crease at top left, F.-V.F.; 2007 PF Certificate.
Sassone 11a; €3,850 ($5,005), Scott $4,000.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1478 P
Neapolitan Provinces, 1861 Plate Proofs,
½t-10g black, six values: ½t; ½g; 1g; 2g, 5g; 10g related to
Scott #19-15, CEI P22-7 €9000, without gum as issued, ½t
has two pinholes, Very Fine, a scarce group; 2010
Sismondo Photo Certificate.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

ITALY

1479

1480

1479 (H)
1865, Victor Emmanuel II, 10c orange brown,
London printing (27a), without gum, F.-V.F. a few irregular perforations as often is the case; 2010 Sismondo Photo
Certificate. Sassone L17, Scott $475.Estimate $100 - 150
1480 H
1877, Victor Emmanuel II, 20c orange (36),
traces of o.g., bright fresh color, few shorter perfs,
V.G.-Fine and rare, a scarce stamp; 2010 Sismondo Photo
Certificate. Sassone 28, Scott $5,500.
Estimate $300 - 400

1481 H
1922, 9th Italian Philatelic Congress
(142A-D), o.g., hinge remnants, V.G.-Fine as often; 2010
Sismondo Photo Certificate. Sassone 123-6, Scott $1,375.
Estimate $300 - 400

1482 HH
1946, 100 lira carmine lake, United Family
(477), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $450. Estimate
$150 - 200

1483 HH
1961, 205 lira "Gronchi Roa" , color error
(834a), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine spot of gum disturbance visible at left on face, trivial, Scott $1,650.
Estimate $500 - 750
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ITALIAN OCCUPATIONS AND COLONIES

1484

1485

1484 m
Semi-Postal, 1921, 10c (B5), with light circular
cancel, F.-V.F.; Signed Richter. Sassone 1; €2,000
($2,600), Scott $1,350.
Estimate $300 - 400
1485 m
Semi-Postal, 1922-23, 60c (B15), with light circular cancel, minor faults, Fine. Sassone 11; €3,250
($4,225), Scott $2,375.
Estimate $350 - 500

1487 HH
Trieste Zone A, 1947-8, Parcel Post Set
(Q1-12), immaculate “P.O. fresh” o.g., never hinged,
V.G.-Fine and rare centered as always, Scott $1,195.
Estimate $300 - 400

1486 )
1933 Balbo Century of Progress Flight (C49),
registered cover addressed to New York, flown Rome to
New York, 5.25L+44.75L triptych tied by two Genova
23.6.33 circular datestamps, confirmation cachet of the
flight, airmail & registration labels, bakcstamped multiple
transit & receiving postmarks, minor faults from rough
opening, F.-V.F. Sassone GP40; €3,750 ($4,875), Scott
$2,750.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
In 1933 pioneering aviator and charismatic Minister of Air,
Italo Balbo, planned and executed a display of Italian air
strength. Twenty-five special airplanes were build and
flown in formation to the Chicago World's Fair, then back
to Rome. As a result of his return, Mussolini made him Air
Marshall of the Italian Air Force. Covers franked with
triptychs are seldom offered.
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1488 )
Italian Occupation of the Aegean Islands,
1932, Garibaldi issue complete from the 13 islands,
each tied on cacheted FDC's, addressed to Rome. Some
on Coo cover with some perf tip toning, F.-V.F., an attractive and scarce group of FDC's; Sismondo Photo Certificate
for each. Sassone €8,125 on cover ($10,562), Scott $3,900
as used.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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KOREA

1489 H
Italian Occupation of Castelrosso, 1932,
Garibaldi set complete (80-89), an attractive set, most
values with neat corner cancels, fresh, F.-V.F. Sassone
S.5; €600 ($780), Scott $500.
Estimate $150 - 200
1490 HH
Italian Somaliland, 1906-31, small group of
better singles and sets (10-16, 41-50, 51-54, 100-101,
B1-4, Q46), spot check shows all o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., Sassone very high catalog value. Sassone
€1,000+ ($1,300), Scott $595 (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

JAPAN
1492 )
1952 Sok Kul Am & Bool Gook Temple,
200wn & 300wn (183-84vars), each souvenir sheet tied on
cover by violet Pusan 20.2.52 bridge cancel, 300wn sheet
minor margin tears, F.-V.F. Korea P.S.C. PS83-84; Won
1,060,000 as unused ($954).
Estimate $300 - 400

1491 HHa
1949, 8y Philatelic Week (479a), bright colors
and fresh, miniature sheet of 5, o.g., never hinged, minor
margin flaws and vertical fold between third and fourth
stamps, choice centering, Very Fine. JSCA C173, Scott
$450.
Estimate $300 - 400

1493 H
1952 Tombstone of Mu Yal Wang, 500wn
(185var), souvenir sheet on watermarked paper, and without gum as issued, Extremely Fine. Korea P.S.C. PS90;
Won 400,000 ($360).
Estimate $200 - 300
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LATVIA

1496 H
Occupation, 1919, 3k-10r overprints by West
Russian
Army
under
Col.
Bermondt-Avalov
(2N1-2N36), complete set of 35, o.g., hinged or hinge remnant, fresh attractive examples, F.-V.F., very scarce; most
signed, all with 2005 Rendon certificate. Michel 1-35, Scott
$1,083.
Estimate $400 - 600

LIBERIA

1494 H
1956 Postal Day, 20h to 55h complete
(232-34vars), souvenir sheets on laid paper, and without
gum as issued, Very Fine. Korea P.S.C. PSC107-109; Won
1,590,000 ($1,431).
Estimate $400 - 600

1497 HH
1958, Pres. Tubman's Visits, specialized
group of errors, imperfs and proofs (368//C117 vars.),
including full sheets of the Swiss Visit with flag of France
and German Visit with flag of the Netherlands, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

LIECHTENSTEIN

Ex 1498

Ex 1499

1500

1498 HH
1912, 5h-25h First Issue complete, all major
varieties (1-3, 1a-3a, 3ab), including a chalky paper set,
the set on thin unsurfaced paper, and the 25h color variety
in ultramarine, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, a choice set
for the connoisseur. Zumstein 1x-3x, 1y, 3y, 3ay; SFr 6,320
($6,762), Scott $4,525.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1499 HH
1912, 5h-25h First Issue complete, chalky
paper (1-3), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Zumstein 1x-3x;
SFr 920 ($984), Scott $725.
Estimate $200 - 300
1500 HH
1912, 25h First Issue, in dark blue (3a), o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. Zumstein 3y; SFr 3,000 ($3,210),
Scott $2,200.
Estimate $500 - 750
1495 (H)
1956, 10h, 20h and 50h Pictorials, imperf
miniature sheets of 1 (235-237 vars.), without gum as issued, one with tiny corner crease, Very Fine. Michel Bl
105-7; €1,350 ($1,755).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1501 HH
1928, Reign Anniversary complete (82-89),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Zumstein 72-79; SFr 1,200
($1,284), Scott $1,000.
Estimate $250 - 350

1503 HHa
1951, 3fr Princess Georgina (260), corner
margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $320.
Estimate $100 - 150

LITHUANIA

1502 )
1934, Vaduz souvenir sheet (115), used on giant FDC to Leipzig, Very Fine. Zumstein 104; SFr 4,000
($4,280), Scott $2,800.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1504 HHa
1938, Scout Jamboree complete (B47-B50),
blocks of 4, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $236.
Estimate $100 - 150
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LUXEMBOURG

1508 H
Official, 1896, 50c with Double Overprint
(O29Avar), key-value for the set with light circular cancel
and straight edge at right, tiny internal paper break due to
the impressoin of the overprints and faint toning on top margin., F.-V.F. Normal used stamp catalogues $650; 2009 PF
Certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

MONACO

1505 HH
1921, 15c Grand Duchess Charlotte, miniature sheet of 5 (125a), o.g., never hinged, normal margin
wrinkles and imperfections, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $100 - 150

MEXICO

1509 H
1919, Monaco View semi-postals complete
(B2-B8), large part o.g., fresh colors, Fine, Scott $1,603.
Estimate $400 - 600

NETHERLANDS
Rare Complete Set of Syncopated Perfs
1506 m
Airmail, 1932, 5c-50c overprints complete,
imperforate (C40a-44a), including 10c, 15c & 20 with
guidelines on top selvage, 50c with left selvage, vertical
pairs, all with "Servicio Aereo Mexico" circular datestamps,
Extremely Fine, Scott $240.
Estimate $200 - 300

1510 HH/H
1925-33, Syncopated perf issues complete
(NVPH R1-R110), o.g., mostly lightly hinged (R32 key
value is never hinged, cats €8000), generally Very Fine.
Scott 168b//B69a, NVPH €10,623 ($13,810).
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1507 m
Airmail, 1934 National University Issue, 20c
to 20p complete (C54-61), each tied on small card by
"Servicio Aereo Mexico D.F." circular datestamp, Very
Fine, Scott $1,626.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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1514 HH/H
1946, Education souvenir sheet (B49Bc),
o.g., hinge remnants in margins only, stamps never hinged,
Very Fine, Scott $375.
Estimate $150 - 200
1511 ma
1952, Utrecht Postage Stamp Exhibition
complete (336-339), complete sheets of 25, neat first day
cancels, full never hinged o.g., F.-V.F. NVPH 592-595;
€2,750 ($3,575), Scott $1,500 ++. Estimate $750 - 1,000
1512

1930s Group of KLM ephemera, 22 items include 5 stamps, 7 postcards (1signed by pilot Ivan
Smirnoff), a few late covers and leaflets. Useful collateral
lot, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $250 - 350

POLAND

1515 HH/H
Airmail, 1946, Roosevelt souvenir sheet
(C26Cd), o.g., lightly hinged in the margins only, stamps
never hinged, Very Fine, Scott $210. Estimate $100 - 150

1516

1517

1516 H
Postage Due, 1919, 5k ultramarine (J9), neat
KRAKOW corner cancel, fresh and well centered, Very
Fine, a very rare stamp! signed Mikulski, with 1999
Kronenberg certificate, Scott $3,500.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1513 HHa
1946, Education set complete (B49-B49B),
full sheets of 12, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine, Scott
$1,320.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1517 H
Polish Consular Post in Odessa, 1919,
10f-1m complete, including extra shade of the 1m
(Michel 1-5), set of 6, o.g., Very Fine; each signed several
times, all with 2008 Rendon certificate.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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RUSSIA

1518 H
1866-70, 1k-30k Arms issue complete, horizontally laid paper (19-25), includes 2 copies of the 10k
value, o.g., fresh and a F.-V.F. clean set. Michel 18x-23x,
Scott $336.
Estimate $100 - 150
1522 H
1947, 30k New Athos Sanitarium, imperf
(1166 var.), vertical pair, o.g., hinged, Very Fine. Michel
1157k U.
Estimate $75 - 100

1519 H
1889-1892 3.50r and 7r Coat of Arms High
Values (53, 54(2)), includes 2 clean copies of the 7r value,
o.g., fresh and F.-V.F.+, Scott $425. Estimate $150 - 200

1523 H
Airmail, 1931-32, 10-1R Zeppelins Imperforate complete (C15-19), o.g., small paper hinge remnant,
Very Fine. Michel 397C-401C; €220 ($286), Scott $360.
Estimate $150 - 200

1520 H
1927, 10th Anniversary of Russian Revolution 5k deep green, Imperf Single (376a), large spacious
margins, slight gum glazing from mount, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2011 Buchsbayew Photo Certificate, Scott
$1,000.
Estimate $500 - 750
1524 H
Airmail Official, 1922, 1200m on 10k (CO5),
o.g., perfectly centered, Extremely Fine, Scott $1,000.
Estimate $350 - 500

SAN MARINO

1521 HH
1935 Moscow Subway Issue (551-554), o.g.,
never hinged, PO fresh Very Fine scarce thus, Scott
$1,400.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1525 HH
Airmail, 1933 Graf Zeppelin Issue, 3L on 50c
to 20L on 3L complete (C11-16), o.g., never hinged, fresh
and bright, Extremely Fine, Scott $600. Estimate $300 400
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SOMALIA

1526 HH
1950-1, Airmail Issue (C17-27), o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F., Scott $293.
Estimate $100 - 150

SPAIN

1528 m
Airmail, 1938, U.S. Constitution souvenir
sheet, perforated (C97c), cancelled by "Valores
Declarados/ Barcelona" Nov. 10 circular datestamp,
F.-V.F.; Signed Alberto Diena. Edifil 766; €1,875 ($2,438),
Scott $3,000.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

SPANISH PHILIPPINES

1527 HH
1907 Complete Sheets Exposition de
Industrias de Madrid, complete sheets of 32 of all six values with an extra 10c. Makes 32 sets if broken up. Scott lists
complete NH sets at $60.00 each., o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, Scott $1,920.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1529 )
1870 #34 Via Suez To Sevilla (34), 1 real tied to
cover with Manila cds, ms "Via de Suez", to Sevilla, missing
backflap, F.-V.F., Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1530 )
1872 #34 Via Gibraltar To Madrid (34), 1 real
tied by fancy oval to cover with Manila cds, ms "Per Gibraltar", to Madrid, with Madrid receiver on reverse, Very Fine,
Scott $800.
Estimate $500 - 750

1531 )
1873 Pair #35 To Lingayen (35), pair 6 1/8 c on
outer folded letter sheet with Manila cds to Lingayen, double rate interior use, owner states only 10 interior covers
known, inkburn in address, F.-V.F., Scott $1,000.
Estimate $600 - 800

1532 )
1870 #36 Cover Via Gibraltar To Puerto de
Santa Maria (36), two 6¼ c singles cancelled on 1870 outer
folded letter sheet with Manila cds, ms "Via Gibraltar", to
Puerto de Santa Maria, vertical filefold, F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1533 )
1869 #37 On Cover To Madrid Via Marseilles
(37), 12½ c tied on 1869 outer folded letter sheet with Manila cds, ms "Via Marseilles", to Madrid, vertical filefold,
F.-V.F., Scott $500.
Estimate $400 - 600

1534 )
1886 Manila To Paris (81), 5 c tied by blue 1886
Manila cds on cover, ms "via Singapore pr Mess Marit
Djemnah", to Paris, Lyon transit and Paris receiver on reverse, Very Fine, Scott $350.
Estimate $350 - 500

1535 )
1896 Manila To Paris (147), two pair 2 c(147)
tied by Manila cds on cover to Paris, French Paquebot
handstamp, receiver on reverse, F.-V.F., Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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SWEDEN

1539 HH
1922, Gustav V, 15ö violet, watermarked
Wavy Lines (189), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; with 1999
Norsten certificate. Facit 175Acx; SKr 50,000 ($7,300),
Scott $3,000 for hinged.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1536 )
1892 Manila To Switzerland Via French
Paquebot (161), 8 c(161) tied by Manila cds to front only,
paquebot handstamp, to Douanne Switzerland, Fine, Scott
$400.
Estimate $250 - 350

Ex 1540

Ex 1541

1540 H
1924 U.P.U. Congress complete (197-212),
fresh colors, some faults, incl. 2kr minor tear, F.-V.F. Michel
144-158. Facit 196-210; SKr 8,600 ($1,256), Scott $779.
Estimate $250 - 350
1541 H
1924 U.P.U. Congress complete (213-28), attractive appearance and fresh, some trivial gum thins,
F.-V.F. Facit 211-25; SKr 6,000 ($876), Scott $846.
Estimate $250 - 350
1537 )
1897 Manila To Paris Via French Paquebot
(162), 12c (162) tied by Manila cds to cover with French
Paquebot handstamp to Pairs, Paris receiver on reverse,
staining and edge flaws, F.-V.F., Scott $300.
Estimate
$200 - 300

1542 HH
1931, 5kr Royal Palace on cream paper (229),
o.g., never hinged, Very Fine. Facit 233a; SKr 2,500 ($365),
Scott $300.
Estimate $100 - 150

1538 )
1894 Maila To Paris Via French Paquebot
(164), 10 c (164) tied by Manila cds to cover with French
Paquebot handstamp to Paris, Very Fine, Scott $400.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1543 HH
1918, 7+2õ on 4ö, Landstormen Semi Postal,
Inverted Surcharge (B4 var), o.g., never hinged, natural
inclusion visible only from reverse, Very Fine; 1986 E Diena
Photo Certifictae. Facit 128; SKr 4,000 ($584).
Estimate $200 - 300
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SWITZERLAND

1544 m
Airmail, 1920, Inverted Surcharges, 10o on
3o to 50o on 4o complete (C1a-C3a), incl. 10o on 3o tied
on piece by Stockholm 27.11 bridge cancel & 20o on 2o tied
on piece by Filipstad 28.10 circular datestamp, latter with
horizontal crease, F.-V.F.; 10o on 3o & 20o on 2o
backstamped Kessler, Scott $3,100.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1547 m
1850, Orts-Post, with frame around cross,
2½rp black & red (1), neat light red rosette cancel, large
margins all around, fresh color, Very Fine, quite handsome,
an exceptionally choice example that will please even the
most demanding collectors; with 1993 von der Weid certificate. Zumstein 13 I; SFr 1,800 ($1,926), Scott $1,600.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1548 m
1850, Orts-Post, without frame around
cross, 2½rp black & red (3), neat light double circle cancel, ample to large margins including the outer cutting line at
top, excellent color and impression, Very Fine; signed
Fulpius, with 1995 Rellstab certificate. Zumstein 13 II; SFr
3,600 ($3,852), Scott $2,750.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1545 H
Booklet, 1922-36, 3kr Gustav V Left Profile,
red cover, containing 20 x 15 öre, Very Fine. Facit HS19IIa,
Facit SKr 12,000 ($1,752).
Estimate $500 - 750

1549 (H)
1908, Helvetia with Sword, 20c-3fr complete,
Special Printing (132//145 vars.), without gum as issued,
brilliant colors, Very Fine and very scarce, signed Bloch,
with 1976 Fiedl certificate. Zumstein 108-116 var.,
Zumstein SFr 2,600 ($2,782).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1546 HH
Booklet, 1939, 3kr Linné, orange cover, without Linné on the cover, perf 3 or 4 side, containing 20 x
15öre, immaculate, Very Fine. Facit H41B BC,CB, Facit
SKr 18,000 ($2,628).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1550 H
Semi-Postal, 1916, complete (B4-6), blocks of
four, Never Hinged, F.-V.F. Zumstein 4-6; SFr 900 ($963),
Scott $700 as singles.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1553 m
1912, 10c Pro Juventute forerunner, in Italian, neat Grafenried cds (back-dated, although with the
original canceler), perfectly centered, perfs at top just a tiny
bit irregular, Very Fine, a lovely example of this rarity.
Zumstein III, Zumstein SFr 7,500 ($8,025).
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

1551 HH
1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), o.g., never
hinged, immaculate, Very Fine. Zumstein WIII 1; SFr 1,000
($1,070), Scott $825.
Estimate $300 - 400

1554 HH
Officials - League of Nations, 1922-31, 60c,
1fr and 5f (2O23, 2O26, 2O28), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
very scarce mint. Zumstein 10, 12, 14, Zumstein SFr 1,715
($1,835).
Estimate $400 - 600

VIET NAM (SOUTH)

1552 )
1934, NABA souvenir sheet (226), used on a
registered official FDC to England, Very Fine. Zumstein
WIII 1; SFr 1,400 ($1,498), Scott $550.
Estimate $300 - 400

1555 (H)
Airmail, 1952, Dragon & Fish issue complete,
imperf, in an official souvenir booklet (C5-C9), without
gum as issued, F.-V.F., Scott $175. Estimate $100 - 150
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Philatelic Literature
1556

The Caspary Collection, bound catalogs in
one vol, illustrated, no prices realized, complete run of
Caspary's Harmer's auctions, light wear to spine, contents
excellent, Very Fine, ex Coulter (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1557

The Henry C Gibson Collection, Sale # 12, US
Postage Stamps on Original Covers, 784 lots, illustrated,
with prices realized, F.-V.F., ex Coulter (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1558

The Honolulu Advertiser Collection Catalogs, three volumes with slip cover, over 3900 lots, all photographed, mandatory for any Hawaii collector, no prices
realized, Very Fine (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1559

The Josiah Lilly Collection Vol 1 & 2, Vol 1 includes US & Vol 2 includes general foreign, with prices realized, excellent condition with light bookshelf wear on edges
of spines, wonderful examples of these famous Siegel
sales, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1560

The Mizuhara Collection, all 14 Volumes, each
with slip case. Based on one of the finest China collectons
ever formed, Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1561

The Postage Stamp Collection of the late Arthur Hind, bound volume of Hind Collection with complete
set of plates, addenda insert, pages excellent, slight bookshelf wear to edges of spine, Very Fine, ex Coulture (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1562

Balance Of Coulter Philatelic Literature, nine
books, includes Waterhouse 1916 Postage Stamps of the
USA, The Yucatan Affair, Pat's Paragraphs, Chase The 3¢
Stamp Of The US, Neinken The US One Cent Stamp of
1851-1861, Luff Postmasters' Provisional Stamps, The
1869 Issue on Cover: A Census, Postmarked Alaska, and
bound volume of The Stamp Collectors Magazine of 1869,
F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1563

Booklet for Aviation School near Antwerp:
Biplane Demonstrations, c. 1914, 20 pp. brochure with 8
photos of the "Jero" biplane at the St. Job Aerodrome + promotional text., Rare. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1564

British Philatelic Association, The Work Of
Jean De Sperati, second edition, 1956, in two volumes,
hardcover, copy #211 of 500, Vol 1 text, Vol 2 plates, normal shelf wear to spines top and bottom, Vol 2 is album type
so new pages cane be added, scarce volumes, Very Fine
(no photo).
Estimate $500 - 750
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1565

Brookman & Klein, The Ninteenth Century
Postage Stamps Of The US, etc., eight volumes, 1947 edition 19th Century Postage Stamps, published by H.L.
Lindquist, Vol 1 & 2, paper jackets, 1966-67 The US Postage Stamps of the 19th Century, published by H.L.
Lindquist, Vol 1, 2 & 3, paper jackets, 1940 edition United
States Waterway Packetmarks three copies, No. 133 & 196
of 500 copies, both signed by Eugene Klein, published by
J.W. Stowell, no dustjacket, and another copy with paper
dust jacket, No 67 and signed, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1566

Charles F. Merloni L.L.M., Evolution Of World
Posts, 1953, hardcover, with introduction and three postal
history sections, British, US and foreign, with prices realized and bibliography, small flaw on spine, Very Fine (no
photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1567

China Literature - Miscellaneous Group in
Medium Box, with pre 1965 articals and publications like
large group of China Clippers and a copy of William Jones'
"The Gold and Silver Currency Stamps of China". Nice
clean group, take a quck look (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1568

Coulter Slide Exhibition Of 1869 Issues,
250+ color slides of Coulter's 1869 cover collection, loose in
boxes and in three carousels, one of a kind, great research
material from one of the experts on the 1869 pictorials, Very
Fine (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1569

Dietz, five items, includes 1929 The Postal Service Of The CSA, The Confederate States Catalog & Handbook 1945, 1959 and 1986 editions, also copy of The
Confederate Philatelist Vol 25, No1, excellent lot for the
specialist, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $150 - 200

1570

The Essay Proof Journal, 62 issues,
1947-1967, not complete, some are water stained and/or
stuck together, still a indispensable resource for world wide
essays and proofs, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1571

R.H. White, Encyclopedia Of The Colors Of
United States Postage Stamps Vols. 1, 2, 3 & 4, published
by Philatelic Research Ltd., looseleaf style in binder, with
1918-1938 supplement and Preservation of United States
Stamps supplements 1847-1893 & 1894-1918, F.-V.F. (no
photo).
Estimate $300 - 400

1572

Report of the Legislative Committee from
the State Of New York to the Alaska-Yukon Exposition
1909, hardcover, 197 pp., illustrated with photos, title page
loose at bottom, excellent reference for expo or Alaska Yukon collectors (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150

1573

White, R.H., Encyclopedia Of The Colors Of US
Postage Stamps & The Paper & Gums of US Postage
Stamps, three looseleaf volumes, includes colors Vol I-II
and III-IV, and papers and gums volume 1847-1909, in
slipcases, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $300 - 400
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1574

Wilson, Sir John, The Royal Philatelic Collection, complete volume in slipcase, with interleaving, slight
wear to edges of spine, a magnificent reference source,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine (no photo).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1575

Instant Philatelic Library, 68 books or pamphlets, includes three different Opinions: Philatelic
Expertising, 19 books or pamphlets on Well Fargo and/or
western mails including Colburn's Letters Of Gold, two on
Alaska postal history, The Yucatan Affair, Cole's The Black
Jacks Of 1863-1867, Baker's US Classics, and 1982 two
volume The United States Postal Guide and Official Advertiser, wonderful opportunity to start your own library or
break up to sell on the internet, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $400 - 600

1576

Post Office Guides from 1882, 50 Different,
lot of post office guides and other PO literature, guides run
fron 1882 to the 1940's, also includes 1880 Report To The
Post Master General, totals approx. 50 guides, great lot for
the postal historian, F.-V.F. (no photo).
Estimate $200 - 300

1577

Catalogs, marvelous group of several boxes of
literature, includes 3 Machin catalogues and miscellaneous
catalogues, a few hundred US Specialist from the 1990's to
2000's, includes many useful catalogs and reference,
please consider (no photo).
Estimate $100 - 150
Available only in our CT offices for viewing.

Please Visit Our Web Site!
http://www.kelleherauctions.com
Every lot is shown, many with additional photos
not found in the printed catalog.
The lots are fully searchable by a variety of
criteria: text, country, Scott number and more.
And - you can bid on the sale interactively,
review your bids, check results and much more.
Our sale will also be available on Stamp Auction
Network. Go to:
http://www.stampauctionnetwork.com
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